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2. 

ABSTRACT 

The dissertation is concerned with the role or Applied 

Mathematics in the curriculum: 16-19, 'and considerlil the 

validity or reasons which are advanced ror it to continue in 

that role. 

In order to highlight the traditional understanding or 

the term Applied Ma,thematics in the secondary level or ed-

ucation or Great Britain and to compare this with other 

derinitions, rrom other levels and sectors, a study or the 

historical development or the subject is included. This 

study is also used to identiry pitralls which might occur in 

any re-naissance or Applied Mathematics and to demonstrate that 

many 'innovations' or today have been championed earlier. 

Further understanding or the tradition or teaching Applied 

Mathematics in the UK is provided by a comparative study or 

the use or applications in mathematics in other educational 

systems. 

The current position or Applied 'Mathematics in secondary 

education or the UK is conSidered with~respect to critical 
~ .. ' 

comments rrom interested parties anci' ::i.~ order to identiry . ~ .. '. 

current trends. The avallabiiity and" popularity or the 

subject are discussed, and current GCE 'A' level syllabuses 

and entry rigures are analysed in order to evaluate the 

validity or current criticism. The analysiS may be or possible 

use to planners or University courses. In addition it identiries 

topiCS which appear to be losing raTour at the 16-19 level 

and is intended to provide some indication or the direction 

any new curriculum development might take. 



The difficulties which planners of the curriculum face 

are considered in the light of the conflicting requirements 

of universities, industry and disciplines other than.math

ematics. 

New trends in education which affect the use of app

lications in mathematics teaching are presented. These 

include the Sixth Form Mathematics Project, the Schools 

Councils N and F proposals and feasibility studies and the 

Technician Education Council. 

A consideration of the problems which might face teachers 

if proposed changes in the structure and role of Applied 

Mathematics were adopted is included, with possible solutions. 

Particular emphasis is placed on the value of the mathematical 

modelling philosophy in applied mathematics. The revised form, 

which the subject might reasonably adopt, is also discussed. 

New fields of application are suggested with comments and 

criticisms. Proposals are made for further research work, 

which must be undertaken if the subject is to justify its 

inclusion in the curriculum. 
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An Introduction. 

'The Goal of Applied Mathematics is to understand reality 

mathematiCallY~ • 

G.G. Hall. (1963). 

The Applications of Mathematical 

Thinking. 

University of Nottingham Press. 

'I have gained the impression that Applied Mathematicians 

know far less about their subject than do pure 

mathematicians' • • 

J. Heading. (1971). 

'Revival in Applied Mathematics' 

Bull.Inst.IMA. 7. 262-269. 

'Applied mathematics is the science that utilizes and 

develops mathematics for the purpose of achieving a better 

understanding of the physical. biological and social 

sciences'. 
v 

L.C. Woods. (1969). 

'What is wrong with applied mathematics'?' 

A Lecture given in the University of 

California at La Jolla February 17. 

1969. 

A recent research study of the Schools Council (i4 7),. 

asked a sample of sixth formers to indicate any subject which 

they studied for the f'irst time in the first year sixth f'orm. 

Applied Mathematics occurred in the responses more often than 

all other subjects. except General Studies and Economics. 

which could perhaps be expected as 'new' sUbjects. It would 

be reasonable to assume that pupils who considered Applied MatEma~ 



to be a 'new' subject had in ract studied Mathematics ror many 

years previously. They appear to have been inrluenced by the 

'abstract-applied' dichotomy, which Bryan Thwaites had warned 

against at the beginning or the 1960's. (174). 

It is unrortunate that these students should regard the 

mathematics which they had studied previously as not being 

applied mathematics but it is not surprising. Ir these students 

were meeting a subject labelled 'Applied Mathematics' they 

would be introduced to mathematics used almost exclusively 

to understand a physical world which was restricted to Newtonian 

Mechanics. 

Sixth rormers who had rollowed a traditional Applied 

Mathematics 'A' Level syllabus would probably derine the 

subject as a study o~ classical mechanics. They would have 

experienced only one model, which was based on assumptions which 

have almost become cliches; frictionless pulleys, light, 

inextensible strings, simple harmonic oscillators etc. 

A ~ew years ago undergraduate applied mathematics was 

described as 'essentially mechanics and electromagnetism. (15). 

The subject is often de~ined with re~erence only to 

scienti~ic applications so that applied mathematics is 

described as a tool of science. This is now usually quali~ied 

so that applied mathematics itsel~ is called a science which 

uses and develops mathematics ror understanding the physical, 

biological and social sciences. (179) • 

Modern derinitions are increasingly stating that applied 

mathematics is a model building activity. 
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The present state of flux concerning the r8~e of Applied 

Mathematics in the 16-19 year age group~ has partly been 

brought about by the growing realisation that to separate and 

distinguish two aspects of mathematics at this level is 

dangerous. If one aspect called 'pure mathematics' were to be 

taught without reference to applications and the other, 

'applied mathematics' were to exclude the tools of the first 

the curriculum designers and mathematics teachers would fail 

to meet the requirements of any group of students. In practice 

any distinction between these aspects is usually defeated by 

time, since history teaches us that a topic termed 'pure' 

may soon undertake a transition to become 'applied'. This is 

by no means a one-way process. The two aspects have existed 

side by side from earliest times but a permanent distinction 

has rarely occurred in any topic. 

This does not imply that the gap between the aspects has 

been bridged in the 16-19 year age group. Attempts have been 

made to do this but none could claim unqualified or overwhelming 

success. The difficulty of finding suitable new applications 

for this age group could possibly explain the lack of success. 

Internationally this bridging operation seems fraught with 
"-

difficulties as a result of different historical developments 

from country to country. International Conferences do not 

seem to provide answers. 
(72). 

A tradition of teaching 'Applied Mathematics' in a manner 

which required mathematics to be taught from application, 

but not necessarily for application, has been peculiar to the 

OK. This has much to do with cultural reasons. The cultural 
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heritage has been suggested as one of the reasons for con-

tinuing to provide a place for Applied Mathematics in the 

curriculum, although most of those advocating its retention 

are not so much conservationalists as revivalists. 

They forward other reasons why Applied Mathematics should 

be taught iri schools and colleges. (55). These involve the 

motivational aspects of Applied Mathematics, although many 

would admit that this has not been a strong point over the last 

few decades, when many commentators have argued that the 

sterility of approach has had the opposite effect and dissuaded 

students from continuing the subject. 

Another reason,which is sometimes promoted,seems to be 

rather negative. This advocates that mathematicians should 

continue to teach Applied Mathematics, lest others, for example 

science teachers, should perpetrate unmentionable atrocities 

in the name of mathematics. This seems to be a throwback to 

the open hostilities between science teachers and mathematicians, 

which one would have hoped had been discontinued. The opportunity 

that Applied Mathematics could provide for co-operation between 

these parties would provide a far better reason for it to 

maintain a place in the curriculum. The revivalists also 

look forward to remedies which would allow Applied Mathematics 

to justify i ts";\claim that it develops an abill ty to unders tand 

the real world by using mathematics. Except in a limited 

number of specific situations this ability has not been 

evident in most student of the traditional subject. The 

innovators would like to see changes so that students could 

recognise mathematical structure, not only in 'pure' mathematics, 

but also in a wide variety of real situationa. 
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Recently a body of opinion has grown which suggests that 

the reasons outlined here may not be as important as social 

considerations. In a changing world new demands are placed 

on mathematical education and these are onerous as far as 

applied mathematics is concerned. 

Many interested parties have recognised that the role 

of Applied Mathematics in Schools and Colleges must now be 

re-considered but the changes which have already occurred 

have caused concern in many quarters. In order to place 

these worries in proper perspective it would be helpful to 

consider the historical role of Applied Mathematics in the 

curriculum and to investigate how this has changed and 

developed. 
, 
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CHAPTER 2 

APPLIED MATHEMATIC S IN 

ENGLISH AND WELSH SCHOOLS FROM 

1570 TO 1970 
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Applied Mathematics in English and Welsh Schools from 1570 to 1970 
Before 1900 

At the turn of this century mathematics teaching 

underwent a period of reappraisal and investigation which 

allowed applied mathematics to establish a more secure and 

better defined position in the curriculum of English schools 

than it had previously enjoyed. In England this meant that 

applied mathematics became a subject in its own right, in 

which mathematics was taught from applications rather than 

for application. 

Before 1900 applied mathematics had a precarious foothold 

in English Schools but in one form or another and to a 

varying extent its history was long. 

Throughout sixteenth century Europe changing social, 

religious, economic and political conditions resulted in the 

establishment of many new schools. The curriculum then, and 

indeed throughout history, was determined by a struggle 

between rival philosophies and interests. In many cases 

founders acted under religious influences and required that 

boys should be produced who were true and good protestants. 

This to them was consistent with being well versed in Latin 

and Greek but little else. 

The grammar schools established in and before the 

sixteenth century, by and large, adopted a curriculum which 

covered three of the seven liberal arts (i.e. the trivium; 

grammar, rhetoric and logic) while the Universities, which 

admitted students at 15 years or younger, concerned themsel~es 
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with the other four (i.e. the quadrivium; arithmetic, 

geometry, astronomy and music). The liberal arts were 

regarded as a preparation for the study of theology, law and 

medicine. In practic~from the trivium,only grammar was 

taught systematically and this meant Latin literature and 

grammar. The Reformation strengthened the position of Greek 

but mathematics was rarely mentioned in foundations. The 

conservatism of the two ancient Universities, with its 

emphasis on neo-scholastic tradition encouraged this state of 

affairs. 

In the rest of Europe, however, the governing classes 

were demanding education for their sons'based on vocational 

needs. In France and in the German and Scandinavian states 

institutions were being founded with a curriculum based on 

such demands and which included instruction in the application 

of mathematics to military and civil engineering. The 

classical grammar schools of England and Wales, for the 

most part, did not cater for the needs of contemporary life. 

There were, however, exceptions such as Blackburn Grammar 

School (established 1597) where arithmetic, geometry and 

cosmography were taught. The founders wanted boys to become 

financiers, surveyors and architects and envisaged mathematics 

as a useful t 
(55). 

ar • 

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries many 

plans for schools to be established in England and Wales, 

which would compare in vocational education with those of 

Europe, were unheeded. However, towards the end of the 

seventeenth century a growth in sea trade and international 
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competition led to the establishment of schools in which 

mathematics assumed some importance. 

International competition has often proved an important 

spur for educational development. The revolution in 

mathematics teaching in the USA and Europe in the 1950's is 

often linked with the launching of Sputnik by the USSR. This 

is often dismissed as a facile attempt to explain a complicated 

evolution by a single event but as a symbol of one of the main 

causes of educational reform, namely technological advance,it 

perhaps serves its purpose. 

A similar situation occurred in the seventeenth century 

when, modern science emerged under the guidance of Newton and 

his contempories and scientific societies, such as the Royal 

Society, were founded. Newton himself asserted, that French 

Engineers were superior to those in the British Service, due 

to the fact that training in France included theoretical 

mechanics. This assertion was made in a letter approving a 

scheme revising the work of Christ's Hospital Public SChOOl,(140). 

London, and suggests that the spirit of international 

competition of the seventeenth century was partly responsible 

for the establishment of that school and the introduction of 

applied mathematics into the syllabus in the form of mechanics. 

The school had been established in 1673 by Charles 11 for 

teaching mathematics and the elements of navigation to boys 

who intended to join the Royal Navy. A text book was commissioned 

by the King. This was started by Sir Jonas More and completed 

by his sOIl3~in-law W. Hanway and J. Potenger· after his death. 

It contained sections on Algebra, Arithmetic"Practical Geometry, 

Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, Cosmography, Navigation, the 

Sphere, Astronomical and LogarithmiC Tables, Geometry and the 
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(140) 
'substance' of Euclids Elements. • It seems, however, that 

the book was never used in the school and maybe inconsequence 

the school course received adverse criticism. A plan to 

combine or connect the work of the school with that of a 

foundation due to a Mr. Stone, was sent to Isaac Newton, 

from whom criticisms were invited. Newton forwarded his 

criticism of the existing scheme and included a comment that 

there was 'no word of reasoning about force'cand motion, 

though it be the very life and soul of mechanical skill and 

manual operations'. He concluded that for boys looking to a 

career at sea the old scheme needed 'methodizing' and 

'enlarging' • 

A new scheme which included mechanics was drawn up in 

response to Newton's criticisms and he at once wrote approving 

the scheme. Applications of mathematics to sea problems were 

to be taught as part of the course. Newton indicated some 

minor defects in the scheme such as the encouragement to 

work by rule of thumb, which would lead to "imitation . . . 
without understanding" and would not assist a boy "in 

inventing new things and practices ••• or in judging what 

comes before him". 

Newton emphasised the great importance of teaching 

theoretical m~chanics but questioned whether the adqition of 

mechanics would take up too much time and advised .. that a 

further six months be added to the two and a half year course 

to cater for this. 

Despite Newton, and the support of Pepys, Halley and 

royal patronage the school was considered to be a failure 

due to unsympathetiC and inefficient teaching and incompetent 

management. This state of affairs continued until the second 
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half of the eighteenth century. 

Other schools were founded soon after Christ's Hospital 

which had mathematics as a central part of their curriculum. 

They included Sir Joseph Williamson's Mathematical School at 

Rochester (1701) and Neale's Mathematical School in London 

(1705). Mathematics was also introduced into some existing 

grammar schools such as Dartmouth. These were almost 

exclusively on the sea coast and were probably influenced by 

Newton's letter concerning boys who looked to the sea as a 

career. (55). 

Not all grammar schools, however, were inclined to 

follow suit and abandon their classical curriculum. Indeed 

some were unable to change legally as they were bound by 

original statutes and wishes of their founders. In order 

to provide the mathematical skills required by practical men 

of commerce, buSiness, industry and sea trade numerous private 

schools were established with curricula claiming to deal with 

applications of mathematics. These were mainly patronised by 

dissenters whose sons were in the main barred from the grammar 

schools of England. In Scotland matters were different since 

the Calvanists had ensured that schools were available for 

their sons. These aimed at a high average 

for many rather than a very high level for 

level of attainment 

a few. (55). 

The French Revolution and the military ambitions of the 

French under Napoleon produced an awareness that mathematics 

applied to military engineering was of extreme usefulness. 

This led to the establishment of the Ecole Poly technique in 

Paris and of the US Military Academy at West Point and 
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undoubtedly had great influence on the future teaching of 

applied mathematics in those countries. 

In the UK the Industrial Revolution had a different 

effect. The 'nouveau riche' required private schools to be 

established to assist their sons to move upwards in the 

social structure. This social climbing did not necessarily 

require that sons should be conversant with mathematics and 

its uses. There was some applied mathematics including 

mechanics taught in the public schools, such as Rugby, which 

were gradually gaining respectability, but the usefulness of 

mathematics seemed not to have great influence on the 

curriculum. It was often dismissed openly by headmasters 

such as Dr. B.H. Kennedy of Shrewsbury School. Dr. George 

Butler headmaster of Harrow from 1805-1829 had allowed an 

insignificant amount of Euclid to be read in his sixth form 

and until 1837 mathematics was not compulsory at that school. 

At Eton mathematics was not compulsory before 1851. However 

from 1864 to 1870 a better trained generation of teachers such 

as Rendell at Harrow did introduce Trigonometry, Mechanics and 

Cosmic Sections but rarely any Calculus. They were encouraged 

by Sir John Hersche~ the astronomer in a statement to the 

Public School's Commission in 1805. (184). 

The grammar schools were, if anything, less willing to 

teach mathematics as a utilitarian subject. Some private 

schools did attempt to introduce mathematics for boys who 

intended to enter military academies or to study engineering. 

However the Taunton Commission of 1865, which dealt with 

pri vate schools as well as .endowed schools, found that private 

schools often rejected visits from the Commissioner. Unlike 

the endowed schools they could do this legally. What evidence 
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could be ~ound indicated that mathematics teaching was o~ a 

low standard. (184). 

The Forster,Education Act o~ 1870 is often attributed to 

the realization that the Prussian system o~ education was 

responsible ~or the success of that country in the Austro-

Prussian and Franco-Prussian Wars. In fact the act only 

served to increase the proportion o~ the population versed 

in the three R's,which was required by the growth of commerce 

and industry and the need to provide school teachers to 

increase this proportion. The superiority of overseas 

engineering and manufacturing techniques evident from the 

Paris exhibition o~ 1867 and the Prussian victory o~ 1871 

probably had a delayed e~fect on British Education, certainly 

as ~ar as applied mathematics was concerned. However, the 

events in Europe probably hastened the establishment of 

commissions such as the Royal Commisions on Technical 

Instruction (1881-1884) and on Secondary Education (1894-1895) 

which through subsequent Acts o~ Parliament brought about 

changes in the traditional curriculum. The 1895 report of 

the second o~ these commissions suggested that applied 

mechanics should be taught as a preparation ~or ~uture 

occupation. The influence o~ the changing attitudes to the 

curriculum became evident towards the turn of the century 

when in 1901 the Briti'sh Association for the Advancement 

o~ Science decided to inaugurate a new section concerned wit4 

education. In September 1901 at Glasgow this section held a 

series o~ discussions with several o~ the older sections. 

This led to a three hour discussion on'the Teaching of 
. (lJi7). Mathematlcs.' , 
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It was at the opening o~ this session that one o~ the 

men responsible ~or much o~ the'development which resulted 

in what we now call 'traditional' applied mathematics ~irst 

presented his remedies ~or mathematics teaching to a large 

and i~luential audience. Pro~essor John Perry, an engineer 

and ~ormer physics teacher at one o~ the newer private 

schools was by that time well identi~ied with the movement 

towards making the te~ching o~ mathematics more practical, 

especially with a view to the needs o~ the engineer. At 

Glasgow he read extracts ~rom a paper which contained the 

case ~or re~orm in mathematics teaching and presented syllabuses 

in elementary and advanced courses o~ mathematics. The 

deb at ere were restricted to ten-minutes but the views which 

emerged ~rom this session were to have a ~ar more lasting 

e~~ect. Perry called ~or a less pedantic approach to 

elementary teaching and suggested that there would be no harm 

in letting ,boys assume the truth o~ many propositions in 

EuclidB ~irst ~our books 'partly by ~aith, partly by trial', 

giving him the whole ~i~th book by simple algebra and letting 

him assume the sixth book as axiomatic. 

He called ~or mathematical courses in which. students were 

taught by their own experiments and through concrete examples 

worked out by them. Perry contended that in advanced and even 

elementary work students ouglit to be induced to apply their 

mathematics to problems in their own experience. He was 

more severe in criticising continental Polytechnics in ~act 

than British schools because o~ their ~ailure to ~ollow such 

recommendations although, as Pro~essor Louis Miall pointed ,out, 

Euclid had been abandoned without replacement on the Continent.(1l7~ 
In a preSidential address to the Mathematical Association in 
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1947, W.F. Bushell recalled that in l898 a friend of his had 

told a geometry master of a German school that he had done two 

books of Euclid. 'Euclid' said the master, 'what is the t? ••• 

Oh, you mean the old Greek geometrician'. In the 
. (l84). 

same address 

Bushell expressed his incredulity that he had completed a 

three years course at university in the latter half of the 

nineteenth century ,in"which, he 'had studied Hydrostatics, Optics, 
" ~ , •• -c-

Electricity and Mechanics wi thout once entering a laboratory 

at school or university. If this was general at that time it 

is little wonder that Perry's comments caused a stir in this 

debate and outside. 

It should be remembered, however, that Perry was asking 

for reform in the teaching of the intellectual and social 

elite and not for general utilitarian mathematics in all 

schools. The Spens Report of 1939 deplored the fact that the 

Board of Education had done little after the passing of the 

Education Act of 1902 to cater for the vocational needs of 

boys or girls entering industry and commerce at the age of l6.(l70~ 

In 1902 Perry again presented syllabuses to the BAAS in 

Belfast where he was joined by Mr. Egger of Eton who presented 
(l85). 

his reformed syllabuses. Over the past seventy years it 

could be argued that Perry's demand for useful mathematics 

was not met but that a compromise which was termed 'Applied 

Mathematics' evolved which was not exactly useful. Nevertheless 
, l (55). 

Perry dld effect change. 
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The influence of the BAAS and MA 

The developments at the BAAS seemed to spur the Mathematical 

Association into action on the question of Applied Mathematics 

just as the committee of the BAAS set up to study geometry 

teaching in the middle of the nineteenth century had probably 

hastened and suggested the formation of the Association for 

the 

the 

Improvement of Geometrical Teaching in 1871. 
(28). (117). 

Mathematical Association in 1897.) 

(This became 
(185). 

The AIGT had concerned itself with applied mathematics as 

early as 1883 when it received three weighty papers on the 

teaching of Mechanics and when,in 1889 at the annual meeting, 

it adopted a syllabus for Elementary Linear Dynamics.(28). 

e The MA in fact co-operated closely with the BA and 

formed committees at its request. There was a suspicion 

however that some members of the ~remembering the original 

aims of the AIGT,initially saw Perry's remarks as a valuable 

lever to press their case for reform of geometry teaching. 

One such member was Edward 

quite overtly, in December 

M. Langley who 
(88). 

1901. Charles 

stated as much, 

Godfrey revealed at 

the same time a scheme of work which he had used at Winchester 

for eighteen months with the comment, "It may be described as 

a compromise; but we hope that Professor Perry, in an 

indulgent mood would not condemn it utterly!" The scheme 

consisted of geometry, arithmetic and'algebra followed by 

more work which included a little elementary dynamics and some 

vectors~52A:w. Sidd~~~3). of Harrow commented that the 

course suggested by Perry might be "admirably adapted to the 

wants of training colleges for boys and girls" but seemed 

"quite impracticable for public schools, though •.• there are 

several suggestions that might well be adopted." 
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In 1902 the Annual Meeting of the Mathematical Association 

was entitled 'A Discussion on Reform in 
(109). 

Mathematics'. Tnis was prompted by the 

the Teaching of 

British Association(117). 

meeting at Glasgow the previous year and Professor Perry's· 

influence was overtly evident. There was a tendency for the 

Association to confine discussion to geometry, as bef'i.tted 

their former role as the Association for the Improvement of 

Geometry Teaching, but the practi cal aspect·.· of geometry 

teaching was foremost. 

The subject was introduced by Professor A. Lodge and 

he did raise the question of reform in other branches of 

mathematics, e.g. dynamics and hydrostatics. He described 

two-methods of teaching dynamics which were then in vogue. 

One was to begin with statics and then to kinetics (or 

'what used in the old days to be called dynamics'). Lodge 

considered that this approach could encourage students to 

believe that there were two kinds of force and that such a 

belief was difficult to correct. He himself advocated that 

the two subjects be taught together follow·ing the example 

set many years previously by Thomson and Tait. 

This sentiment is echoed to-day by SMP when they answer 

critics who complain that statics is omitted from their 'A' 

level syllabuses, by suggesting that statics is covered by 

their work in dynamics. 

Today hydrostatics has disappeared from GCE 'A' level 

syllabuses. In 1902 hydrostatics was still taught in schools 

but, according to Lodge, not very effectively. He found that 

'i t was impossible to get anyao:::urate hydrostatical notions' 
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~rom students who came to the Engineering College at Cooper's 

Hill. Lodge called ~6r the elimination o~ unnecessary 

symbols in dynamics text books and ~or direct deduction o~ 

dynamic principles ~rom Newton's second and third axioms 

without the requirement to write a single symbol. Since 

D'Alembert's principle is contained in these axioms, Lodge 

called ~or the ruthless elimination o~ that principle with 

its notions o~~ictiti0U8~orces and the ~allacious conception 

o~ centri~ugal ~orce.which results ~rom these. 

Finally he called ~or a committee to deal with the 

nomenclature o~ dynamics to parallel the work o~ The British 

Association Committee dealing with the nomenclature o~ physics. 

For instance he called ~or the replacement and redundancy 

o~ 'angular momentum', 'moment o~ inertia'. His plea seems 

to have gone unheeded over the years (so has his suggestion ~or 

the elimination o~ 'electromotive ~orce' in physics and 

electrical science~ The concrete representation o~ 

which Perry had suggested was welcomed by Pro~essor 

problems, 

Hill. (109). 

However, he took j.ssue with Perr'y concerning the two modes o~ 

teaching he had suggested; the one resting on rules learnt 

by heart, the other on principles and methods. Hill suggested 

that in ~act Perry was at issue with himsel~ in this respect 

and un~ortunately seemed to incline to the method o~ teaching 

by rules when he said in his British Association address that 

the truth o~ many propositions in Euclid should be assumed. 

A communication was received, signed by 23 members in 

public schools, including Langley, God~rey (who addressed the 

meeting personally) and Siddons. This was primarily concerned 

with re~orm in geometry teaching but it called ~or the 
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introduction o~ some easy work in mechanics especially simple 

graphical statics. They considered dynamics rather more 

abstract and suggested that a ~irst course be co~ined to 

the dynamics o~ rectilinear motion. 

At the Bel~ast meeting o~ the Educational Section o~ the 

BA in September 1902 (the same meeting which received the two 

syllabuses, intended ~or di~~erent classes o~ students, ~rom 

Perry and Eggar respectively) the Committee on the Teaching 
o~ Mathematics submitted its report on the teaching 
o~ Mathematics which contained hardly any re~erence to 

applied mathematics, although it did mention practical 

geometry. (185). 

At the annual meeting o~ the MA in January 1903 Siddons 

admitted that the report o~ the associations committee on 

Elementary Mathematics had been criticised as too conservative. 

Perhaps in response to these criticisms the committee ~ormed 

a sub-committee in December 1903 to consider and report on 

the Teaching o~ Elementary Mechanics. In January 1904 dra~t 

suggestions o~ this sub-committee included recommendations 

that preliminary experimental work should be designed to 

illustrate a) composition and resolution o~ ~orces, b) the 

turning e~~ect or moment o~ a ~orce and c) ~riction. The 

committee stated that it was specially important that the 

ideas should correspond with the ~acts. In addition the 

experiments should be designed, i~ possible, to aim at 

discovery and to be quantitative; mere veri~ication was 

I -. I (108). termed less us_e~,ul • 

The i~luence o~ Perry and Armstrong is perhaps evident 

in these suggestions. 
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The same committee continued by suggesting that examples 

should conclude with numerical applications and that they 

should be, as far as possible, practical. Examples which 

specified the bodies on which forces act were to be considered 

preferable to those which did not. 

Simplifying assumptions were to be explicitly stated. 

Greater prominence should be given to geometrical methods, 

'to cure the prevalent devotion to analytical methods' which 

was blamed for obscuring a great deal of the simplicity of 

dynamics. 

Graphical methods were to be encouraged in statics and 

rigid and non-rigid bodies should be contrasted to emphasise 

that in many examples the assumption of a rigid body should 

be explicitly stated. 

There was of course discussion in dynamiCS concerning 

units of force. The poundal was presented as redundant. 

There was some attempt to tidy up Newton's Laws of Motion 
... 
a la Mach. 

A recommendation to point out that all parallelogram 

laws are cases of a single law: that of the addition of 

vectors was included. This seems to have taken a long time 

to become accepted practice in text bOOks as does another 

recommendation that the phrase 'centrifugal force' should be 

dropped. 

Unsound measurements such as "Attwood's Machine were 

cond~mned. 

Finally the committee hoped that by the time a student 

had to consider how Newton's 2nd Law or its equivalent was 

to be reconciled with the relativity of motion he should need 

to unlearn little or nothing. 
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The first report on the Teaching of Elementary MeChanics(186). 

published in 1904 was essentially the same with minor mod

ifications such as restoring the poundal to an 'auxiliary' 

unit. One may imagine the intervening discussions and 

arguments which produced this. 

In 1906, R.F. Muirhead, commenting on the report (191). 

stated that 'centrifugal force wil~ never be abandoned by 

practical dynamists; so we had better keep it in the theory'. 

In justification he suggested that school mechanics ought 

to give a basis for understanding those who apply science. He 

also called for emphasis that in the Third Law the existence 

of a force 'implies the existence of a body acting as well as 

a body acted upon'. This could well be a lesson for text 

book writers of to-day who seem unable to identify these 

bodies correctly. 

The report on the Teaching of Elementary Mechanics of 

1904 coincided with another report of the Mathematical 

Association which was concerned with Advanced School 
(187). 

Mathematics. The committee responsible for the latter report 

took account of several groups; candidates for army 

examinations, students of science and engineering and those 

intending to read mathematics at university. The report 

recommended a preliminary advanced course which included an 

introduction to the dynamics of rotation of rigid bodies in 

two dimensions but little else recognisable as Mechanics. 

It also stressed the importance of a more intimate union 

between the teaching of Mathematics and SCience, whereby 

theoretical and practical work might be brought into relation 

with one another. 
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The year 1905, in the words o~ the MA Council Report was, 

very quiet and barren o~ events'. The committee o~ Elementary 

Mathematics had been re-constituted but it had not met. 

A resurgence o~ interest in applied mathematics and in 

teaC~ing ~rom practical investigation occurred in 1909~18~~. 
is perhaps signi~icant that at a Co~erence held by the 

Mathematical Association in Conjunction with the Federated 

Association o~ London-Primary Teachers, Pro~essor John Perry 

was supported by Pro~essor H.E. Armstrong, a chemist who was 

an advocate o~ pupil-centred educational methods. Armstrong 

is o~ten credited ~or the legacy o~ school laboratories, 

apparatus and attitudes o~ teachers which we have to-day. 

He developed Meikeljohn's 'heuristic method' o~ discovery and 

experiment and, although he was never a school teacher himsel~, 

he encouraged teachers in London schools to adopt such 

techniques. (139). 

At the co~erence Perry had attacked the i~luence o~ 
(188). 

mathematicians on examinations and on the teaching o~ dynamics. 

He spurned the use of 'labour-saving' rules, which suited 

examinations but would be ~orgotten by all but those teachers 

constantly involved with them. He suggested that only a few 

principles such as 'Newton's one great law of motion, sometimes 

called D'Alembert's Principle' should be presented to students. 

(A. Lodge in 1902 had objected to the use of D'Alembert's 
(109). 

Principle, a point Perry seems to have missed.) Perry wished 

the objective to be the teaching o~ scientific method not just 

the presentation of in~ormation. He found that the reports of 

d t h · f . (108). the MA, inclu ing that on the eac 1ng 0 mechan1cs, were 

tainted by too much orthodox mathematical spirit. He thought, 

however, that the proposals of the MA and BA were, in many 
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ways, excellent but they were not understood by some teachers. 

The rapid advance to calculus in higher school work, which the 

associations required for the teaching of kinetics and physics, 

was resulting in 'inaccurate and slipshod' algebraic work 

because of this·.lack of understanding., 

The chairman, Professor Bryan, was not entirely sympathetic 

with the views of Perry. He did concede that applications 

should be employed in teaching mathematics, but, in defence 

of the pure mathematics, which Perry had attacked as useless, 

he sought applications from fields which appeared at that time 

to be of little practical value. His suggestion of groups 
. (1881

). 
as an example has now been vindicated by phYS1Cists. 

Godfrey was by now more sympathetic and admitted that 

many of the hard things which Perry said were true. He would 

have had 'Mechanics, Hydrostatics and Optics, apparatus and 

all, handed over bodily to the mathematician'. According to 

Godfrey,those who hoped that the recommendations of the 

Mathematical Society would bring the new millenium would be 

disappointed unless the teaching of Applied Mathematics were 
. (:1.88). 

based on experlment. 

A. Lodge thought that in many cases a better way would be 

for the experimental work to be done by the science masters. 

His view seems to have been generally accepted for the last 
(188.) • 

seventy years. 

There was support for Perry's call,. for a prominent place 

to be given to Mechanics,from W.J. Dobbs but rightly he 

questioned some of the aspects of the methods and content 

suggested, including the concept of centrifugal force •• (188). 

In general, Perry's efforts were well appreciated and 

Armstrong supported his view that worthwhile suggestions were 
often misunderstood and miSinterpreted in practice .• 
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Armstrong's own methods suffered a similar fate. Unlike 

Godfrey and other speakers, he supported Perry when he called 

for teaching by non-specialists. 

The contributions of Perry and Armstrong ruffled feathers 

but possibly stimulated a fresh interest in Applied Mathematics. 

Godf-rey and Armstrong were to speak again at a Joint 

Meeting of the Mathematical Association and the Public School 
(189). 

Science Masters Association in January 1910. At this meeting 

Godfrey spoke of the report on The Teaching of Science and 

Mathematics prepared by a joint committee of the two associations, 

and indicated that there were two branches of mathematics; 'pure' 

and 'applied'. In 'pure' the main theory was mathematics, in 

'applied' the main theory was application. It is interesting 

to note that in 1910 this classification needed explanation. 

He thought that in the past there was a danger of teaching 

applied mathematics along the lines of pure mathematics and 

that in the future teaching should be concerned with the 

investigation of real phenomena to which mathematics could be 

applied, rather than with the invention and solution of questions 

in which the science was mere excuse. 

Armstrong called for the co-operation of science and 

mathematics teachers to overcome the difficulty of persuading 

pupils, who have left school without meeting mathematics a s a 

real subject, to apply mathematics in the practical work of 

colleges. 

There was some dissension at the meeting, concerning the 

move towards teaching mathematics through application,but in 

general the mood was one of encouragement for this development. 
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The Influence of the Examination Boards 

In the next few years the traditional syllabus became 

established and included applied mathematics in a form which 

was mainly concerned with mechanics. (A General Mathematics 

syllabus for non-specialists drawn up by the Public Schools 

Special Committee in 1913 included at sixth form level only 

Mechanics, Algebra, Calculus, Analytical Geometry, Trigonometry 

and Pure Geometry. The mechanics was seen as a suitable subject 

to introduce applications for students who were weak in 
(134) 

mathematics.) • 
(107). 

A report of the MA in 1908 wh~ch concerned itself with 

the course of mathematics required for entrance scholarships 

,to the universities drew up a schedule of pure geometry, 

analytical geometry, algebra, geometrical trigonometry, anal-

ytical geometry, calculus and dynamics. The calculus was to 

be used in other sections including dynamics. The theory but 

not the use of differential equations was excluded. Dynamics 

included statics and kinematics but excluded hydr.ostatics and 

hydrodynamics. 

In 1911 the Government Report on Examinations in Secondar.w 

Schools expressed hopes that the 

the curriculum and not determine 

examinations should follow 
(55). 

it. "There had been since the 

1838 inception of London Matriculation examinations a growing 

influence of examinations on the curriculum. These examinations 

were usually introduced to meet'university entrance requirements. 

The Exeter Exam which was first set in 1857 for such a purpose 

was quickly followed by the Oxford University and Cambridge 

University examinations. The Oxford and Cambridge Schools 

Examination Board was set up in 1873 to cater for the needs of 

public schools other than middle class schools for which the 
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Oxford, Cambridge and Exeter local examinations were designed. 

Before 1911 the 'modern' universities had founded their 

own examination Boards and the ensuing confusion prompted 

the 1911 government report. (55). 

The views of Perry, Armstrong and others, together with 

reports of the BA and MA had caused a reappraisal of the 

mathematics syllabus in the first decade of the twentieth 

century but from about 191£ to the late 1950's the applied 

mathematics syllabus was determined by (and conserved by) 

the examination boards. 
(1) • 

As early as 1912-1913 Examination Boards were preparing 

mathematical syllabuses with very little concern for the 

views of teachers. Teachers' views were sometimes sought 

but were not often heeded. 

At that time the General Teaching Committee of the MA 

commenting on the syllabuses in Elementary and Higher 

Mathematics for the London University Matriculation regretted 

that in response to a series of recommendations from the 

commi ttee. 'the 

alterations in 

Senate is not prepaned, 
, (1). 

these syllabuses_. 

at present, to make any 

A report drawn up by the 'Other Secondary Schools' Special 

Committee in 1914 declared that 'the Mathematical teaching in 

Secondary Schools is too much influenced by the necessity to 

prepare boys for certain external examinations .•.•. much 

mathematical matter has to be omitted or unduly postponed 

which would 

subjects as 

be useful to them at school in Science and other 
(128). 

well as in after life'. 

At the Annual Meeting of the MA in 1914 these fears were 

discussed at length, but calls to press the examining boards on 
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syllabus changes were made which could not be interpreted as 

demands or advice expecting certain recognition. The result 

was that the ~raditional applied mathematics syllabus remained 

virtually unchanged ror the next rour decades or more. 

This syllabus stability was maintained despite, or perhaps 

because or, the establishment or the Secondary Schools 

Examination Council in 1917 and the introduction or the 

School Certiricate examinations (Higher and Lower). The 

witnesses or the Spens Committee or 1938 'almost unanimously 

held that the School Certiricate Examination controls the 
(170). 

curriculum'. The recommendations or the Spens Committee or 

a reduction in syllabus content (particularly in mathematics 

arter the 3rd year) were never implemented. The committee 

rormed the opinion that the broad principle which should deter-

mine the lines or mathematical teaching in schools was that 

mathematical truths have two aspects. 'With the one they 

race and have contact with the world or outer realities 

lying in time and space. With the other they race and have 

relations with one another.' The Spens Report accused the 

grammar schools or concentrating on the second aspect at the 

expense or the rirst and called ror mathematics teaching to 

recognise practical problems and to breakdown divisions between 

dirrerent branches or mathematics. Nevertheless the report's 

suggestiona ror achieving a situation where mathematics was 

taught with more awareness and concern ror realities were 

vague, non-radical and lacking in conviction. Changes in 

emphasis in the teaching or mechanics were recommended where 

alternative science courses,containing engineering element~ 

were provided in non-agricultural areas. It proposed some 
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simple statistics but little else which might be termed new 

applied mathematics or which could increase the usefulness 

of the subject. If mathematics 'be taught with purpose it 

will no longer be necessary to devote the number of hours to 

(170). the subject that are now generally assumed to be necessary'. 

The Norwood Committee of 1941 recommended that a certificate 

should be awarded in individual subjects and in 1948 the SSEC 

proposed the introduction of General Certificate of Education 

Examinations (Ordinary and Advanced Level). This changed the 

examination structure but did not immediately change the syllabus 
(192). 

for applied mathematics. 

The Norwood Committee commented that in the period from 

1911 to 1941, of all subjects, Mathematics had retained the 

position in the curriculum assigned to it by tradition. The 

committee however considered that, compared to thirty years 

before, mathematics had reformed itself, dead matter had been 

cleared away and demonstrations of mathematical principles and 

their applications had replaced laborious proof and rigidly 

logical sequence. Nevertheless the report indicated that 

many teachers would prefer further and more rapid reform. 

Concerning the matter of who should teach mechanics at the 

earlier stages of Secondary Education the report was indecisive. 

'Ir mechanics is not part of the Physics Course it would 

reasonably be treated as MathematiCS.' Some experimental 

work was mooted. On Sixth Form Mathematics the committee 

made little comment except to suggest that statistics was a 

suitable study for boys who were likely to go into business, 

or to read Economics at University.(192). 
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The Reports o~ the Mathematical Association 

Although the School Certi~icate Examinations were 

controlling the curriculum to a great extent between 1911 and 

1948 the Mathematical Association attempted to i~luence 

developments. Several MA reports concerned with the Teaching 

o~ Mechanics were produced in that period and indeed later. 

In 1918 one such report showed no hesitation in recommending 

that mechanics should be taught by the mathematical st~~~ and 

not, as in the rest o~ Europe, by specialist sta~~. Nevertheless 

the report did call ~or methods to be adopted which would 

approximate more closely to those used by science teachers 

than those used previously by mathematics. It was hoped that 

mechanics would serve as a 'link subject' between physics and 

mathematics. An early start to school me"chanics at the age o~ 

13 years was suggested. Certain topics, ~uch as hydrostatics, 

were to be introduced into mathematics ~rom other subjects. 

Some aspects were to move ~rom mechanics to pure mathematics 

in order to provide that subject with 'reality' and interest. 

Displacement, relative motion and simple treatment o~ vectors 

were candidates ~or this move. (190). 

The 1918 report asked the examining boards to mend their 

ways and to recognise that mechanics could be t~ught legitimately 

in several ways. Those teachers who emphasised the greater 

simplicity o~ statics and wished to diVide mechanics into 

static and kinetic theory should be allowed to do so. The 

advocates o~ teaching dynamics ~irst and then to interpret 

statics in the light o~ this should not be thwarted. Furthermore 

the body o~ teachers seeking some kind o~ compromise between 

the two extreme opinions should be heeded. It was suggested 

that since a ~ree choice in this matter could result in 
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students believing that forces used in statics differed from 

those encountered in dynamics it would be preferable to use 

force for the use of accelerated motion and thrust or tension 

for static phenomena. This seems rather unhelpful and is at 
(109) 

variance with the suggestions made earlier in 1902 by A. Lodge. 

This question appears to have been one of the major difficulties 

facing mathematics teachers in the first half of this century. 

Authorities constantly shifted their ground on thisiissue. 

Likewise the repeated calls for experimental work and 

mathematics laboratories never came to complete fruition and 

the matter was raised once again, and not for the last time, 

in the 1918 report. Nearly always the commentators stressed 

that experiment was essential but their demands produced 

little permanent effect. 

Another demand which was often made, but to this day 

seems unanswered, was for the inclusion of real questions in 

examinations and an outlawing of artificial problems. 

The report drew attention to the traditional weakness 

of rotatory motion and the apparent reluctance of syllabuses 

to include rigid dynamics. The distinction of mass and weight 

and units were centres for confusion in 1918 and were to remain 

so for a considerable time afterwards. 

These comments, demands and questions were to be repeated 

regularly over the next decades and usually without answer or 

effect on the teaching of mechanics. The conflicting views 

of teachers of mathematics, illustrated by four different 

schemes for teaching elementary mechanics from A.W. Siddons, 
c-

W.J. Dobbs, G .• : Goodwill and T .• P. Nunn respectively, in an appendix 
;I 

to the report, was probably a major contributory factor to 
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to this lack of resolution.(190). 

An interesting and informative appendix to the report, 

based on a questionnaire to English, Scottish (Scotch". in 

the actual test) and Welsh Schools indicated that (from a 

return of just under two hundred schools) Mechanics was taught 

in 85 per cent of those schools. 

In 44 per eent of the schools mechanics was taken as 

part of mathematics and science. 

In 32 per cent of the schools mechanics was taught as 

part of science only. 

In 24 per cent of the schools mechanics was taught as 

part of mathematics only. 

The subject was usually begun at the age of fourteen, 

when taught as mathematics, but earlier when taught as science. 

The time devoted to mechanics varied considerably but was 

seldom less than two 'periods' per week. 

Surprisingly, at that time, the subject was taught 

experimentally in 88 per cent of schools and experiments were 

performed by boys themselves in 83 per cent of schools. 

Hydrostatics was included with mechanics in the great 

majority of schools which taught mechanics as science but in 

other schools it was taken separately. 
o 

Trigono~~y was usually taught first if mechanics was 

taught as mathematics but not if it'was science based. 

A large number of schools claimed to use calculus in 

connection with mechanics but most started calculus after 

mechanics. 

Statics was taken before Kinetics in the majority of 

schools and the number of schools dealing with the triangre or - . 
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parallelogram law was in exceBS of the number beginning with 

the law of the lever. 

In kinetics the majority begin with linear motion. 
, , 

The unit of force most frequently used was the pounda~_ 

. (190). rather than the pound welght. 

A report of the MA in 1919 recommended that in Public 

and Secondary Schools the utilitarian aspect and application 

of mathematics should receive its due share of attention and 

that no 'boy' should leave school ignorant of Applied Mathematics 

(e.g. Mathematics relating to the Stability of structures, 

Motion of bodies, Electrical Plant, Astronomy etc.). This 

gives some insight into the me~ing of Applied Mathematics at 

that time. A recommendation was included that mathematics 

teachers should receive training of a less intensive kind 

in some subject in which their mathematics could be applied. 

This report showed a commitment to applied mathematics in a 

wider sense than mechaniCS; spreading itself to vocational, and 

commercia~mathematics and to the correlation of mathematics 

and science. The limiting nature of the examinations was 

criticised vehemently and at length. In contrast to the teaching 

of mathematics from application the utilitarian value of 

mathematics was stressed. Importantly the training of teachers 

was discussed in some depth, with a view to achieving some 

of the aims outlined in the report.(106). 

By 1922 Applied Mathematics seemed to have become accepted 
(37). 

as a term which meant mechanics. References to Pure 

Mathematics and Applied Mathematics as separate subjects were 

occurring more frequently in reports and papers; although a 
(53). 

reference to the Mathematical Gazette 'of July 1920 shows that 
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Mathematics was being applied far more widely in the real 

world. In addition a move by teachers organizations and the 

Mathematical Association was directed to extend this distinction 

into lower forms and also into Girls' schools. The Dalton 

Plan, with its approach based on individual assignments, was 

seen by many to provide a very suitable vehicle for this 

purpose. (37):(183). 

Another report of the Mathematical Association entitled 

'The Teaching of Mechanics in Schools' was prepared by a sub

committee in 1927, adopted in 1929 and published in 1930. (104). 

This-report included many of the questions raised by the 

1918 report but a tendency to treat meChanics as a_far more 

established and well defined subject is detectable. This led 

many to regard the report as too conservative. The freedom 

of teachers to use different approaches is missing and some 

order of trea tmen t is gi ven; incl udi ng trea ting-;. force as 

statical before it is dealt with in dynamical phenomena. The 

separation of statics and dynamics is not encouraged but a 

definite preference for a statical treatment to precede the 

dynamical approach is evident. 

The report is also less committed to experiment,although 

several are described and available apParatus is reviewed .. 

Instead an emphasis is placed on 'observation'-and reflection 

on ordinary experience'. It hinted that much experimental 

work and many demonstrations were inefficient and suggested 

that considerable progress towards discovering a law could 

be made without setting up speCial appar~tus. This was to be 

achieved by using 'common sense' and cross-questioning. 'If 
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this kind of training is given, actual experiment is, for 

school purposes, relatively unimportant and may quite well 

be dispensed with altogether, if, as usual, there is pressure 
(104) • 

of time.' The report seems to be removed from the 

spirit of Perry and Armstrong. It also appears to be less 

inclined to make demands of exam"iners; although it does 

include a mild plea to examiners to 'exercise special care 

in retting mechanics ques tions '. The report attempted to 

deal with units but as usual the resulting comments were as 

varied as ever; with vested interests causing the usual 

familiar confusion. The question, which still seems to be 

·th (155). . th ... 1 tt b Wl us, concernlng e use o~ e ers as num ers or 

quantities was left unresolved after much discussion. A 

number of commentators advocated the Stro.M sys tem 
(66) • 

while an approximately equal number were opposed to it. 

The report was not well received generally. (103) . 

Some members of the MA called for it to be consigned to the 

waste paper basket and for the recall of the 1918 report. 

They recalled that the earlier report had been supported by 

A.N. Whitehead without qualification, hinting that he and 

other respected authorities might not welcome the later report 

so readily. 

In fact it was not revised until 1964, when it was replaced 

by a second report with the same title. The four decades 

between had witnessed the SPens" Report, The Norwood Report, 

the 1944 Education Act, the replacement of the School 

Certificate by the General School Certificate and the demise 

of the S.S.E.C., to mention only a few developments. In 

contrast Applied Mathematics and in particular Mechanics had 
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been well conserved in those years. 

There had been some attempts at innovation such as the 

. t d t· f t t· t· t (102) • 1n ro uc 10n 0 s a 1S 1CS in 0 school courses as 

early as 1933. The bearing of statistical and quantum 

mechanics on school work. (61). had been considered •. 

Such changes had not been given enthusiastic support at the 

time. There was a move to use vectors in dynamics 

particularly at university level. Writing in 1936 A.S. Rams~~35). 
grudgingly accepted this 'fashion' but doubted whether it 

had come to stay. In Part 11 of his 'Dynamics' he assigned 

vectors firmly to an appendix so that all readers were not 

required to use them. This text was reprinted as late as 

1951. Vectors did not establish themselves firmly in school 

text books until the late 1960's.(B5).(1~5). There hadbeen 

individual contributions to the discussion concerning the 

future of applied mathematics. Some had questioned the 

th t 
. (24) • ( 116). ( 62) • 

definition of applied ma ema 1CS. 

A typical view called for the subject to be re-named "theoretical 

mechanics and mathematical physics'. However, concerted 

effort by teachers and associations to influence the 

development of applied mathematics and the relevant 

examinations was lacking. 

The teaching of mechanics had been discussed at an 
(101) • 

annual general meeting of the MA in January 1950. At 

that meeting K.S. Snell proposed that mechanics should be 

taught by appealing first to intuition and only then to 

experiment. He referred to the works of Archimedes, Newton, 

.G'alile.o.and Simon Stevin as historical examples where this 

had been the approach. He reverted to the 191B report in 
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suggesting that a liberal approach to the order of teaching 

mechanics should be adopted. Nevertheless he preferred to 

start with Statics when introducing force. Later Professor 

T.A. Brown disagreed with almost all of this and said that 

he had never found statics a necessary part of his teaching. 

Snell also voted for gravitational : uni-ts in preference to 

absolute. Support for experimentation and testing mathematical 
came 

models/from Dr. E.A. Baggott. He saw advantage in using 

experimental work to introduce some graphical and numerical 

processes. His ideal situation arose when teachers of Pure 

and Applied Mathematics combined their efforts and produced 

a single course of Practical Applied Mathematics. A.W. 

Siddons, who had supplied one of the schemes in the appendices 

of the 1918 report,in which he supported the gravitational 

units and left out absolute units,returned to the fray. He 

pointed out that the 'poundal' and the 'dyne' were only 

introduced in 1879 and 1873 respectively. Siddons considered 

that no pupil of his had suffered from being taught gravitational 

units. 

Tpe discussion attracted many speakers but it was 

evident that the questions raised at the beginning of the 

century had not been answered in the intervening years. 

During those years arguments had been repeated many times and 

it would be very difficult to distinguish discussions early 

in the century from those which took place later. For 

instance the discussion of units in 1950 recalled ones in i90l~163). 
(105)·· . (103) 

1927 • and 193·1. . Authorities were in disagreement 

and tended not to make necessary decisions. In this climate 

applied mathematics was conserved with little innovation. 
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In the 1950's a change of heart among mathematics 

teachers may be detected. The tendency of examination b:ae.rdEL 

to divide mathematics into two examinations (namely pure 

mathematics and applied mathematics) was blamed for artificial 

questions, designed only to fill a long paper. The effect on 
(168 ). 

teaching was 'deadening'. Tricks and manipulative 

techniques were taught in the name of applied m~thematics. 

The ,ghost of Euclid was seen to be breathing excessive rigour 

into mechanics teaching 
(10) • 

and turning Applied Mathematics 
to 

into a slave subject used only/provide convenient material for 

examination questions. The Mathematical Association had been 

tardy in revising their first report on the teaching of 

Mechanics and appeared to be in no hurry to produce a second. 

The sub-committee which eventually prepared the second report 

was appointed in 1958, the adoption was in 1964 and the 

publication was in 1965. 

It is possible that events overtook this report and by 

the time it was available for widSlspread eirculat,ion it could 
(99) • 

well have been out of date. Indeed in the introduction 

to the report the committee themselves hint at this. They 

argued that the disproportionate , weight which had been given 

to applied mathematics in the old school certificate examinations 
. (100). 

had detrimentally affected the popularity of the subJect. 

In some ways the 1964 report, which claims to be more than 

an amendment of the report published in 1929, appears to make 

no firmer decisions than the earlier publication and is often 

a mere apology for the first. On units it states that 

readers looking for an ex. cathedra pronouncement would be 

disappointed. This is at a time when the introduction of S.I. 

units was being seriously considered in many quarters of the 
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U.K. There was some attempt in the report to outline the 

advantages and disadvantages of' experimentation, and examples 

of' suitable experiments were listed. A warning to appeal 

to intuition and experience, with discretion, suggests an 

apology f'or the earlier report. Mathematical modelling is 

discussed in an appendix but is not presented as a central 

issue. The question of' relevance also appears but this again 

does not occupy a prominent position. 

The second report has more content than the f'irst,with 

topics such as vectors being considered important as f'urther 

work f'or sixth f'ormers. A greater emphasis on sixth f'orm work 

is evident and allows the inclusion of' more sophisticated 

concepts and topics. Howeve~lower f'orms are not neglected 

and mechanics is considered at pre-f'if'th f'orm level. The 

general impression is that in just over thirty years (and 

perhaps much longer) applied mathematics did not extend its 

boundaries but only cultivated its content internally. 

The report was adopted with some mild and specif-ic criticisms 

(e.g. although relative motion is introduced the consequences 

are of'ten ignored and f'rames of' ref'erence not def'ined). (99)., 

One of' those who praised the report was S.L. Parsonson the 

director of' the MEI project which originated in 1963/64 and 

continues to support and extend applied mathematics in the 

sixth f'orm. 

Although Applied Mathematics in the f'orm of' Mechanics 

continues to decline in popularity as a 

recent textbooks (16)118).(186). devoted 

GCE 'A' Level subject 

to the subject appear 

to be greatly inf'luenc~y the 1964 report and to some 

extent so do the surviving examinations (e.g. AEB). 
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The Chang1ng Climate in the 1960's 

Ithas been suggested that events were overtaking the 

second MA Report on the Teaching or Mechanics while it was 

under preparation. The 1959 Royaumont Seminar and the 

introduction or 'modern' mathematics in Europe and the U.S.A. 

had caused mathematics teaching to enter a period or rlux. 

Once more, as in the 1900's mathematics was reviewed in the 

light or relevance and application. In the U.S.A. University 

dominated projects such as the University or Illinois Committee 

on School Mathematics (UICSM) and the School Mathematics 

Study Group (SMSG) attracted criticism rrom Morris Kline, 

Courant and others ror their lack or application and ror the 

absence or links with science. 
(84). 

Modern Mathematics was 
(1l5 ). 

derended by its advocates who claimed that it was 

essentially relevant and was taught ror application in modern 

society and indeed resulted rrom demands or that society. 

Certainly the second world war had called upon mathematicians 

and scientists to operate with service personnel on the solution 

or war problems. As a result oper~tional research had been 

developed as a science, mainly in Great Britain. Arter the 

war, ror the rirst time mathematicians were employed in industry 

as mathematicians. World events changed the political and 

social climate. Hydrogen bombs, nuclear power, the space race 

and computers prompted industries and governments to rinance 

projects and coDrerences concerned with. changes in mathematics 

teaching. In England the originators or projects such as SMP 

and MEI acted in response to the dirriculties produced by the 

growing gaps between mathematics in school, mathematics in 

universities and mathematics in industry. The control or the 
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projects, in contrast to other countries, was in the hands o~ 

teachers 

The School Mathematics Project was certainly controlled 

by teachers. The project consisted essentially o~ writing 

teams, consisting o~ teachers based in their own schools 

but released ~rom teaching duties by the provision o~ relie~ 

teachers. The initiative ~or SMP grew out o~ the con~erences 

and seminars at Ox~ord, Liverpool and Royaumont in the late 

1950's. In 1961 the Southampton Mathematical Co~erence 

provided the spur ~or commencement o~ SMP. 

At the Southampton Co~erence(177). the vital role o~ 

mathematics as a bridge between science and the humanities 

was emphasised. In a pre~ace to 'On Teaching Mathematics', 

which reported the discussions at Southampton, Bryan Thwaites 

remarked that to describe a topic permanantly as either 'Pure' 

or 'Applied' was not justi~ied by historical examples and in 

modern times the transition o~ any topic between such categories 

was so rapid that only a temporary classi~ication o~ this kind 

was valid. Thwaites suggested that the educational system 

should re~lect this and that syllabuses, which had remained 

Virtually unchanged between 1920 and 1960 should be rewritten 

to achieve this end. In addition the 'abstract-applicable' 

dichotomy which ~orced students to make career choices ~ar 

too early could be attenuated by a revision o~ syllabuses and 

re-appraisal o~ the sixth ~orm curriculum. 

Representatives ~rom industry suggested at Southampton 

that mathematical education, at that time, was such that most 

~irms pre~erred to employ mathematically minded engineers and 

scientistsr~her than mathematicians. They required mathematicians 

with the ability to ~ormulate industrial problems in mathematical 
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terms and to communicate with other industrial personnel. 

These industrialists called for numerical analysis and statistics 

to be taught in the universities. 

A committee,representative of schools, universities and 

industry,presented a report on the mathematical knowledge 

required at the outset of a 
(177) • 

university course. This report 

re-emphasised the importance of applications and echoed a 

publication of the Incorporated Association of Assistant 

Masters in Secondary Schools (77). in recommending the inclusion 

of mechanics in the basic syllabus; to provide a 'systematic 

and natural application of the results of pure mathematics'. 

The need for genuine exercises in mechanics was recognised. 

These would replace the traditional questions,which were often 

concerned only with manipulative tricks,o~in which mechanics 

was used only to introduce a problem in pure mathematics. 

Referring to double-subject mathematics the committee 

called for extra mechanics. This included single cases of 

variable acceleration, oblique impact, range on inclined plane, 

relative motion and rotation about a fixed axis (treated by 

methods involving both angular momentum and energy equations). 

This suggest that, at that time, prior to the 1964 report of 

the Mathematical Association, these topics had been neglected 

in traditional syllabuses. 

Th ,~ h" ,~ t Whl"ch RamSey(135). d e .Las lon .Lor vec ors, had referre 

to in 1936, was now tobe extended from universities to schools. 

The committee suggested that the ideas of a vector and vector 

addition should be emphasised and expressed in vector notation. 

They also encouraged problems on frameworks, IIEthod"'of sections 

and the discrete use of graphical methods such as BOW's notation. 
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It will be seen later that in the mid-1970's the presence 

of such topics in GCE 'A' level syllabuses is not extensive 
. (p. 89) • 

and is in fact in dec11ne. 

For some pupils a third year in the sixth form was proposed. 

In that year the concept of virtual work could be introduced 

into mechanics and problems of energy and momentum of rigid 

bodies and motion of a particle along a plane curve could be 

used. 

This committee hoped that the work of the sixth form 

would develop an appreciation of how mathematics could be 

applied to the physical world and the importance of symbolic 

models. Another committee, considering school syllabuses at 

earlier stages, also suggested that models were important and 

that equations should be presented as 'mathematical models'. 

That committee required that extensive practice should be given 

in constructing equations or sets of equations as models without 

the insistence that they should be solved. Heavy manipulation 

in examination questions should be avoided • 
(177). 

A sub-committee on Double-Subject Mathematics in the Sixth 

Form forwarded a syllabus which included a section entitled 

'Differential Equations and Applied Mathematics'. This was 

mainly concerned with applications in mechanics.(177). 

In 1963 the syllabus proposed by SMP for sixth form 

studies was not divided in this way. A structure of Mathematics 

and Further Mathematics was suggested. The formation of 

differential equations from physical situations appeared in 

both syllabuses and, in eac~ these were applied to 

together with some circuit theory in electricity: 

mechanics 
(178) 

D.A.Quadling • 

remarked later that the most controversial area of the syllabus 

was applied mathematics, since lack of background restricted 

applications and mathematical modelling mainly to these topics 
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and statistics. This he considered a compromise removed from 

the original intentions. Many of those earlier aims were 

outlined by one of the members of the SMP writing teams, T.A. 

Jones, in a paper to the Mathematical 
(81) 

Gazette. , • Jones 

called for a broadening of the fl~~ld of applied mathematics, 

with the necessary background knowledge supplied at the time 

it was needed, in order to produce a viable sixth form 

programme which made the relevance of mathematics to the 

present age apparent. The syllabus which he outlined, however, 

hinted at the eventual compromise, since specific applications 

were limited to those of later syllabuses. A questionnaire 

from SMP to University "departments of mathematics produced, 

in the opini0n of Thwaites, a ~ide divergence of opinion 
(178). 

regarding the proposed SMP 'fA' level syllabus. These ranged 

from accusations that the syllabus was 'an old-fashioned 

engineers' syllabus' to recognition of its 'positive virtues 

for mathematics' but disapproval of the lack of consideration 

for 'the person who uses mathematics as a tool'. A number of 

comments stressed the importance of the retention of Theoretical 

Mechanics which, in the opinion of the commentators, tended to 

be undervalued at that time, although it was an exciting subject 

in its own right and bridged the gap between Experimental 

Physics and Pure Mathematics. In reply the director admitted 

that it was 'difficult to come to a decision about the rightful 

place of mechanics in the sixth form' but he gave an assurance 

that the treatment would be more thorough than the wording of 

the syllabus suggested. Stress would be placed on understanding 

rather than on algebraic manipulation, Newton's second Law 

would form the basis of dynamics and modelling would be 

emphasised. 
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The syllabus itself ,omitted statics, which was considered 

to be covered by the work in dynamics, and assumed some 

elementary knowledge of calculus and vectors. In order to 

avoid confusion over vector and scalar properties a two 

dimensional treatment of kinematics and equations of motion 

was to be used from the start. Absolute .Wli~tswould be used 

exclusively in mechanics. The importance of frames of 

reference would be clearly understood. In order to facilitate 

extensions to potential fields in three dimensions the idea 

of potential energy would be introduced at an early stage. 

The first SMP 'A' Level examination in 1966 attracted 

some adverse criticism, especially directed at the mechanics 

and statistics questions. These were unfamiliar to many 

candidates but their unconventional approach was defended 

by the examiners, who considered them representative of the 

kind of understanding of physical systems which SMP had outlined 

as early as 1963. One can imagine the effect on such candidates 

when faced with question B28 on Mathematics 11 concerning a 

cricket ball hit by a batsman to a fielder on the boundary 

who observes that the ball appears to be rising vertically 
(178). 

with constant speed all the time. As well as favouring 

cricketers this may have been kinder to physics students 

familiar with angular magnification than to mathematics 

specialists. On the other hand in a time limited examination 

previous knowledge may have led many candidates along blind 

alleys. The examiners recognised that the mechanics and 

statistics questions needed strengthening but ignored the 

time element. If, as claimed by the examiners, the general 

performance came as a disappointment the suitahility of 

timed examinations for testing such modelling skills ought 
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to have been discussed. However the retention of the 'new-look' 

examination questions in subsequent years (e.g. question 12, 

Paper I, 1968 concerning a VC 10 flying over Africa) suggests 

that the examiners were satisfied that this was not a matter 

for concern. (21). 

SMP and the examinations provided for the project 

influenced many other syllabuses and examination boards during 

the 1960's and early 1970's. The structure of many examinations 

at GCE 'A' level mirrors that of SMP and the decline of the 

traditional single subject Applied Mathematics at 'A' level 

probably owes much to the influence of the project. 

By the 1970's this influence and to a lesser extent the 

effects of the Mathematics in Education and Industry project 

had produced a situation which demanded that the future of 

applied mathematics in schools be reviewed once again. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE COMPARATIVE POSITION OF APPLIED 

MATHEMATICS IN OTHER COUNTRIES 
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The comparative position of Applied Mathematics in other countries. 

Frequently 
. (92). (55).(176). 

commentators remark that the approach 

to applied mathematics in England and Wales differs from that 

in other countries,. inluding Scotland. In 1971 Professor 

. . (92). 
M.J. L1ghth111 told the Mathematical Association that 

foreign visitors found that the close association between pure 

and applied mathematics and the 'general predilection for 

teaching mathematics in a way which emphasised at least some 

of its applications' was remarkable and characteristic of 

the British approach to mathematics. He believed that this 

approach had produced the scientific progress based on 

mathematics exemplified by the works of R.H. Fowler, Paul Dirac, 

Sydney Chapman and others. This section examines the truth 

of such remarks and seeks historical reasons for the present 

state of affairs relevant to this matter. 

There is evidence that differences in attitudes towards 

applied mathematics did exist in the early years of this 

century and that England and Wales did adopt a unique stance 

in this respect. 

In 1903 when mathematics teaching was still in the 

process of considering the implications of Perry's attack 

on traditional mathematics courses and committees of the M.A. 

and B.A. were preparing reports on the teaching of elementary 

mechanics, Professor A. Sommerfeld" of Aachen was making an 

address in Germany(169). concerning the aims of modern 

applied mathematics. Sommerfeld had some interest and 

qualifications relevant to this matter for he was the originator 

of ~uch scientific work which was based on mathematics, 

including the modern theory of conduction in 'metals·.'" In 
. ~- -" 

this address he referred to the erection of new research 
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laboratories in German High Schools, where experimental in-

vestigation was afforded to the budding engineer. He claimed 

that almost all German High Schools had richly equipped 

laboratories for research and instruction in Natural Sciences 

and ';:he hoped that this experimental work would be extended 

to the teaching of Applied Mechanics. His inquiries suggested 

that the government were ready to move in this direction. In 

the opinion of S'ommerfeld, Mechanics would be presented with 

respect to experimental investigation and not only in 'the 

mathematical garb of mere discipline in calculation and 

graphical work'. He saw Dynamics emerging to take its rightful 

. place, after being overshadowed in the past by 'the luxuriant 

growth of Statical problems. 

Although1'rom that time,and before, mathematics was seen 

to be required for practical reasons in Germany and most other 

Western countries, Semmerfeld's observations suggest that the 

tendency in Germany was for applications to be taught by 

specialists. Perhaps, because of a traditional snobbery in 

Bri tain, which dismisses the Engineer, mathematics has been 

taught from applications rather than for application. Until 

recently this distinction between the teaching of Mathematics 

in England and Wales and most Western Countries was valid. 

Even in the USA, where an early move to elaborate on 
(55). 

Perry's views was made in 1902 by Professor E.H. Moore of 

Chicago). mathematics has not been taught from applications 

to any extent. Moore urged that a closer working relationship 

Should be established between mathematics and science and 
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that excessive compartmentalisation should be ended. In 

practise the USA adopted a position, which not only differed 

from England and Wales,but also from the rest of the world. 

For example Perry's call for the assumption of Euclid's 

postulates was never heeded in the USA, where geometry is 

taught in one year (the" Tenth, Grade) in a Euclidean manner. 

This contrasts with the UK position but perhaps even more 

wi th that of the rest of Europe where Euclid has, never been 

a permanent influence. In most of Europe the debate on 

mathematics was not centred on Euclidean geometry or·on 

applications. Rigour referred to Peano and Hilbert not Euclid. 
. (51) • The International Commission on Mathematical Educatl.on . 0 

held a meeting in Milan in September 1911 when it was decided 

to ascertain the existing state in different countries as 

to the degree of rigour teachers expected and wished to 

develop in mathematical problems. The question resolved 

itself finally into rigour versus intuition. Some of the 

conclusions of the meeting may suggest why there is a lasting 

tradition in the UK of teaching mathematics from applications 

whereas this is not the case in other European countries. 

In pr~ctise this does not mean that applications are 

emphasised. 

In 1911 the meeting concluded that Italy, where school 

teaching was largely controlled by university professors, 

made most demands for rigorous treatment of mathematical 

problems. 

Germany was judged to be at the other end of the scale, 

with intuition considered more important than rigour. England 

and France occupied the middle ground, with England leaning 

towards the German treatment. 
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The meeting decided to discuss·to what extent schools 

and universities provided special courses of mathematics 

designed to apply to subsequent occupations of life. Although 

Engineering was recognised to come under such a heading it 

was left out of discussions since it was so large a matter. 

The discussion was confined to the extent to which mathematical 

courses are supplied for students of biology, statistics, 

insurance, administration and so forth. 

In Germany adminstration was a subject of considerable 

importance. However as each University did exactly what it 

considered fit the general German scene was hazy as far as 

other applications were concerned. 

In France the Universities had abandoned attempts to 

provide courses tocover applications which might be encountered 

after study. This task had been left to schools,where 

unessentials had been eliminated and replaced by a wider 

mathematical foundation. It was intended that this wide 

foundation would enable students to solve problems in applied 

fi elds later but not necessarily at ·school. Special courses 

in applied mathematics were not provided. 

In Germany a lively movement did exist at the beginning 

of the twentieth century which insisted on 

mathematics to actual problems of everyday 

the application 
(132 ). 

life. 

Schoolmasters in 1894 had passed a resolution at Wiesbaden 

of 

which asserted the desirability of employing such applications 

more freely than before in mathematical problems. They did not 

ask, however, that mathematics should devote itself to such 

questions in schools. In Universities Professor Klein of 

Gottingen lead a movement to resus~~ate the study of Applied 

Mathematics. After combined efforts,by Engineers, University 
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Professors and Schoolmasters, candidates for qualifying 

examinations in teaching were allowed to take Applied 

Mathema.tics as one of the three obligatory subjects. Nevertheless 

there was no real advance to introduce applications into school 

mathematics; although a recommendation to this eflfect was seen 

in the Prussian syllabus of 1901.. The reform movement after 

1901 turned its attention to introducing the function-idea 

(graphically represented) into the curriculum. Biologists and 

Scientists joined this movement and mathematicians keen to 

introduce elements of calculus became firm supporters of 

reform. 

One might have expected this movement m encourage the 

teaching of applied mathematics in the English sense. In 

fact it sought to develop a course of mathematics teaching 

which accommodated 'the faculty for contemplating surrounding 

natural phenomena from a mathematical point of view'. This 

did not imply that applications as such should be taught in 

schools. 

These developments at the beginning of the century 

appear to have moulded the teaching of mathematics in respective 

countries for several decades. In 1956 seventy four nations 

were represented at the Geneva Conference of the International 

Bureau of Education where the reasons for including mathematics 

in the general curriculum and the purpose underlying its 
(87)'-

teaching were examined. ·Almost every country indicated 

that mathematics should be taught as a sound foundation for 

pupils intending to follow scientific or technical studies. 

At that time many countries still believed in 'transfer of 

training' and included mathematics in the curriculum for the 
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development o~ moral~intellectual ~aculties or ~or elitist 

reasons. Hungary, Spain, Thailand, Rumania, the Philippines, 

Italy and France inclined to this position. 

It was evident, at that time, that many countries were 

in ~act subjecting syllabuses to care~ul scrutiny. They 

intended, i~ possible, to emphasise understanding, through 

examples o~ a practical nature, but the extent o~ .the1r commi tment 

to this varied. 

Some innovations were to be seen; France stressed the 

importance o~ the ways in which discoveries had been made in 

the history o~ mathematics, the German Federal Republic 

prescribed notions o~ displacement (trans~ormations in a 

plane) and the method o~ a~~inities and Poland emphasised 

the history o~ mathematics. None, however,appeared to ~ollow 

the line o~ England ·and Wales regarding Applied Mathematics. 

Applications were not used to develop mathematics to any 

great extent, although Sweden and Peru did employ practical 

exercises to prepare pupils ~or theoretical mathematics. 

There was little scope ~or teachers to develop their own use 

o~ applications since in over hal~ the countries the syllabus 
ano. 

was prescribed by state departments,lo~~icial instructions 

about method were issued to schools. Textbooks were also 

tightly controlled and selected. 

A number o~ international surveys and research programmes 

Lighthill, (92). indicate that there 
(177). 

is some truth in the remarks o~ 

Thwaites ana others that mathematics in other countries is 

not taught ~rom Applications. In a study o~ mathematics in 

European schools commissioned by the Council ~or Cultural 

Co-operation, Council o~ Europe, 
(59). . 

and publlshed in 1968 

marwo~ the conclusions reached in Geneva in 1956 are re-in~orced. 
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Trans~er o~ training still appeared a dominant ~orce in 

France while philosophy was central to mathematics teaching 

in 'W. Germa . .'ly.'; With the notable exception o~ the United 
'.- . 

Kingdom all European countries in 1968 possessed o~~icial 

aims, directives and programmes ~or mathematics in written 

~orm. Although many o~ these aims showed wide divergence, 

all countries agreed that mathematics should be taught ~rom 

an instrumental point o~ view; with respect to its use in 

science, technology, sociology and economics as well as its 

use in academic spheres. Relevance and coherence were 

emphasised and so was the value o~ mathematics as a means o~ 

developing powers o~ expression. 

The Federal German Republic showed some concern with 

applications by suggesting that the aims o~ teaching mathematics 

should permit the pupil to experience how mathematical problems 

originate and how they are solved. In addition the less 

obvious applicability o~ mathematics to the exact sciences 

should be presented. German pupils were to learn to solve 

problems in pure and applied mathematics. It was hoped that 

re~erence to applications would awaken interest. There was, 

however, still an in~luential view in Germany that the most 

important aspects were 'overall connections, central ideas, 

logical and methodological viewpoints', and that mathematics 

should be experienced as an 'intellectual structure'. 

In Sweden the use o~ applications was considered to be a 

natural method o~ teaching mathematics to those pupils who 

would not specialise in mathematics although they would re~uire 

the subject as a tool. Mechanics was not mentioned as a 

speci~ic example which would provide such applications. 

Indeed the mathematics course was said to revolve around 
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algebra, geometry, theory of functions, probability theory and 

statistics. 

The importance of kinematics and theoretical mechanics in 

European Schools can be judged by a syllabus analysis under

taken by the European Curriculum Study in Mathematics. (59). 

This analysis revealed that only a very small number of items 

were common to all of the countries. None of these involved 

applications,as such,and kinematics and theoretical mechanics 

were not included in this 'common core'. As far as mechanics 

was concerned French sYllabuses included only a little 

kinematics (involving motion in a circle) and some simple 

harmonic motion. Norwe gian syllabuses followed the French 
The 

very closely in this respect. /Federal Republic of Germany, 

Turkey, Finland and the UK had a stronger commitment to these 

particular topics but most other countries ignored them. 

Only the syllabuses of Sweden and the UK indicated a thorough 

treatment of differential equations and only those of the UK 

involved differential calculus problems; although some 

differential equations were included by France, Eire and Turkey. 

A wide selection of topics in Statistical Mathematics was 

evident in UK syllabuses but only Sweden and Eire showed any 

real involvement with this subject. Probability and Statistics 

involved a very small percentage of total mathematics teaching 

time in most countries. The highest was 13 per cent of total 

mathematics te~ching time in Sweden. 

The degree of specialisation in England, where Pure and 

Applied Mathematics was available in the sixth form, was higher 

than elsewhere; although that did not necessarily mean that 

more hours were spent on teaching mathematics students 

specialising in the subject. It is interesting that these 
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'specialising' students in the Netherlands did study a science 

subject called Mechanics. 

the 

A Modern Secondary-School Syllabus in Mathematics ~or 
(161). 

Science Stream, which was prepared by W. Servais 

and ~irst published in 1964, by the OECD, proposed three areas 

o~ vital importance ~or the application o~ mathematics to 

physics, biology and the human sciences; vector spaces; 

elements o~ analysis and elements.o~ probability and statistics. 

It did not include mechanics. The syllabus drew on sources in 

Belgium, Scandinavia and Yugoslavia as well as on the International 

Commission ~or the Improvement o~ Mathematical Instruction. 

An inspection o~ this syllabus co~irms the opinion that 

Applied Mathematics in England and Wales is a very di~~erent 

subject ~rom mathematics subjects, which are to be ~ound 

elsewhere; even i~ these claim to include applications. 

In a UNESCO publication (161). o~ 1971 edited by Servais 

and T. Varga syllabuses ~rom Belgium, Denmark, the Federal 

Republic o~ Germany, Japan, Sweden, the USSR, and the USA 

~urther rei~orce this opinion. There is some hint that 

applications o~ the calculus (to moments o~ inertia and 

centres o~ gravity) are used in Denmark but little else is 

apparent which is comparable to Applied Mathematics in England 

and Wales. In the Federal German Republic such applications 

are only provided as options,in syllabuses ~or the mathematical 

and scienti~ic branches o~ the gymnasium,and even then they 

are minimal. The USSR includes a little work on applications 

o~ the derivative ~or higher grades o~ schools which specialise 

in mathematics. The University o~ Illinois Committee o~ School 

Mathematics Syllabus (UICSM) included no applications at any 

grade but it claimed that material ~or grades 7-12 was being 



developed which paid care~ul attention to applications o~ 

mathematics in various branches o~ science. However, a brie~ 

description o~ this development in the seventh and tenth -

grades suggested tha the US concept o~ application differed 

greatly from that prevailing in the UK. The applications in 

UICSM appeared to be applications of certain branches of 

mathematics to other branches of mathematics. These might, 

or might not, be applied to physical problems at a later 

t 
(80) (161). 

sage. ' 

Although the syllabuses were not a comprehensive selection 

they do indicate that Mathematics is not taught from applications 

to any extent outside the UK. The SMP syllabuses, sele'cted 

by the UNESCO publication to represent the UK, may not be 

typical of traditional applied mathematics syllabuses but 

the applications which they included in mechanics and circuit 

theory emphasise the gulf between the UK and other countries 

in this respect. 

Another UNESCO Publication, (180~. which resulted from a 

meeting of prominent mathematics educators in Royaumont in 

1971, observed that; although mathematics had become a tool 

of major importance in those sciences which now used mathematical 

models to solve problems, very few countries stressed this role 

in new school mathematics curricula. The Royaumont meeting 

blamed pure mathematicians for this because they had insisted 

on, and achieved, a rigorous and unified presentation. With 

the notable exception of the UK, applications of mathematics 

were still largely ignored and 'new Math' textbooks seldom 

included genuine applications outside mathematics. 
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The International Study of Achievement in Mathematics, 

under the chairmanship of T. Hus~J4. 75). found little ev};~en.<?e, 
in a survey of twelve countries, to contradict this view. The 

Study found it difficult to compare subject content because 

topics were introduced at different stages and with different 

emphasis and objectives in these countries. As an example it 

quoted theoretical mechanic~ whichreceive4 considerable 

emphasis in the U.K. but little attention in the USA. To some 

extent the study appears to have recognised from the outset 

that the term applied mathematics in the twelve countries 

(Le. Austria, Belgium, England, . ,·E inland, France, West Germany, 

Netherlands, Israel, Japan, Scotland, Sweden and the USA) 

would lead to difficulties of interpretation and analysis. For 

this reason it was decided that the problems selected to assess 

pupils in each of the countries concerned would not introduce 

the dichotomy of 'pure' and 'applied' mathematics. Syllabus 

topics tested by the study did not include mechanics and very 

few assessment items would be considered to test the ability 

to apply mathematics to 'realistic' problems. The 'applications' 

problems were essentially manipulative. Where models were 

introduced into questions they were described explicitly and 

appeared artificial. As far as the particular pr6blems were 

concerned they were usually redundant 1n any case. 

The failure to test this aspect adequately probably 

indicates that the phenomenon of 'applied mathematics' is 

peculiar to the UK and cannot be assessed in an international 

study. 

Several studies and papers concerning the mathematical 

education in Russian Schools (93). (129). (176)suggest that in 

the USSR applications are also approached in a different 
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An analysis o~ Estonian Mathematics 

Textbooks ~or pupils o~ 7-17 years in 1973 showed no commitment 

to applications and certainly not to mechanics. Earlier in 

1966 Bryan Thwaites (176). had ~ound that many Russian syllabuses 

showed the usual characteristics of 'modern' mathematics at 

school level but with the computer (mainly first generation) 

always an in~luence in the background. The Russians regarded 

school computers as an essential component of problem solving 

techniques. Signi~icantly Thwaites mentioned nothing concerning 

applied mathematics as we know it. The deputy Minister of 

Education, Professor A.I. Markushevich (93). suggested in 

1964 that the Kleinian movement to show applications o~ 

mathematics to physics had not achieved its aims and other 

,reformist movements lacked' strong' mathematical leadership. 

He indicated that the USSR were working on new programmes of 

mathematics teaching, which would reveal ideas essential 

to the 'development of the world~ but his description of the 

aims of such programmes appeared to restrict applications to 

integral.calculus applied to problems of geometry and physics. 

The report o~ the Anglo-American Con~erence on Mathematical 

Education held at Ditchley Park, Ox~ordshire in 1966(1~8). 
contrasted the British approach to applied mathematics with the 

virtual absence o~ physical applications in many American 

programmes. The US members of con~erence criticised the 

British approach for being too abstract and unrealistic. 

Whether these particular Americans had ~ormulated this criticiSm 

from a wide study o~ mathematical education in Britain is open 

to debate. They suggested that the British approach was 

( 178). 
characterised by the 1966 SMP examination. (The adverse 

cri ticism levelle~ at this examination was discussed earlier. }P51). 
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Many educators in Britain might consider that the SMP examination 

was f'ar f'rom characteristic and untypical but it must be noted 

carefUlLy C, that the Di tchley con f'erence was jointly sponsored 

by the SMP and the Cambridge Conf'erence on School Mathematics. 

It should be remembered that in 1963 a report of' the CCSM 

recommended that applications have an important role but 

should be treated with care. Echoes of' this were heard at 

Ditchley where applications drawn f'rom real lif'e were welcomed' 

but a plea f'or honesty when selecting them aimed another 

adverse criticism at the SMP examination. 

The apprehension of' the American delegates concerning 

such matters could stem f'rom the dif'f'iculty in f'inding suitable 

applications to include in questions directed at students. 

In the USA it is possible f'or a Ph.D. in mathematics to complete 

all his minors in mathematics and to have little knowledge 

of' other applied f'ields. 
(83). 

The dif'f'erence in attitudes in the USA and UK is exemplif'ied 

by a report issued in the USA by the Secondary School Curriculum 

Committee of' the National Council of' Mathematics Teachers in 

1959. (175). This states unequivocably that 'applications are 

usef'ul f'or giving an appreCiation of' the tool value of' . 

mathematics and as aids in the clarif'ication of' and illustration 

of' mathematical content but should not be used as if' this 

constituted the basic signif'icance of' the mathematical curriculum. 

A person with f'undamental training in mathematics will have 

the background f'or making adapt ions to applications, even to 

those not now f'oresee~. It was this divorce between pure 

mathematics and applied which led Prof'essor Morris Kline to 

oppose the 'new math'"ref'orm groups in the USA in the early 

(84) . 
1960's. Kline argued that mathematics should derive 
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~rom and apply to the real world or lose its vitality. His 

opposition, however, was not generally supported by other 

able applied mathematicians who were too busy with other 

new problems.' 

Applications in the USA seem to mean topics such as 

insurance, insta1lment buying, s'tocks and bonds, t~ation, 

banking and consumer problems. (80) The Commission o~ 
Mathematics under the direction o~ Albert Meder(115). published 

a report in 1958 which suggested that to provide su~~icient 

time ~or new areas these applications topics should be largely 

eliminated. In 1977, however, such topics are still to be 

~ound in vocational courses in typical ~our-year comprehensive 

high schools (ages 14-18), where it is not uncommon ~or students 

to 'elect as many as six mathematics courses in ~our years. (26). 

Nevertheless the recommendations o~ the Commission do seem 

to have in~luenced college bound students, who usually elect 

the more prestigious academic courses which may include; 

Algebra, Matrix Algebra, Trans~ormation Geometry, Co-ordinate 

Geometry, Trigonometry, Probability and Statistics, Analysis, 

Advanced Mathematics, Calculus, Calculation, Computer Programming, 

Computer Science and Computer Logic. Apart ~rom Statistics 

these courses o~~er little scope ~or use o~ applications. The 

Advanced Mathematics may include a modicum o~ applications 

concerning the derivative or methods o~ integration. BASIC 

and FORTRAN programming could possibly lead to some introduction 

o~ applications. The absence o~ applied mathematics in academic 

courses o~ the high schools is not surprising, since the close 

association between departments o~ applied mathematics, 

pure mathematics, statistical mathematics existing in Great 

Britain,which allows a university undergraduate to cover a 
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wide range of pure and applied mathematics in his first year, 

before specialising later, is not found in universities of 

the USA: with the exceptions of M.LT., N.Y.U. and Brown 
(lB2). 

University. There is, however, possibly a closer 

association between theoreticians and experimental science in 

the USA than in Great Britain but this does not guarantee 

that the student wishing to specialise in applied mathematics 

receives a broad enough, or a sufficient mathematical training. 

There have been proposals in the USA for the introduction 

of applications into·the high school curriculum. Many of these 

have involved mathematics, although they were not connected 

directly with the subject. The Physical Science Study Committee 

'Physics' has the appearance of a mathematics textbook, 

and the publications of the Engineering Concepts Curriculum 

Committee (Ba). include topics on decision making, optimization, 

modelling, feedback and stability and applications fr~m a 

wide field, including transportation, ecology, space travel and 

population dynamics. Statistical applications are introduced 

by the Joint Committee on Teaching Statistics in Schools. (Ba). 

The Mathematical Projects in the USA have either concentrated 

on the rigid and abstract to the exclusion of applications 

(e.g. The Comprehensive Schoo~ Mathematics Project and the 

Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum Improvement Study) or 

have been over-cautious when considering applications (e.g. 

the Cambridge Conference on School Mathematics). The School 

Mathematics Study Group which was organised in 195B and 

directed by Edward Begle has been accused of producing 

publications which encouraged a movement away from applications. 

This project is perhaps the most influential in the USA, from 

grades 1 through 12, since it outsold all other commercial 

text books in the mid-sixties. As a result most secondary school 



text books, standa~ed along the same lines. Be that as it 

may, in 1963, the SMSG did promote Volume X of their Studies 

in Mathematics which bore the ti tle "Applied Mathematics in 

the High School'. (145). - -ThiS was based on a series of lectures 

given to High School Mathematics Teachers by Max Schiffer. In 

these lectures Schiffer outlined applications appropriate to 

the SMSG Curriculum,with emphasis on the Elementary Algebra 

of the 9th Grade, the Geometry of the 10th Grade and Matrix 

Algebra. He was concerned to overcome the difficulties of 

teaching High School Applied Mathematics, which arose on two 

counts; firstly the teaching of science and mathematics had 

become estranged, leaving nothing ~o which mathematics could 

be applied and secondly the fields which yielded mathematical 

applications were too advanced. His solution was to seek 

exampLes from the beginning of science. This meant that 

mechanics presented itself as the ideal topic from which to 

begin. 'Mechanics is the alphabet of SCience', claimed 

Schiffer. The approach to mechanics teaching outlined by 

Schiffer is reminiscent of several debates of the Mathematical 

Association in Great Britain over the last half century, when 

the everyday experiences of children are often used to justify 

the choice of that subject. Schiffer calls these 'experimental 

facts ',. The Mechanics he suggests is not extensive and only 

includes Archimedes' Law of the Lever (applied to the centroid 

of a triangle, the area under a parabola and the crooked 

lever) and the Law of the Inclined Plane (Galileo and Stevin). 

From other scientific fields he suggests Growth Functions 

(Laws of Growth, Laws of Errors etc.), Optics (Euclid, Heron, 

Ptolemy, Keple r, Fermat, Newton) and Matrix Algebra (applied to 
and' 

transformations/Relativity Physics). 

Although Schiffer's views advocated some use of applications 
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they were of a different flavour from traditional views and, 

indeed, modern views of applied mathematics in the U.K. In 

the USA his opinions appear to have had little influence. 

Those who champion the introduction of relativistic topics 

into applied mathematics would probably welcome his suggestions 

concerning this matter. The trend to omit much traditional 

geometrical optics from GCE I A' Level Physics syllabuses could 

probably make:~ his proposaili:s concerning optics unviable in 

the UK and his mechanics applications are very limited compared 

to those in Great Britain. 

The position of applied mathematics in any country is 

affected by an amalgam of many varied factors. Some have 

been outlined here but applied mathematics is probably deeply 

affected by indirect factors. These could include age, 

qualifications and work experience required prior to university 

entrance. In the UK, Belgium, France and t~ Netherlands the 

average age of entry is 18 years and secondary school certificates 

are required. In Norway, the German Federal Republic and 

Switzerland students enter higher education at 19t to 20. (43) 

At the extreme the Swedish Ministry of Education and Cultural 

Affairs have recently brought out regulations, from July 1977, 

which require applicants to 

at least 4 years experience 

be at least 25 years of age with 
. (30) ; 

outslde school. Formal 

merits will have ~ess significance for admission to higher 

education in Sweden than the factual knowledge required by the 

particular course of education. 

The spread of new access routes to higher education 

will also affect the position of applied mathematics. Some 

theorists in the OEeD have identified these routes as ~lite, mass 

and universal access. (31). The American system reached the 
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mass access routes many years ago and is now in a transition 

period to universal access. In Canada, USA and the USSR 60% 

to 80% of the age group have access. The ~lite access route 

of the academic secondary school,operating in Europe in 1965. 

qualified only ~to 12% of the age group. The transition to 

mass access in Europe. through i) comprehensive schools (e.g. 

Sweden and the UK), ii) recognition of technical secondary 

education (e.g. Italy) and iii) less exclusive academic 

secondary schools (e.g. Germany), should produce a reappraisal 

of applied mathematics or the use of applications to cater for 

the wider spectrum. On the other hand the universai access 

stage resulting from additions -to exis ting open-access 

(e.g. external degrees of the University of London, Folks 

h~gschools in Scandinavia, 'Zweite Bildungsweg' in Germany) 

may-t reduc e the demand for applied mathematics as a sub ject 

in its own right at secondary level. The U.K. Open University, 

the State of New York scheme, the University of Vincennes and 

the Swedish scheme could result in the demise of applied 

mathematics,even in those havens where it still has sanctuary, 

and its replacement by experience of a different nature. 
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CHAPTER 4 
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UNITED KINGDOM 
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The Current Situation in the United Kingdom 

Causes of concern 

Recently concern has been growing in many quarters for the 

state of pre-university Applied Mathematics and its position 

in the curriculum of this country. University Professors of 

Applied Mathematics have been especially active in expressing 

the fears that many hold. Naturally they are concerned with 

the level of mathematical ability and the history of mathematical 

instruction of students who enter their departments. Several 

important factors contribute to their fears and these include; 

the differences between GCE 'A' Level syllabuses, the changing 

structure of syllabuses, the range of 'alternatives offered by 

examining boards and the trends in A-level examination entries. 

New developments and proposals such as Nand F, TEC and BEC 

are also areas which worry higher education. ;Although most 

contributors to the discussion of these matters provide 

convincing evidence for their claims and accusations and make 

proposals for future changes (or for the continuation of the 

present position) on supportable bases there are accusations 

which appear to be prompted by specifics and conjecture. Such 

suppositions often promote disturbing hypotheses. 

The aims of this section"are to present the matters of 

concern, examine the changes and suggestions and to analyse 

the syllabuses, changing structures and trends relating to 

GCE A-level Mathematics, with special reference to Applied 

Mathematics or Applications of Mathematics. In the light of 

this analysis the justification of some of the charges and the 

wisdom of some of the suggestions will be considered. 
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One problem,which is constantly identifie~ is that 

University mathematics departments cannot guarantee that entrants 

are competent in a particular topiq-even when candidates 

have studied the same A-level syllabus. Many examinations 

allow considerable choice of options. T,he problem is ex-

acerbated by the differences in syllabuses and by the. different 

stress which one board will lay on its syllabus from that of 

another board. John Crank of BruneI University suggests that 

there may be little common mathematical knowledge among 
(36) 

entrants with good or moderate A levels in mathematics. ' 

He argues that there is little or noiotime in a university 

course to fill in gaps and that only compromises are possible. 

These themselves breakdown in some instances, resulting in 

modifications~ first year and second year University syllabuses. 

Crank recognises that the problems have always been with the 

universities to some extent but he suggests that the advent, 

in more recent years, of 'modern' mathematics at A-level has 

meant a 'trickle' of entrants arriving with 'mathematical 

backgrounds significantly different from anything encountered 

by university mathematics departments before'. The analysis 

and statistics presented later may provide evidence to support 

or oppose Crank; as well as considering his clalm that 'modern' 

mathematics is a euphemism for SMP. In addition the appropriate

ness of the term 'trickle' may be examined. 

The questions of double or single subject mathematics 

concerns many. Is the trend towards single subject mathematics? 

Certainly many believe that it is and surmise why this may be 

so. In the past university mathematics departments have been 
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able to assume that nearly all entrants had studied mathematics 
(110) • 

as two sub jects and some engineering departments have 
(172) 

A recent DES memorandum also found this to be the case. 

suggests that many sixth forms are too small to work. On the 

basis that the minimum workable size for a sixth form is 140 

pupils, at least 100 of them stud~for A levels, the DES 
~ng 

estimate that as many as four fifths of sixth forms in com-

prehensive ·schools can be regarded as unviable. Despite the 

fact that the memorandum also points to Mathematics as the 

A-level subject which attracted the most examination entries 

in the summer and winter of 1974-75 (66,841 (MathematiCS all 

kinds) compared with 64,520 (English Literature) and 44,077 

(Physics); the next two most pop~ar) the situation is c~aimed 

to bias the trend towards Single subject mathematics courses. 

The Mathematical Education Committee (a joint committee of the 

Royal Society and the Institute of Mathematics and its 

Applications) makes such a claim and predicts that the number 

of pupils who will in future have the opportunity to study 

mathematics as a double subject will decrease. That committee 

believes that the GCE Examinations Boards have devised syllabuses 

to satisfy their customers. The statistical evidence presented 

later supports this belief in certain cases (e.g. Northern 

Ireland) but some changes appear to be a response to matters 
'. (110). 

other than customer requ~rements. 

Professor John H.ea'<iing of University College Viales, is 

concerned with 
. (64). (65) • 

th~s quest~on. In 1971 he pointed 

out that proposals of many reports in the late 1960's appeared, 

uniformly, to suggest that the one-subject mathematics course 

was demanded; with pure mathematics, of necessity, dominating. 

He cited the Schools Council as making such suggestions and 

he rec~lled that the Council had indicated that applied 
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mathematics was not to be taken as a single subject, although 

statistics \,:JUas-',proposed as a possible supporting second subject. 

Heading claims that the one-subject mathematics course, 

'occupied mainly with what has become known as modern mathematics', 

would give sixth f'ormers the impression that applications of' 

mathematics are of' no 'dominating relevance' and that they can 

be overlooked until the student embarks on his f'uture career. 

Is this dominance of' single-subject mathematics by 

'modern' mathematics at the expense of applications the case? 

An analysis of' syllabuses might suggest that the situation is 

not quite as extreme as he would have us believe. The Feasibility 

Studies of the Nand F proposals, which will be discussed later, 

also suggest that some of Heading's f'ears would be groundless, 

if' syllabuses and structures proposed by the groups commissioned 

by the Mathematics Steering Committee were adopted. Their 

proposals concerning Applied Mathematics and the stress which 

they all 

outlined 

put on applications 

b H d
· (146) • 

y ea l.ng. 

do not suggest the extremes 

Heading's views of' school teachers and their inf'luence 

on Applied Mathematics could be controversial since he regards 

the typical mathematics teachers as a three year honours 

graduate with a one year training diploma,who never ref'ers to 

research journals and who,consequently,knows little of' current 

research in mathematics. That teacher would have had dif'ficulty 

in solving the problems in applied mathematics,which might be 

encountered at university,and would not serve the course of' 

school applied mathematics at all convincingly. 
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Such controversial views are not untypical and the 

contributions o~ John Heading to the debate on the ~uture o~ 

Applied Mathematics have occupied an important central role. 

An outline o~ his arguments and suggestions will prove a use~ul 

vehicle ~or examining the current situation in the United 

Kingdom. This is especially so since Heading is one of the 

advocates of the retention of Applied Mathematics, in a 

modi~ied ~orm, in the pre-university curriculum. 

His generalisations may, or may not, be correct but his 

concern is well directed and welcome. A re-appraisal is almost 

certainly necessary because we appear to have re~ched, once 

again, a watershed in the development o~ applied mathematics 

and the relationship between mathematics and its applications. 

The fears and accusations listed by Heading need to be 

investigated in order to achieve this. 

One way in which we might gain evidence to support or 

condemn Heading is to study GCE entries over the past few 

years. The pattern of these entries may partially be attributed 

to the influence o~ school te~chers on candidates, causing them 

to change subjects. It may result from the policy o~ schools 

concerning choice of examining boards. The entry figures for 

the period 1973-1977 are presented later for an investigation 

o~ this phenomenon. 

Heading reminds us that opinions are held,by some authorities, 

that applied mathematics should not be taught at all at pre

university level and possibly not in the first two years of 

an undergraduate course. Such opinions have probably been 
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~ostered by a desire to introduce structure in mathematics 

syllabuses by 'modernising' pure mathematics. In this way it 

is hoped that a mathematician resulting ~rom the new order 

could claim 'to know what he is talking about'. The vast 

structure o~ modern applied mathematics is seen, by Heading, to 

be a possible ~orbidden and unknown territory to school 

teachers and university lecturers who, seeking the new, 

eschew the traditional statics and dynamics as 'old ~ashioned' , 
and adopt 'modern' pure mathematics. He concedes that many 

approaches to statics and dynamics were sterile but pleads 

~or the retention o~ applied mathematics in a modi~ied ~orm; 

using the old as a basis ~or understanding some new applied 

mathematics related to industry and commerce. This modi~ied 

~orm would trans~orm the sixth ~orm ~rom 'the small, compact, 

isolated, closed system o~ work having no contact, impact, 

relevance or connection with more advanced work!, 
(65) • 

other accusations o~ Heading make interesting points ~or 

discussion and investigation. Enthusiasm ~or mathematics, other 

than that commonly regarded as modern, is lacking. The overall 

role o~ computation in applied mathematics is undervalued. 

The ~low o~ in~ormation ~rom advanced research to the sixth 

~orm is unhealthily restricted and provides a poor background 

o~ knowledge ~or generating enthusiasm. 

prevents attractive applied mathematics 

This restriction 
might 

teaching whi cn! s t l.mula t e .. 

the sixth ~ormer to extend his interests to applied mathematics 

outside the syllabus. Teachers, burdened with an old ~ashioned 

syllabus, were accused o~ ~ailing to enliven lessons with 

re~erences to modern applied problems. 
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In addi tion to the charges above ···Heading suggests that 

GCE 'A' Level Applied Mathematics syllabuses appear to be 

poverty-stricken roots f'or University Applied Mathematics. 

While commending the introduction of' 'mathematical methods' 

in some applied syllabuses he doubts the ability of' syllabuses, 

as a whole, to provide a real incentive to students to read 

applied mathematics at university. ~n general applied syllabuses 

do not of'fer teachers the advantages which many of the 

mathematics projects and syllabuses give to the pure mathematics 

teacher'. 

College of 

In an inaugural lecture delivered 

Wales, in February 1969, (64) . 

at the University 

he stated that 

'certainly Applied Mathematics in the various Sixth-form 

Projects is a mere shadow and apology of its former self, 

and is not likely to induce many to develop into Applied 

Mathematicians'. Heading finds that the sixth formers mathematical 

equipment is too restricted at present to lend much hope to 

those, like him, who seek revival in applied mathematics. 

He looks for new syllabuses which are not a 'hotch-potch' 

of examples from a multiplicity of fields but rather a set of 

ordered -,topics. 

We should consider his proposals for the future in the light 

of the DES memorandum on small sixth forms since he calls 

for the retention of double subject mathematics in the sixth 

form presented in four parts; 

1. Modern Pure Mathematics. 

2. Mathematical Equipment and Methods. 

3. Applied Mathematics. 

4. Statis tics. 
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The entry statistics presented later may suggest that 

his recommendation that rour papers related to the divisions 

above be providedJso that any two would provide a single 'A' 

level and all rour two 'A' levels~would be against the present 

entry trends. These trends may in ract be irreversible so that 

Heading's Applied Mathematics specialis4with passes in papers 

2 and 3 and his 'Real' Mathematician with passes in all rour 

papers would be rare. The Nand F proposals, ir accepted, 

would also arrect this issue as we shall see later. (p.231). 

Proressor H.B. Grirriths or the University or Southampton 

is concerned that rew university lecturers know how their own 

education dirrers rrom those or yesterday, ir they know how 

little mathematics you need know in order to get a good A-level 

and ir they realise how new rerormed syllabuses have arrected 

the students attitude to conventional authoritarian procedures 

ror expositing mathematics. The analysis or syllabuses which 

rollows may help to answer these questions. He may be a little 

over optimistic concerning new methods used in school-teaching. 

The use or prOjects in Applied Mathematics 'A' level may not 

be as signiricant as he suggests. In ract the use or project 

work appears to be gaining most ground in statistics courses 

at A level. Is the 'decline in conventional mathematics' 

which he claims a reality? (54). (56). 

In a presidential address to the Mathematical Association 

in 1971, entitled 'The Art or Teaching the Art or Applying 

Mathematics' Proressor M.J. Lighthill argued that 'many school 

teachers are bored with a concept or applied mathematics which 

puts great emphasis on statics and dynamics'. Lighthill (92). 

advocated the stressing or one particular rield or application. 

He was anxious to point out that there existed many equally 

suitable choices ror this particular rield but he suggested 
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that since 'statics is o~ such importance in civil engineering 

and dynamics in mechanical engineering, while.both are such 

an essential foundation ~or physics generally and ~ind an 

increasing application to biology' they constituted. a very 

sensible choice ~or this purpose. Even so Professor Lighthill 

recognised that obstacles existed which prevented close liaison 

between teachers o~ mathematics and other disciplines. These 

caused a general departmentalisation detrimental to success~ul 

applied mathematics teaching. To overcome such obstacles 

he suggested that i~ statics and dynamics were chosen they 

should not be taught as sel~ contained disciplines, in the 

traditional manner, but should be related to speci~ic ~ields o~ 

application. How far do the present syllabuses ~ollow this 

advice? 

Lighthill emphaSised that any criticism he would make o~ 

applied mathematics teaching in British schools would be at a 

very high level because the degree of integration of pure and 
, 

applied mathematics in Britain had been traditionally very 

high by world standards. He acknowledged the attempts by 

recent projects to concern themselves with how mathematics 

could be applied in a variety o~ ways and situations. Lighthill 

was less happy when he considered the success o~ teachers o~ 

applied mathematics in developing the art o~ communication and 

he suggested that they have much to learn ~rom colleagues who 

teach ~oreign languages and literature. Certainly sYllabuses 

in existeIic'e at this time show little evidence o~ concern 

with such aspects and examination papers seem not to be designed 

to assess communication; except that between mathematician and 

mathematician. Several research papers, reports and publications 

dealing with the ~unction o~ the mathematician a~ter starting 
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his career (e.g. McLone 
(114). , Hgstad (63). , Klamkin(83)., 

(20) • 
the- BMS - and Burghes (23) • . 

) stress the lmportance of 

this art and indicate that mathematics graduates at all stages 

of their education have found communication techniques neglected. 

It is interesting to note that Douglas Quadling(178). 

of the Schools Mathematics Project admitted, shortly after 

Professor Lighthill's presidential address, that teaching 

'the art of applying mathematics' was still a problem and that 

in developing SMP much the most controversial area was that of 

applied mathematics. 

Those involved with SMP did not wish to restrict applied 

mathematics to Newtonian Mechanics, although they recognised 

its importance. However, the difficulties of background 

knowledge led to an eventual compromise. This differed from 

the original aim which was to develop a course in mathematical 

modelling ,covering as wide an area of application as possible. 

This meant that detailed knowledge of only particle dynamics, 

current electricity and statistics was expected although 

applications were included as vehicles for teaching mathematics 

wherever possible. In some ways this follows the line taken 

by Lighthill but with possible different choices of topics. 

The analysis given later shows that SMP did not agree with 

Lighthill that statics was 'a very sensible choice'. 

C l ' (33). 19 The stUdents questioned by M.L. orne lUS in 71 

would probably agree with SMP. Some of their views are now 

presented. 

In 1971 a total of 224 students, embarking on university 

courses in mathematics at Durham, Newcastle and Nottingham 

completed questionnaires of a survey attempting to identify 

problems encountered by students during the transition from 

school to university. The majority of these students had 



studied mathematics as two separate subjects, nearly always 

with physics. Only a small minority had followed 'modern' 

syllabuses. The current 1977 situation examined later indicates 

that the change in 'popularity' of modern syllabuses and the 

structure of courses from double to single subjects has been 

rapid in the intervening period. Nevertheless, the survey is 

quoted here since it concludes that when asked which parts of 

school mathematics they enjoyed most the students expressed a 

strong preference for pure mathematics, particularly calculus, 

while mechanics easily topped the list of dislikes. Those 

students who did enjoy mechanics usually specified dynamics 

or a particular part of dynamics. Statics and relative 

velocity appeared most frequently among the particular hates. 

Geometry and Vectors were also often disliked. Part of the 

study is shown in table.l. 

Table 1. 

Topics most enjoyed 

(number of 
responses) 

Calculus 66 
Mechanics 39 
Pure Mathemat- 31 

Algebra 
Geometry 

ics. 
29 
13 

Topics most disliked 

(number of 
responses) 

Mechanics 
Geometry 
Vectors 

65 
44 
30 

Permutations and 13 
Combinations 
Probability 10 
Complex Numbers 10 

These conclusions may help to explain any shift in GCE 

. 'A' Level entries towards Mathematics (Modern) as a single 

subject and away from traditional Applied Mathematics. (This 

shift is analysed later in this section;see PPl44-160.) 

It also lends support to those who claim that the teaching of 

traditional Applied Mathematics at 'A' level is often sterile. • 



The survey also suggested that in 1971 there was 

unevenness in the backgrounds of entrants and that many students 

pleaded for a common 'A' level syllabus. The analysis of 

syllabuses may indicate whether some of this unevenness has 

now been eliminated. 

M.L. Cornelius concludes that the evidence suggested 

that in many instances the sixth form teacher had not made 

himself aware of the work required for a first year honours 

course and that the university lecturer had not famiJ.iarised 

himself with school conditions. The students, for their 

parts, had, in many cases, shown a negative attitude to work. 

Such conclusions would echo arguments propounded by ~eading 

and Griffiths and outlined earlier. (65).(56). 

Another investigation involving university undergraduates 

in their fourth 

Tunner and L.R. 

term of residence has been performed by S. 

Mustoe.(lf~is is introduced here because it 

throws some light upon the present state of mathematics teaching 

in schools as if affects university studies. In practice the 

investigation sought to assess quantitatively the usefulness 

of topics, in modern mathematics school syllabuses, to under-

graduates in various university courses where mathematical skills 

and knowledge are applied (e.g. electrical, chemical, civil 

and mechanical engineering). 

The investigation interpreted 'modern' at secondary level 

by considering GCE '0' level as modern if it contained set 

theory, followed by some set algebra, and the idea of a binary 

operation used to constitute a 'structural basis' with common 

structural axioms. The inclusion of separate group axioms 

helped to identify a syllabus as modern. Relations and mappings 

and the development of these ideas to definition of functions, 

uses of matrices, probability using set theory, geometrical 



vector algebra, number bases other than denary, si@ple linear 

programming, inequality signs, probability and statistics, 

isomorphisms and topology were topics which were considered 

to make a syllabus modern i~ it contained a signi~icant number 

o~ them. 

The A level syllabus was termed 'modern' i~ it assumed 

knowledge o~ a modern '0' level syllabus, as identi~ied above, 

and included certain topics such as matrices, vector, algebra, 

and statistics and i~ structure was emphasised. 

A modern applied mathematics syllabus was considered to 

be one which ~eatured probability and statistics, numerical 

analysis and computer programming rather than con~ining itsel~ 

simply to mechanics, with a little probability and statistics. 

This particular method o~ identi~ying modern syllabuses 

has been used when coding syllabuses 'in the analysis which 

~ollows. In the ~ollowing analysis however ,in addi tion,'a 

syllabus has been termed 'modern', or conversely 'traditional', 

i~ the examining board concerned has implied a description in 

those terms or has explicitly stated that the syllabus is 

'modern' or 'traditional' 

It may be argued in some quarters that modern syllabuses 

have little to do witn"applied mathematics, but the analysis 

o~ syllabuses shows that many topics traditionally classi~ied 

as applied mathematics occur in so called modern syllabuses. 

~he investigation o~ Turner and Mustoe, ~or instance, asked 

students to assess the use~ulness o~ pre-university studies 

o~, amongst other topics, probability and statistics, statics 

using vectors and dYnamics using vectors. The students 

questioned were ~rom the disciplines Civil Engineering, 

Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Electronics, 

Computations and Statistics, Building Science and Chemical 



Engineering. Others questioned were from a mixture of 

Engineering disciplines and Physics and a mixture of Engineering 

disciplines. 

Theffissessment ~as to be one from a) very useful, 

b) moderately useful or c) of little or no use. These were 

quantified by scores of 3, 2, 1 respectively. The total 

for each topic was divided by the number of responses. 

The mean ranking of all the discipline sets showed that 

matrix algebra was considered the most useful followed by 

statistics, simple vector algebra, mapping notation, statics 

using vectors, basic ideas such as sets of numbers, dynamics 

using vectors, probability using set notation, set algebra 

and topology in that order. The sample of topics was not 

selected at random and is small but the investigation does 

indicate that a wider definition of applied mathematics at 

the sixth form level is perhaps required. 

In the analysis Which follows a narrower definition of 

an applied mathematics topic has been adopted; although even 

this is far wider than the traditional definition,which 

included mainly mechanics. I~ any examining board has stated 

implicitly or explicitly that a topic is applied it has been 

termed thus ~hether or not other boards state likewise) and 

it has been introduced into the analysis even if it occurs in 

syllabuses labelled by boards as pure mathematics. 

A survey of A-level Mathematics syllabuses to assist 

planners of tertiary courses,which have a suhstantial Math-

ematical conten~was commissioned by a joint committee of the 

Royal Society and the Institute of Mathematics and its 
(llOl Applications. 

/ 
That survey differs from the analysis 

which follows in several respects,since the committees,survey 
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confined itself to single subject 'A' level syllabuses for 

Summer 1977 and was not primarily concerned with applied 

mathematics. The analysis which follows confines itself to 

'applied' topics but considers all syllabuses at 'A' and'S' 

~hether single or double) and includes Statistics syllabuses 

and other 'applied' sYllabuses. The syllabuses analysed are 

for 1978/79. The Scottish Certificate of Education Examining 

Board syllabuses are also included here. -
The survey takes no account of individual interpretations 

of syllabuses by teachers and students. Only by studying 

examination papers can more information be provided concerning 

the importance of various topics and depth of study required. 

In order to formulate this surveyrele~examination papers 

have been considered so that some interpretation of the 

intentions of different boards can be made. This may help 

somewhat in interpreting terminology in syllabuses or in 

making assumptions concerning broad descriptions •. Nevertheless 

individual interpretations can never be anticipated with 

certainty. (For instance how widely does one interpret 'simple 

s ampl ing , '1. ) 

Wherever possible options have been indicated and an 

interpretation of these can be made if the notes on examination 

papers are considered alongside the listed topics. However, 

it is often impossible to estimate the number of students who 

have studied a particular topiC even if these notes and listed 

topiCS are used with the entry statistics provided. 

This survey and analysis is intended 

1) to investigate the claims and charges outlined earlier 

concerning the state of Applied Mathematics in the Sixth 

Forms of the U.K. at the present, 
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2) to outline the policies or boards, concerning examination 

structures, double and single subject examination, and 

ruture developments, 

3) to present entry rigures in order to identiry trends in 

the period 1973-77 and to predict ruture trends, 

4) to relate the teaching or applied mathematics at second

ary level to that at tertiary, 

and 

5) to consider the present situation as a possible platrorm 

ror widening applied mathematics in the secondary sector. 



A Survey of Mathematics 'A' Level Syllabuses 

The teaching of applied mathematics is not determined 

solely by the demands of the examining boards but it would 

be an unusual teacher who considered that the changes now 

being made to GCE A level syllabuses are not affecting applied 

mathematics teaching or its availability. In the next pages 

the A and S level syllabuses of all the GCE Boards of England 

and Wales and the Scottish Certificate of Education Board are 

examined over the period 1977-79. Of the nine GCE Boards 

and two projects (SMP and MEr) five offer Applied Mathematics 

as a subject in its own right for 1979. One offers Applied 

Mechanics but not primarily as a Mathematics subject. All 

eleven offer the single subject Mathematics and seven of these 

also offer the single subject Further Mathematics. 

The proportion of what has traditionally been considered 

Applied Mathematics (i.e. Mechanics) in the single subject 

Mathematics syllabuses varies from syllabus to syllabu~ as 

does the proportion of topics which have tended to be included 

recently under the generic term 'Applied' (e.g. Statistics, 

Numerical Methods, Modelling, Differential Equations). 

A consideration of individual syllabusesaIidplanned or 
~ ~ 

forseeable future developments may prove useful in identifying 

the present and future states of applied mathematics at GCE 

Level. 
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University of London 

The University of London in 1977/78 have reshaped the 

examinations offered at GCE 'A' level. In preference to the 

traditional Applied Mathematics, Pure Mathematics and Pure and 

Applied examinations they have adopted a structure involving 

Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Pure Mathematics and Higher 

Mathematics. Eondon claim that the needs of non-specialist 

mathematics students initiated the development of the 

Mathematics, Further Mathematics structure rather than the 

structure base of Pure Mathematics and Applied Mathematics. 

The non-specialist mathematics student is provided with a 

single subject Mathematics,while the specialist mathematics 

student and students whEeinterests require a wider study of 

mathematics(but not necessarily of greater difficulty)study 

a second subject Further Mathematics. Both Syllabus C and 

Syllabus D provide the two subjects Mathematics and Further 

Mathematics Which include elements of pure mathematics and 

applied. However C contains many topics which may be termed 

'modern' while syllabus D (together with the new Pure 

Mathematics syllabus) replaces the subjects Pure Mathematics, 

Applied Mathematics and Mathematics (Pure and Applied) and 

tends to be 'modern' in approach but ~raditional' in content. 

In framing the single subject Mathematics (syllabus C) 

London have 'as far as is practicable' emphaSised those parts 

of pure mathematics which are important in applied fields. 

'For eXample, linear algebra figures more fully than in the 
. 

past, along with simple three-dimensional co-ordinate geometry 

and vector work (at the expense of manipulative work on conics) 

and complex number'. (49). 
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Applications' are emphasised in differential calculus 

and numerical methods are introduced in connection with i~ 

integration ii) solution of equations and iii) evaluation of 

functions by expansion. 

Manipulation is said to play less part than traditionally 

and this is compensated by a higher demand for cogent treatments 

in given situations. 

In that part of the syllabus which the University indicate 

to be 'applied mathematics' the emphasis is on the ability to 

handle simple mathematical models, which may be deterministic 

or stochastic. 

Once again, however, the difficulty of assessing higher 

level skills in the cognitive domain seem to inhibit the 

inclusion of model construction and evaluation. 'In an 

examination the chance to exploit the provisional character 

of such a model is extremely limited, but one would wish 

where possible to give expression to it.' (49) • 

The University suggest that examinations restrict the rang~ 

:of topics amenable to modelling. They argue that applications 

of vectors, for instance, must be confined to Newtonian 

Mechanics, for practical reasons which they do not specify. 

Applications in fields other than Newtonian Mechanics are limited 

by space and time. 

In Further Mathematics (Syllabus C) London suggest 'there 

should be a quantitative broadening in applied technique', 

but above'all a growth in critical analysis of application 

(e.g. an introduction to the ideas of significance in statistics). 

It would no doubt please writers such as H. pOllack(131). 

to see that, in that part of syllabus C which refers to static~ 

,·.~emphasis is placed on physical principles and that 

complicated problems which are mainly trigonometrical puzzles 

will not be set. 
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In Syllabus D(paper 3)the importance o~ 'applied-pure' 

mathematics and theoretical mechanics as suitable material 

ror models is stressed. Probability, vectors and matrices 

have been included to this end and numerical methods and 

dirrerential equations are particularly presented as belonging 

to the applied rield. Some protagonists or 'Real Problems' may 

not welcome the note in the syllabus which states 'Ir a 

numerical answer is required, the question will speciry' to so 

many signi~icant rigures or decimal places. Otherwise the 

answer may be le~t in a rorm such as In(32!27) or 1'l" (,";3 +j5);' 

Although Higher Mathematics includes applied mathematics 

topics the choice provided is so wide that it would be possible 

to omit all or these and hence not study applied to the 

higher level. 

The Pure Mathematics with Statistics is not intended 

primarily ror specialist mathematicians. It is interesting 

however, in its attempt to encourage evaluative thinking in 

relation to scientiric experimentation. By use o~ an unassessed 

project, which may be used as rererence in the written ex-' 

amination, it attempts to overcome some o~ the problems, which 

restrict the introduction of modelling and other techniques 

demanding higher level cognitive skills, round in syllabuses 

allied to the traditional written examination. The use o~ 

projects in this way could be userul in the development or 

other mathematics syllabuses which include topics in the 

applied rield. The candidates carry out three major projects 

related to speciried areas or the syllabus and two more 

substantial projects. This project work is not directly 

assessed by the Uni versi ty but may be sampled by the Chie~ 

Examiner. In Paper 2 questions are 'designed so that they 
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can only be satis~actorily answered by candidates who have 

properly carried out projects with due realisation o~ the 

practical di~~iculties inherent in any statistical 

investigation'. (49). 

Could this be employed in other Mathematics Examinations 

so that'Real Problems', Models etc. could be tackled during 

the course,using higher level cognitive skills? 

The statistics syllabus itsel~ has a di~~erent look 

~rom many traditional syllabuses with its division into 

a) Probability b) Sampling c) Chance Variation, and d) 

Experimentation and its introduction o~ non-parametric 

techniques in ~avour o~ more mathematically di~~icult and 

perhaps unnecessary methods. (e.g. Wilcoxon instead o~ the 

paired sample t-test). 

No ~urther changes in these examinations o~ London University 

are planned in the ~oreseeable ~uture. 
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Oxford and Cambridge 

New syllabuses of the Oxford and Cambridge School Examination 

Board wi th the titles Mathematics and Further Mathema.tics 

~eplaced the existing syllabuses for Pure Mathematics, Applied 

Mathematics, Mathematics and Mathematics with Statistics from 

the summer examination of 1976. 

(This structure follows the SMP structure, JMB, syllabuses 

A and B, one of the three schemes of Oxford Local, 1: .• __ : syllabus 

B of Cambridge Local and that adopted in 1977 by London.) 

There are two stages of examination in Mathematics; each 

stage containing questions on Pure Mathematics, Mechanics and 

Statistics and the syllabus is partitioned in this way. The 

chief aim claimed by the Board is to test ability in using 

mathematics but not always in familiar ways. The emphasis is 

on ideas and use of principles. 

An Applied Mechanics syllabus is also offered which 

appears to be directed at the engineering student more than 

the mathematics specialist. This covers theoretical mechanics, 

graphics and drawing. 
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Cambridge 

The University o~ Cambridge Local Examination Syndicate 

in 1978 and 1979 o~~er perhaps the widest choice o~ structures. 

Syllabus A allows a Single subject covering Pure (mainly 

traditional) and Applied (Le. Mechanics and Statistics). It 

may not be taken with any other Mathematical subject. 

Statistics, Pure Mathematics and Applied Mathematics 

(Le. Kinematics, Vectors, Statics and Dynamics) may be taken 

as 3 separate subjects but not with syllabuses A or B. 

Syllabus B' allows a single subject covering Pure ('modern' 

topics and analysis) and Applied (Vectors, Particle Mechanics, 

Probability and Statistics, Numerical AnalysiS and Computation 

and Di~~erential Equations). Syllabus B may be taken with 

another single subject Further Mathematics which includes 

further 'modern' topics in Pure and ~urther Applied topics. 
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Oxford 

The Oxford Delegacy of Local Examinations offer one of 

three schemes; i) Mathematics, ii) Mathematics with Further 

Mathematics and iii) Pure Mathematics. The first two schemes 

cover Pure Mathematics and Applied (i.e. Mechanics and Statistics). 

Vectors and Simple Numerical Methods are included as 

two of the 5 options in the Pure Mathematics section of the 

single subject Mathematics. Candidates who choose the vector 

methods option are given an opportunity to use these in at 

least one application to a problem in Mechanics. 

Discussions are being conducted with te~chers about possible 

inclusion of more work on statistics in paper 11 of Further 

Mathematics. (In 1977, although section B of Mathematics,Paper 

II,was devoted entirely to statistics, Further Mathem~tics 

Paper 11 contained 11 questions on Mechanics and only one on 

probability and application of matrices to Markov chains.) 

Although the content of these syllabuses is 'modern' the 

examination questions are extremely traiditional in structure. 

The Applied Mathematics Section in particular retains a 

traditional look. 



Welsh Joint Education Committee 

The Welsh Joint Education Committee 1978 offer a traditional 

structure of single subject Mathematics which may not be taken 

with either of the two subjects Pure Mathematics or Applied 

Mathematics. An alternative Pure Mathematics containing more 

'modern' topics than the more 'traditional' Pure Mathematics 

is offered. In fact both Pure Mathematics syllabuses show 

some concern with structure. However,the commitment to structure 

is greater in the alternative syllabus which includes groups, 

rings and fields. 

In the single subject,Mathematics, Paper Al is mainly Pure 

Mathematics while a choice must be made between Paper A2 

(mechanics, calculus, complex numbers) and Paper A3 (statistiCS). 

The Applied Mathematics has two papers. The first contains 

questions on vector algebra, Centre of Mass, Kinematics and 

Dynamics and Differential equations. There is some degree of 

choice. The second paper has four sections. Section A has ~ive. 

questions on Kinematics and Dynamics. Sections B, C and D 

have three questions each on Statics, Numerical Analysis and 

Probability respectively. Not more than 5 of the 7 answers 

may be from section A and B and questions may not be taken 

from more than two sections of B, C, and D. 

The Welsh Board do seem to have attempted to extend the 

range of applications in this Applied Mathematics syllabus 

but the approach is still reminiscent of traditional courses. 

No new developments in examinations of this board are 

envisaged at present. 
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Joint Matriculation Board 

For the 1978 examinations the JMB will employ the single 

subject Mathematics and the Further Mathematics structure in 

two o~ their syllabuses, namely syllabus A and syllabus B. 

Two papem"are set in each o~ ~our subjects which are: 

Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Pure Mathematics with 

statistics and Pure Mathematics. Each o~ these ~our counts as 

one 'A' level subject. Any one may be o~~ered by itsel~ but at 

one sitting only the ~ollowing combinations are allowed. 

Mathematics with Further Mathematics 

Further Mathematics together with Pure Mathematics with 

Statistics. 

Mathematics Syllabus A has two papers; the ~irst mainly 

Pure Mathematics, the .second mainly Theoretical Mechanics. 

The other subjects have no such division. 

Syllabus B has the more 'modern' topics while syllabus A 

is more 'traditional' in content. 

It is interesting to note that the Midland Mathematics 

Experiment abandoned the idea o~ separate MME A-level papers 

because the leaders o~ that project considered that there was 

s~~icient intersection between their own syllabus and the 

JMB syllabus B. 

The 1978 examinations in Mathematics (Advanced) Syllabus 

B and Further Mathematics (Advanced) Syllabus B have new types 

o~ papers. No restriction is placed on the number o~ questions 

which may be attempted. The reason given is 'to widen the range 

o~ marks and to give greater discrimination over the whole 

ability range'. (49). Previously candidates were expected to 

answer a stated number o~ questions. In the new papers questions 

o~ di~~erent lengths will be set to cater ~or the wide ability 
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range expected and to increase the validity of the examination 

for the less able. This revised form has been subjected to 

trials with candidates preparing for the existing subjects. 

It will be interesting to see if JMB use the new scheme 

to introduce r:questions involving higher cognitive skills, 

since their aim is to set papers in which the more able 

candidates can achieve the highest grades without attempting 

all questions. Such a scheme could possibly allow questions 

concerned with mathematical modelling and evaluation of 

models. 

In the seventy-third Annual Report of the Joint Matriculation 

Board (1975-76) the Board show some concern with what they call 

'modern applied mathematics'. They introduce their new 1978 

subject,Statistics (Advanced), as one which 'focuses attention 

on the basic concepts underlying statistical methods in such 

a way that the subject may be appreciated as an important 

component of modern applied mathematics and as a useful 

practical tool'. The syllabus emphasises Statis tics as:.a 

means of understanding and analysing problems in the real world. 

The Candidate target includes students whose major studies are 

mathematical as well as those whose subjects are in the physical, 

biological or social sciences. The examination papers will 

involve practical problems and a project (in which 'statistical 

or probablistic methods are applied to one specific area of 

practical enquiry') will form part of the assessment. 

The only further syllabus developments in Mathematics 

which are envisaged for the future are a revised syllabus for 

Commercial Mathematics (Ordinary) for inclusion in the 1981 

Regulations and Syllabuses and a new Alternative Ordinary Level 

syllabus in Mathematical Studies which will be available in 1980. 
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Northern Ireland 

The Northern Ireland General Certi~icate o~ Education Board 

have ~or several years, o~~ered GCE Mathematics 'A' Level 

Examinations, using the structure o~ Mathematics as as ing1e 

subject and Further Mathematics as an additional subject. 

They have also provided two syllabuses; one which may be 

termed modern (i.e. Sy11ahus B) and one which is more traditional 

in content (i.e. Syllabus A). In the period 1973 to 1977 

the popularity o~ Mathematics (Syllabus A) has declined and 

that o~ Mathematics (Syllabus B) has increased. This increase 

appears to be partly due to a trans~er o~ school alle~ce ~rom 

syllabus A to B and partly due to an increase in the popularity 

o~ Mathematics. The Mathematics Syllabus B has recently been 

revised and will probably become the only advanced level subject 

in 1980/in. 

There has been a slight shi~t in popularity ~rom Further 

Mathematics (Syllabus A) to Further Mathematics (Syllabus B) 

during the period 1973-77 and these syllabuses are undergoing 

revision ~or 1980. 

There are two papers ~or syllabus B. Candidates have a 

compulsory section (A) with little choice. This includes 

numerical methods, app1i.cations o~ calculus, probability, 

vectors, statics and dynamics. Sections B and C are alternative 

choices to be examined with A. Section B is con~ined to 

~rther kinematics, with method o~ dimensions added almost as 

an a~ter thought. 

statistics. 

Section C deals with probability and 

lOa 
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Associated Examining Board 

The Associated Examining Board's Advanced Level ~athematics) 
., 
~yllabuses and 'examination structure differ from other Boards 

in several ways. Eleven 'A' level papers are offered in all 

and a restricted set of pairs selected from these gives seven 

subjects. Mathematics (Pure), Mathematics (Applied) and 

Mathematics (Pure and Applied) are traditional in content. 

Mathematics (Alternative) is modern in content. Mathematics 

(Statistics), Mathematics (Pure with Statistic~JMathematics 
(Fare with Computations) have a traditional appearance. 

Papers 9 and 11 may be taken as an endorsement subject, 

in Statistics and Computations respectively. Endorsement 

candidates are restricted to those who have passed in an 'A' 

Level Mathematics subjedt or are taking such a subject in the 

same examination period. 

IS' level papers are set each year in Mathematics (Pure) 

and Mathematics (Applied) and based on the syllabuses of the 

corresponding 'A' Level papers. 

Papers 3 and 4 which comprise the Applied Mathematics 

subject are concerned only with Mechanics topics. 

Papers 1 and 2 which are taken in connection with Pure 

Mathematics contain some numerical work, applications of 

calculus and probability although the emphasis in the 

examination papers of the last few years does not appear to 

include applications to any significant extent. 

The Mathematics (Alternative) syllabus contains a common 

core and three options. A maximum of two from these three 

options may be studied for the examination •. 

The common core includes probability, vectors, some 

numerical work and some applications of calculus but the emphasisis 

on structure. 
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Option 1 contains topics in probability, numerical 

analysis and calculus. Option 2 is entirely mechanics and 

Option 3 entirely statistics. Paper 5 examines the common 

core and Paper 6 the common core and the options. 

It could well be that Applied Mathematics as a single 

subject,.which is disappearing f'rom the·,examinations of' other 

boards, will find a conserving haven in AEB. The board consider 

that Applied Mathematics will certainly continue to be off'ered 

at 'A' level as a single subject.. AEB are perhaps encouraged 

in this view by a large increase in entries f'or the subject in 

1976, which, incidentally, was accompanied by larger rises in 

the entries f'or Mathematics (Pure) and Mathematics (Pure with 

Applied). In that year there was an increase in AEB entries 

(all subjects) f'rom all sectors of educatio~with Grant-Aided 

Further Education Establishmentsand Secondary Comprehensive 

Schools contributing the major part of' this increase. It 

could well be that a demand still exists for the single subject 

Applied Mathematics and individual schools and individual 

students are changing boards and establishments,respectivel~ 

to seek this subject, where it is protected. Approximate 

provisional entry figures f'or 1977 suggest this trend is 

greater than in 1976. 

The AEB examination papers in Applied Mathematics in 

the past f'ew years seem to be archaypical of' traditional 

papers and questions are somewhat predictable. 
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Southern Universities Joint Board 

In the 1979 syllabuses ~or Advanced Level Mathematics 

the Southern Universities Joint Board have adopted a scheme 

not unlike that proposed by Pro~~ssor John d
" (65). Rea lng. 

Four papers, each o~ three hours, will be set. These will 

be Pure Mathematics I, Pure Mathematics 11, Applied Mathematicsl 

Statistics I and Applied Mathematics 11. 

In order to obtain a single subject pass in Mathematics 

candidates will need to satis~y the examiners in Pure Mathematics 

I and Applied Mathematics I. 

A single subject award in Pure Mathematics will require 

passes in both Pure Mathematics Papers and,similarly,an award 

in Applied Mathematics involves satisfactory attempts in both 

Applied Mathematics papers. 

All four papers may be attempted and a double subject 

pass will be awarded i~ the candidate satis~ies the examiners 

in each. 

There is an arrangement whereby a candidate may select, 

be~ore sitting the ~our papers, to have either an award in the 

single subject Mathematics or in the double subjects Pure 

Mathematics and Applied Mathematics; i~ the single subject 

grade is one or more grades higher than the better o~ the 

two separate grades. In ~act only the certi~icate is affected 

by this. The three grades involved are forwarded to candidates, 

schools and universities. , . 
Any candidate who takes four papers but ~ails to satisfy 

the examiners in Pure Mathematics 11 and Applied Mathematics 11 

will be considered ~or a grade in Mathematics. 

The first Applied Mathematics Paper has a degree o~ choice 

which will enable candidates seeking a single subject award in 
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Pure Mathemat.ics and Statistics to indicate bef'ore the examination 

that questions in ~~'s will not be attempted. 

The syllabuses themselves are written so that basic 

material is covered in Papers I. These basic topics and 

additional material are covered in Papers 11. 

The basic material f'or Pur~ Mathematics is traditional, 

with noiChint that structure is of' over-riding importance. 

This traditional approach is also adopted in the additional 

Pure Mathematics syllabus and in the Special Paper. 

The Applied Mathematics/Statistics has a basic syllabus 

designed f'or a paper in which there is a high degree of' choice. 

Candidates are expected to attempt any seven questions f'rom 

twenty; six on kinematics and dynamics, f'our on statics and 

ten on statistics. The Mechanics is approached f'rom a 

traditional manner, which would not have been unusual in the 

f'irst decades of' this century.. The statistics is conventional 

and not extensive. 

The additional material in Applied Mathematics is 

exclusively mechanics and the special paper f'ollows suit. 
, '/ 
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School Mathema1i£§ Project .' 

SMP intended to make mathematics a single 'A' level 

subject but,i'rom the beginning,the project of'f'ered GCE 

Mathematics 'A' Level examinations as two subjects; Mathematics 

and Further Mathematics. This resulted partly because of' 

pressure f'rom original SMP schools. Both subjects are concerned 

wi th structure. 

Topics in Applied Mathematics are introduced into each 

subject and,while there exists an element of' choice,the syllabus 

is written so that sections are not completely independent.Earlier 
(178) 

.thisiwO!.'f;; quoted the deputy director of' SMP, Douglas Quadling, • 

who admitted that the Applied Mathematics in SMP was 'an 

eventual compromise' to teach as much mathematics as possible 

in an applications context. 

The project does emphasis structure but it claims to try, 

wherever 

abstract 

possible, to show the physical applications of' 
(111) • 

structures which have 'evolved as a result of' 

someone trying to solve physical problems and theref'ore have 

relevance to aspects of' engineering, industry and other disciplines 

The traditional topics of' applied mathematics are treated 

in a non-traditional way. The approach to mechanics is completely 

vectorial and although statics has apparently been omitted 

'the general view of' SMP is that statics is a subset of' 

dynamics and any st~tical problem can be 
(111) 

treated as such'. • 

Electricity has been introduced into the course to teach 

mathematics in an applications context. Some Physicists may 

think the treatment of' d.c. theory~~have been more rigidly 

handled and that Ohm's Law sIDuld not have been conf'used with 

the def'inition of' resistance. A.C. theory is introduced and 

circui t theory andne:t:wo;;k;::~ analysis is extended in Further 
~~-... ~..,.~.---. 
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Mathematics beyond that required in many Physics GCE 'A' 

level examinations. 

A number of revisions have been undertaken since SMP 

started and the more recen t at 'A' level'. (in SMP books at 

least) suggest that a concern for other disciplines exists. 

Calculus has been introduced earlier, in chapter order,to 

appease the Physics teacher and to allow students with SMP 

'0' level to differentiate early in a sixth form course. 

The Mathematics syllabus includes some numerical work, 

vectors, applications of calculus, dynamics, electricity, 

computing and statistics. The application approach is extended 

in Further Mathematics which is sectionaliBed as 1) Linear 

Algebra and Geometry, 2) Vectors and Mechanics, 3) Differential 

Equations and Circuit Theory, 4) Further Calculus and 5) 

Statis tics and Probab,ili ty 
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Mathematics in Education and Industry Project 

Unlike SMP this project has not sought to make math

ematics at 'A' level a single subject. True it does offer the 

single subject Mathematics, which is by far its most popular 

subject, and acknowledges the sense of the Mathematics, Further 

Mathematics structure but it does retain the double-subject 

structure of Applied Mathematics and Pure Mathematics. The 

double-subjects have attracted very slightly increased entry, 

figures over the past five years, although they have never 

approached those of the single subject. All three subjects 

have a modern approach, the pure mathematics content having a 

concern with structure and the sections dealing with applied 

mathematics a modern approach, with content extended beyond 

traditional mechanics. 

There is a large degree of choice in the applied sections 

of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics, which appears to have 

been introduced to allow students to direct their interests 

either to statistical matters or physical applications. 

Both single and double subject syllabuses have been 

designed to provide a common core of;sixth form work, which is 

sound and practicable, and allows re-orientation after middle-

school years. 

The section of the Mathematics syllabus, which deals with 

applied mathematics, expects candidates to have some knowledge 

of (a) basic probability theory, and pOSSibly, to choose 

between options in (b) further probability and statistics and 

(c) mathematical physics. The special paper extends this work 

and introduces numerical methods. 

The Pure Mathematics syllabus includes work on numerical 

methods, vectors and practical applications of calculus and 

the special paper extends numerical methods. 
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The Applied Mathematics syllabus is divided into 1) 

Probability, 2) Applied Calculus and Mathematical Physics 

and 3) Further Probability, Applied Calculus and Statistics. 

The Statistics and Mathematical Physics Sections are regarded 

as alternatives, although there is no restriction in choice 

of questions. The Special Paper in Applied Mathematics 

examines the A level syllabus plus the topics 1) Mechanics 

and Mathematical Physics, 2) Further Calculus and Computation 

Processes and 3) Statistics. There is an element of project 

work associated with computing and other applied topics in 

this examination. 

The director of MEI, Stuart Parsonson writes (111). 

"although the project is called 'Mathematics in Education 

and Industry' the Education and Industry are non-commutative; 

education comes first all the time". He indicates that 

although MEI had originally started as a liaison process 

between schools and industry, which led to the MEI mathematical 

syllabuses, no topic has been introduced specifically because 

of industrial use. Industrial aspects were considered but 

the educational value of a topic was paramount. 

The syllabus which resulted in the early 1960's was 

initially 'A' level, the '0' level being introduced later. 

It differed from the traditional syllabuses in reducing the 

amount of technique and increasing the mathematical modelling 

aspect, particularly in building differential equations. 

Mechanics was retained in order to bring in the concept of 

mathematical model building. In examination questions can

didates are required to abstract models from physical situations, 

which involve the standard Mechanics of traditional syllabuses, 
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and use them to solve problems. The mathematics required is 

o~ten very simple. Parsonson believes that MEI has gone someway 

to changing the look o~ mechanics and rejuvenating it as a 

subject. 

MEI ~ound di~~iculty in combining statistics and mechanics 

in the same syllabus because they considered statistic~ at 

school level, not to,be comparable intellectually with mechanics. 

The project ~ound that the underlying concepts o~ mechanics 

were deep and subtle and they were opposed to simpli~ying 

the topic so that it became unexaminable. Instead they 

attempted to make the statistics content more exacting but, 

even so,candidates still tend to choose statistics rather 

than mechanics. 
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Scottish Certi~!cate o~ Education Examination Board 

The sixth ~orm examination structure in Scotland is 

di:~fereritcf.rolt1 that o~ the rest o~ the UK and the syllabuses 

and projects have a dif~erent approach. 

Higher Grade Mathematics is essentially a Pure Mathematics 

Syllabus with some emphasis on structure. Paper I is a ~ixed 

response test with a weighting of Knowledge (27.5%), 

Comprehension (30%), Application (27.5%) and Analysis/Evaluation 

(15%) • Paper 11 is said to 'assess the .competence o~ the 

candidate to per~orm manipulation, tQ reproduce set work and 

suataln thought! In content and approach there seems little 

scope ~or applied mathematics. 

The Certi~icate in Sixth Year Studies Mathematics syllabuses 

extend and develop the Higher Grade syllabus and contain 

selected topics in both pure and applied mathematics. 

There are three papers each of 2t hours and candidates 

may take any one, two or three o~ these. Paper I and Paper 11 

are concerned, in the main, with pure mathematics, although 

some vector work is included in Paper 11 together with some 

calculus which could possibly be approached by applications. 

An emphasis on structure is evident in Paper 11 which includes 

groups, rings, integral domains, and ~ields. 

Paper III is an Applied Mathematics syllabus, with what 

might be termed a 'modern' approach of the type adopted by 

MEI. It allows a degree o~ choice as it is divided into 

three elements; A) Probability and Statistics, B) Numerical 

Analysis and Computer Programming and C) Mathematical topics 

in Mechanics. Pupils can study one or more of these elements 

but must avoid element A i~ they are o~~ering Statistics 

ordinary grade at the same diet o~ the examination. 
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A commitment 'to illustrate the applied mathematician's 

procedure for creating a mathematical model for a situation 

which he wants to investigate, deriving the properties of the 

model and then attempting to relate these to the real situation' 

is expressed in an Introductory note to the Probability and 

Statistics syllabus. The necessity of empirical testing of 

such a model is also stressed. 

Unfortunately there is no evidence that this modelling 

approach is extended to the applications of mathematics in 

the mechanics syllabus. Calculus methods are not employed 

in the Statistics paper and therefore it is considered that 

it is not possible to give a satisfactory treatment of one-

and two-sample t tests. Instead Wilcoxon tests are substituted. 

The Numerical Analysis and Computer Programming syllabus 

expects some practical work with computers during the course. 

Design of calculation, choice of initial approximation, the idea of 

number of working digits and appreciation of accuracy and 

checking are emphasised. (It should be remembered that many 

advocates of reform in applied mathematics call for these 

skills.) Programmes are written in either ALGOL or in FORTRAN. 

The Mechanics section is traditional but with a diminished 

concern with Statics. 

The position of App£ied Mathematics as an important part 

.of Scottish Mathematical Education is indicated by the entry 

figures for Higher Grade and Sixth Year Studies. These figures 

for examinations in the period 1973 to 1977 are given later in 

full. The figures for 1977 show that 19233 candidates took 

the Higher Grade Mathematics (which is essentially Pure 

Mathematics~ 973 candidates took Sixth Year Studies Paper I, 

which is Algebra, 1599 candidates took Paper 11, which is 
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Geometry and Calculus and 869 candidates took Paper III whichis 

Applied Mathematics. In addition there appears to be some 

decrease in the popularity o~ Applied Mathematics (Paper Ill) 

in the period 1973 to 197~which is in excess o~ percentage 

decreases in the other papers. 

All Boards 

It appears that several boards recognise that a need 

exists to provide syllabuses which allow mathematics to be 

taught so that it can be used to solve problems o~ the real 

world. Nevertheless they seem to restrict adventure to s~jects 

such as statistics, which do not attract the larger entries. 

The use o~ projects di':re~.'ted at practical problems is increasing 

in Statistics assessment. 

The use o~ such projects is not ~ound in Applied Math-

ematics Assessment. I~ Applied Mathematies is to exhibit 

'use~ulness' mathematical modelling must be introduced. The 

written examination is probably an unsuitable vehicle ~or the 
. ." 

assessment o~ modelling skills or indeed o~ many o~ the I:~g)iei~i 

cognitive skills (e.g. Analysis,Application:" Synthesis, and 

'EvaJllation). The extended project could provide one such 

vehicle. 

The ~ollowing tables serve to summarise the position o~ 

Applied Mathematics in syllabuses relevant to summer examination 

o~ 1978. In addition they indicate the approach ('modern' or 

'traditional') and they also serve as a guide to abbreviations 

used in later tables. Only GCE 'A' Level and Special Papers 

are considered. 
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Table 2. 

Table o~ A££reviations Used to Describe Syllabus Type 

Level 

Approach 

Single Subject 
Mathematics 

Further Mathematics 

Pure 'Mathematics 

Applied Mathematics 

Pure with Applied 
Mathematics 

Statistics 

Advanced 

Trad. Modern 

Mt Mm 

Ft Fm 

Pt Pm 

At Am 

PA 

S S 

* Applied Mechanics AM 

Pure with Statistics 

Higher Mathematics 

PS 

Ht 

Pure with Computations PC 

Computer Science CBc 

Hm 

Special 

Trad. Modern 

Mts Mms 

Fts Fms 

Pts Pms 

Ats Ams 

PAs 

Ss Ss 

(See Scottish Certi~icate o~ Education p126 ~or 

abbreviations'i(,:u.8,ed ~or Higher Grade and Sixth Year Studies) 

* Applied Mechanics here re~ers to the syllabus title 

used by Ox~ord and Cambridge Schools Examination Board. 

That syllabus is essentially an Engineering biased syllabus. ' 

Applied Mathematics re~ers to Mathematics syllabuses which 

mayor may not be exclusively Mechanics. 

A syllabus is identi~ied as 'modern' i~ it satis~ies 

the criteria outlined on pages 84 to 8p 
(179 ). 

Turner and Mustoe ). 

(Re~er also to 

A 'modern' applied mathematics syllabus is one which 

contains a signi~icant number o~ topics in addition to 

mechanics. 
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Only content is considered, not approach, since boards 

with two single subject syllabuses appear to distinguish 

by content and claim a modern approach in both cases (e.g. 

LONDON 1977-78). 
TABLE 3 

Abbreviations for Examining Boards and their addresses. 

AEB The Associated Examining Board, 
Wellington House, 
Station Road, 
Aldershot, GUll IBQ. 

CL Uni versi ty of Cambridge Local Examinations 

Syndicate Buildings, 
17, Harvey Road, 
Cambridge, CBI 2EU. 

Syndicate, 

JMB Joint Matriculation Board, 
Manchester, MI5 6EU. 

L School Examinations Department, 
University of London, 
E6-72 Gower Street, 
London, WCIE 6EE. 

o Oxford Delegacy of Local Examinations, 
Ewert Place, 

o & C 

Summertown, 
Oxford, OX2 7BZ. 

Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination Board, 
10, Trumpington Street, 
Cambrfdge, LB2 lQB. 

S Southern Universities Joint Board, 
Cotham Road, 
Bristol, Bs6 6DD. 

W Welsh Joint Education Committee, 
245, Western Avenue,. 
Cardiff, CF5 2YX. 

NI Northern Ireland G.C.E. Examinations Board, 
Beechill House, 
42, Beechill Road, 
Belfast, BT8 4RS. 

SCE Scot'tish Certificate of Education Examination Board, 
Ironmills Road, 
Dalkeith, 
Midlothian, EH22 IBR. 
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SMP Schools Mathematics Project, 
Dr. Bryan Thwaites, 
Principal, 
Westrield College, 
Hampstead, 
London, NW3 7ST. 

MEI Mathematics in Education and Industry, 
S.L. Parsonson, 
57, High Street, 
Harrow-on-the-Hill, 
Middlesex, 
HAl 3HT. 

Note: Inrormation concerning examinations ror SMP, and 

ME I. can be obtained rrom Oxrord and Cambridge Schools 

Examination Board and rrom other Boards. 
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TABLE 4.-
GCE A LEVEL SYLLABUSES AND PAPERS AND SPECIAL SYLLABUSES 
AND PAPERS 

BOARD YEAR SYLLABUS TYPE PAPER (HRS) COMMENT 

AEB 1978 ~ATHEr~ICS Pt 1 (3) 
PURE 32 2 (3) 

MATHEMATICS At 3 (3) 
(APPLIED) 602 4 (3) 

MATHEMATIC S Mm 5 (3) Common core paper 
(ALTERNATIVE) 6 (3) Common core and 
648 2 f'rom 3 options 

1.) Misc.Applied 
(not Mechanics) 

2~ Mechanics 
3 Statistics 

MATHEMATICS S 9 g~ (STATISTICS) 641 10 

MATHEMATICS PA 1 g~ (PURE with 3 
APPLIED) 636 

MATHEMATICS PS 1 (3) 
(PURE with 9 (3) 
STATISTICS) 646 

MATHEMATICS PC 1 g~ (PURE with 11 
COMPUTATIONS) 
647 

MATHEMATICS Se 9 (3) Only in con-
(STATISTICS- junction with an 
ENDORSEMENT) 803 A Level Mathematia 

subject. 

MATHEMATICS Ce 11 (3) Only in con-
( COMPUTATIONS- junction with an A 
ENDORSEMENT) 800 Level Mathematics 

or Statistics 
subject. 

MATHEMATICS Pts SpeCial Only in con-
(SPECIAL PURE) (3) junction wi th A 
632 Level Pure 

Mathematics. 

MATHEMATICS Ats SpeCial Only in con-
(SPECIAL (3) junction with A 
APPLIED) 602 Level Applied 

Mathematics. 

I1 \, 
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SYLLABUS 

MATHEMATICS 

TYPE PAPER 
(RRS) 

Mt ' H!I.(3) 
AMl(3) 

PURE MATHEMATICS PS PM1(3) 
WITH STATISTICS AM1(3) 

PURE MATHEMATICS Pt PMl(3) 
PM11(3) 

PURE MATHEMATICS Pts 1 (3) 
(SPECIAL) 

APPLIED At AMI (3) 
MATHEMATICS AMII(3) 

APPLIED Ats (3) 
MATHEMATICS 
(SPECIAL) 

COMMENT. 

Wide choice. In 
(AM1) 7 answers. rrom 
three sections or 20 
questions. 
1)6 Kinematics and 

Dynamics. 
2) 4 Statics. 
3) 10 Statistics. 

Only answers to 10 
questions on Seetion 
3 or (AM1). 

More dirricult 
questions on 
Syllabuses or (PM1), 
(~MlI) will make up 
one halr or paper 
approxi ma t ely., The 
remainder will 
involve rurther 
speciried topics. 

See above. 
Mechanics only. 

More dirricult 
questions on 
syllabuses AMI, AMII 
and on further 
speciried material in 
mechanics. 
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BOARD YEAR SYLLABUS TYPE PAPER(HRS} COMMENT 

CL 1978/ MATHEMATICS Mt 1 (3~ PURE 
1979 (SYLLABUS A) 840 2 (3 Up to 7 answers 

from 18 in 2 
sections; not more 
than 2 from 
Section 2. 
1) 7 Mechanics 

7 Statistics 
2) 4 Pure 

Mts S (3) Slightly extended 
Syllabus A 

MATHEMATICS 
(SYLLABUS B) 848 Mm 1 g? Both papers have 

2 compulsory Section 
A and Section B 
with 2 out of 5 
options. 
Vectors and 
Mechanics, Prob-
ability and Stat-
istics, Numerical 
Calculati ons, 
Algebraic Structure 
Analysis and 
Differential 

.Equations. 

Mms S (3) 

FURTHER 
MATHEMATICS 852 Fm 1 O~ Both papers have 

2 (3 compulsory Section 
A and Section B 
with unspecified 
number of options. 

Fms S (3) 

PURE 
MATHEMATICS 842 Pt 1 (3) 

2 (3) 

Pts S (3) 

APPLIED At 1 (3) 8 Answers from 10 
MATHEMATICS 844 questions on 

Kinematics, 
Vectors and 
Statics. 

2 (3) 8 Answers from 10 
questions on 
Dynamics. 

Ats S 0) Slightly extended 
syllabus. 
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BOARD YEAR SYLLABUS TYPE PAPER( HRS 2 COMMENT 

CL 1978/ STATISTICS 846 S 1 (3) 
1979 

2 (3) 

Ss S (3) 

JMB 1978/·, MATHEMATICS Mt l (3) Mainly Pure 
1979 (SYLLABUS A) Mathema tics. 

2 (3) Mainly Theoretical 
Mechanics. 

Mts SI (i3) 

FURTHER Ft 1 (3) Both papers 
MATHEMATICS consist of 
(SYLLABUS A) 2. (3) questions in Pure 

Mathematics and 
Theoretical 
Mechanics in 
approximately 
equal numbers. 

Fts S, (3) 

MATHEMATICS Mm 1 (3~ No specified 
( SYLLAB US B) 2 (3 difference between 

content of papers. 
Some Mechanics and 
some Statistics. 

MIns S (3) 

FURTHER Fm 1 g~ MATHEMATICS 2 
(SYLLABUS B) 

Fms S (3) 

PURE 
MATHEMATICS Pt 1 (3? 2 (3 

Pts S (3) 

PURE PS 1 g~ MATHEMATI C S 2 
with STATISTICS 

·PSs S (3) 

STATISTICS S 1 (3~ AIM: ~Understand-
2 (3 ing of basic 

concepts towards 
an appreciation of 
Statistics as an 
important part of 
modern applied 
mathematics. 
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BOARD YEAR SYLLABUS 

JMB 

L 

1978/ STATISTICS 
1979 

1977/ MATHEMATICS 
1978 (SYLLABUS C)381 

FURTHER 
MATHE MATIC S 
(SYLLABUS C) 382 

MATHEMATIC S 
(SYLLABUS D) 391 

FURTHER 
MATHEMATICS 
(SYLLABUS D)392 

PURE 
MATHEMATICS 405 

TYPE PAPER 
(HRS) 

COMMENT 

S Project Project speci~ication 
is: Knowledge 30% 
Comprehension and 
Application 40% 
Evaluation and 
Investigation 30%. 

Mm 1 (3) 
2(. (3) 

Mms S (3) 

Fm 1 g~ 2 

Fms S (3) 

Mt 1 (1) 

2(2.5) 

3(2.5) 

Mts S 

Ft :U (1) 
2(2.5) 
3(2.5) 

Fts S 

Pm 1 g~ 2 

Pms S (3) 

Each paper in 3 
sections 
1) Pure Mathematics 
2) Applied Mathematics 
3) Statistics. 
Numerical methods may 
occur in any section. 
7 Answers ~rom 12 
questions; at least 1 
~rom each section, 
a~~ords wide choice. 
The importance o~ pure 
mathematics in applied 
~ields emphasised. 

AB above (381). 

Objective Paper cover-
ing whole syllabus. 

The importance o~ 
" applied-pure" 
mathematics and 
Theoretical Mechanics 
as material ~or 
modelling emphaSised. 

AB above (391) 
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BOARD YEAR SYLLABUS TYPE PAPER COMMENT 
--- (HRS) 

L 1977/ HIGHER H 1 (3) Wide choice to cater 
1978 MATHEMATIC S 410 ror specialisation in 

syllabuses C or D 

PURE MATHS WITH PS 1 (3) Much in common with 
STATISTICS 420 Pure Maths. 

2 (3) 'lfStatistics; project 
used in written 
examination. 

o & C 1978 MATHEMATICS Mm 1 (3) Each paper is divided 
into two sections: 

2 (;3) A) Pure Mathematics 
B) Mechanics and 

Statistics. 
Aim: to test ability 
in using mathematics 
but not always in 
ramiliar ways. The 
emphasis is on ideas 
and use or principles. 

Mms S 

FURTHER Fm 1 (3) Algebra, Geometry and 
MATHEMATICS Calculus. 

2 (3) Calculus, Mechanics 
and Statistics. 
(Mathematics Syllabus 
assumed. ) 

Fms S C» Additional Mechanics 
and Statistics. 

APPLIED AM 1 (3) Theoretical Mechanics. 
MECHANICS 

2 (3) Graphics. 

3 0) Drawing. 

0 1978 MATHEMATICS A50 Mm 1 g~ Pure mathematics. 
II Appl:l:ed mathematics 

Sections . . 

~a~ Mechanics 
b Statistics. 

Mms S (3) 
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BOARD YEAR SYLLABUS TYPE PAPER COMMENT 

w 

_________________________ ~(~HR=S~)~ ________________ __ 

FURTHER 
MATHEMATICS A5l 

PURE 
MATHEMATICS A52 , 

1978 MATHEMATIC S 

Fm Pure mathematics 
Consists or the Pure 
Mathematics or paper 
1 (with certain 
omissions) plus the 
Mechanics or the 
Mathematics Syllabus, 
aboTe, plus addition
al topics in Calculus, 
Mechanics and 
Statis tics. 

Fms S (3) 

Pm 

Further Mathematics 
may only be taken 
(normally) in con
junction with Math
ematics. 

Discussions are taking 
place with teachers 
concerning the poss
ible inclusion or 
more work on Statistics 
in Paper 2 or Further 
Mathematics. 

1 (3) Syllabus or 
Mathematics A50 (some 
questions at Paper I). 

2 (3) Syllabus or Further 
Mathematics A5l (some 
ques ti one as Paper I). 

Pms S (3) Syllabus or Further 
Mathematics A5l. 

Mm Al(3) Mainly Pure Mathematics 

A2(3) Mechanics, Calculus 
etc. 

A3(3) Statistics. 

(Al is compulsory and 
is taken with one 
rrom A2 and A3) 

Mms S (3) 
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BOARD YEAR SYLLABUS TYPE PAPER COMMENT 
(HRS2 

W 1978 PURE MATHEMATICS Pt Al (3~ Pure Mathematics does 
A2(3 have some evidence to 

Pts S (3) 
suggest concern with 
structure but far less 
than Pure Mathematics 

PURE MATHEMATICS Pm Al (3~ (Al terna ti ve) . It 
(ALTERNATIVE) A2(3 could be argued that 

both are Pm. 
Pms S. (3) 

APPLIED At Al (3) 7 Answers from 10 
MATHE MA'I'IC S questions on Vector 

Algebra, Kinematics, 
DynamiCS, Differential 
Equations etc. 

A2 (3) 7 Answers from sections 
A,B,C and D. Not more 
than 5 answers from A 
and B. Questions may 
not be answered from 
more than two sections 
ofB,C and D. 

(A) Kinematics & 
Dynamics 5Q 
~B,~ Statics 5Q 
C Numerical Analysis 

3Q 
(D) Probability 3Q 

Ats S (3) There is some attempt 
to extend the range of 
applications but the 
traditional approach 
is still evident. 

NI 1977 MATHEMATICS Mt 1 (3) Mechanics but no_ 
(SYLLABUS A) 2 (3) Statistics. No 

optional topics. Likely 
to be discontinued by 
1980/81-

FURTHER Ft 1 (3) Under revision for 1980 
MATHEMATICS 2 .(3) 
(SYLLABUS A) 

MATHEMATICS Mm ~ g? No optional parts. 
(SYLLABUS B) Both Mechanics and 

Statistics. Revised 
for 1979. 

FURTHER Fm 1 (3) Under revision for 1980 
MATHEMATICS 
(SYLLABUS B) 

2 (3) 

1979 MATHEMATICS Mm 1 (3) 28 Short questions from 
(SYLLABUS B) all three sections. 
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BOARD YEAR SYLLABUS TYPE PAPER COMMENT 
{HRS2 

NI 1979 MATHEMATICS Mm 2(3) 8 answers ~rom sections 
(SYLLABUS B) A and B, or 8 answers 

~rom sections A and C. 
(A) Calculus, Numerical 
Methods, Matrices, 
Trans~ormations in the 
Plane, Determinants, 
Permutations and 
qombinations, Probabil-
ity, Vectors, Statics, 
Kinematics, Dynamics, 
etc. 
(B) Kinematics and 
Dynamics. 
(C) Statistics. 

SMP 1978 MATHEMATIC S Mm 1 (3) 18 Short questions. 

2 (3) 7 Answers ~rom 11 
'lues tions., 

Mms S (3) 

FURTHER Fm 1 (3) Each paper in sections. 
MATHEMATICS 1) Linear Algebra and 

Geometry. 
2~ Vectors and Mechani~ 
3 Di~~erential 
Equations and Circui t 
Theory •. 41 Further Calculus. 
5 Statistics and 
Probabili ty. 

A candidate may obtain 
~ull marks by answering 
questions on three 
sections but the 
sections are not 
completely independent. 

MEI 1978 MATHEMATICS Mm 1 Pure Mathematics 
(SINGLE SUB.rnCT) covering essential 

techniques. 

2 Applied Mathematics 
embracing sections 
(a) basic rrobability 
theory; (b mathematiail 
physics; (c) ~urther 
probabili ty and 
statistics. The candid 
-ate will be expected 
to do at least one 
question in (a) and 
therea~ter to have a 
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MEI 1978 
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SYLLABUS 

MATHEMATICS 
(SINGLE SUBJECT) 

PURE MATHEMATIC S 

APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS 

TYPE PAPER 
eRRS) 

Mm 2 

Mms 1 

Pm 1 
2 

COMMENT 

Cont'd ••• 
free choice from a 
number of questions 
large enough for a 
knowledge of (b) or (c) 
to be sufficient to 
obtain full marks. 

Five harder questions 
on A level syllabus, 
one being on s tat is tics 
and one on physical 
mathematics. A grade 
may be obtained on 
these alone. Ten 
further straightforward 
questions will be set 
on additional topics. 
1) F"urther calculus. 
2) Further mathematical 
physics. 3) Further 
probability and 
statistics. 4) Num
erical methods. 

Includes some work on 
Vectors, Geometry and 
Numerical Methods. 

Pms Special 

Am 1 
2 

Provides for statistics 
candidates and for 
those primarily 
concerned with physical 
application, the common 
ground being basic 
probability theory. 
Candidates can opt for 
statistics only or 
scientific applications 
only if .they wish. 
Statistics and 
Mathematical Physics 
treated as alternative. 
There are 2 questions 
on Probability on each 
paper and candidates 
are expected to attempt 
at least one of these 
on each paper. The 
topics are grouped; 
1) Probability, 
2) Applied Calculus and 
Mathematical Physics, 
3) Further Probability, 
Applied Calculus and 
Statistics. 
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BOARD YEAR SYLLABUS COMMENT TYPE PAPER 
(HRS) 

---------------------------~-~~~------------------
MEI 

SCE 

1978 APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS 

1977 HIGHER GRADE 
MATHEMATICS 

CERTIFICATE OF 
SIXTH YEAR 
STUDIES 

Ams Speciab Harder ques ti ons on A 
level syllabus plus 
other questions on; 
1) Mechanics and 
Mathematical PhYSics, 
2) Further Calculus and 
Computation Processes, 
3) Statistics. 
SpeCial-paper candid
ates may submit com
puting work done by 
them during the previo~ 
year for consideration 
by the awarders. 

Pmh l(li) Fixed response test of 
40 items. 

2 (2~) 'Traditional' questions 
"to assess competence 
to perform manipulation 
to reproduce set work 
and to sustain logical 
thought" (vid: SCE 
syllabuses) • 

Question weighting 
Section 1 (Algebra) 3~o 
Section 2 (Geometry)30% 
Section 3 (Trigonometry) 

15% 
Section 4 (Calculus)25% 

Pml 1 (2~) Algebra. 

Pm2 2 (2~) Geometry and Calculus. 

Am3 3 (2~) Candidates may.attempt 
questions from one or 
more of three elements 
A, Band C. 
A. Probability and 
Statistics; Mathematiccl 
models and empirical 
testing of these 
emphasised. Non-para
metric tests used. 
B. Numerical Analysis 
and Computer Programmi~ 
C. Mathematical Topics 
in Mechanics. 
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The following/ 
tables include topics which have been termed (explicitly 

or implicitly) Applied Mathematics in syllabuses referred 

to in Tables 2 and 4. 

Topics, which, by this criterion, are not considered 

'Applie~by Examining Boards of GCE A Level are excluded. 

However, if a Board includes a topic satisfying the 

criterion the tables indicate the Subject, the Approach 

and Level at each of its occurrences (see table) regardless 

of the fact that the Board appear not to consider it an . 
applied topic. (e.K. Certa.in Boards indicate that Numerical 

Methods such as Newton-Raphson determination of roots is 

applied mathematics but others include it only in a pure 

mathematics syllabus.) 

Topics such as number (including complex numbers) do 

not appea~ to satisfy the criterion at present. This may 

disturb the Electrical Engineer. In all cases the tables 

refer to syllabuses relevant to examinations in the. summ.er 

of 1978, with the exception of Northern Ireland syllabuses, 

of which only the revised Syllabus B for 1979 is considered, 

since other Northern Ireland syllabuses are under review 

or are to be discontinued in the near future. 
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TABLE 5. 

VECTORS AEBl CL JMB L 0 O&C S W NI SMP MEI SCE 

Addition and Mm Mm Mm Mm° Mm° Mm Mmo Mm Mm Mm 
subtraction. Mt Mt 
Multiplication Fmo 
by a scalar. Ft. Ft 

AtO At At At 
PA 

Pm Pts Pm. Bii/2c 

Unit vector. Mm Mm Mm Mm° Mmo Mm Mm Mm 
Mt 

Fm' Fm. 
Ft Ft 

At At AtO 
Pm Pm Pmh 

Scalar product. Mm Mm Mm Mmo Mmo Mm Mm Mm 
Fm ° 

Ft Ft 
At AtO Am 

Pm Pts Pm Pm, Pmh 

Vector product. Fm Fm Fmo Fm Fm 
Ft Ft 

At Ams 
Pm2° Pm Pm 

Vector equations Mm Mm 
Fmo 

Mmo Mm 
of a straight .. Fm Fm 
line and a plane. Ft 

AtO NB JMB and WJEC At 
Pm2° straight line Pm, 

only •. 

Differentiation Mm° Mm Mm 
Fmo 

Mm Mmo 
of a vector. Fm Fml 

Ft Ft. 
At O Am° At 

Int:egra ti on of a Fmo Fm 0 

vector. At 

Angles and M'mC r Mmo Mm Mm 
distances between . .\~, Fm Fm Fm 
lines and planes. Ft 

AtO At 

Ratio theorem. Mm Mm Mm Mm° Mm° Mm Mm 
Ft 

AtO At 
Pm Pmh 

0 indicates optional topic 
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VECTORS AEB CL JMB L 0 O&C S W NI SMP MEI SCE 

Other work on Fm 
vectors. e. g. H 
Triple vector 
product, triple 
scalar product, 
solution of' 
simple vector 
di f'f'eren ti al 
equations • 

STATICS 
Mmo Mm° Mm° MtO Mmo Mmo Composition and Mm Mm 

resolution of' Mto Mt. 
coplanar f'orces. Fm Fm 

At O AtO Am3° At At 
PA 

AM 

Parallel f'orces, Mmo Mm° Mm° Mm Mm MtO Mmo Mm Mm° 
moments, couples., Mt Mt Mto 
equilibrium of' a Fm Fm Fm Fm 

AtO AtO Am° particle and At At Am3° 
rigid body under PA 
coplanar f'orces. AM 

Graphical statics, Mm MtO 
resultants, light At At AtO 

f'rameworks. PA 
AM 

Bow's notation. At, At 
PA 

Method of' At 
sections. PA 

AM 

Centre of' gravity,MmO Mm° Mm Mm Mmo Mm 
centre of' mass. Mto Mt Mt MtO 

Fm 
AtO 

Fm 
At At AtO Am3° 
PA 

AM 

Friction. Mmo Mln° Mm° Mm Mm MtO Mmo Mm Mm° 
Mt Mt Mt 
Fmo 

AtO At At Am3° 
PA 

AM 

Bending moments, At At 
shearing f'orces. AM 
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Virtual work. Fms 
AM 

Potential energy Mm MIn° 
test f'or Fm 
stability of' Ft 
equilibrium. Ats Ats AtO , 0.- .. 

:AmI! ,.--" 

Hooke's Law, Mm MIn° Mm Mm MtO Mm Mmo 
stored energy. Mt Mt Mt 

Fm 
At AtO AtO Am° 

AM 

DYNAMICS 
MIn° MIn° MtO MIn° MIn° Simple Kinematics Mm MIn Mm MIn MIn MIn 

in one and two Mt Mt Mto 
dimensions, non- Fm Fm 

AtO AtO 
Fm 

Am3° constant accel- At At Am 
eration, FA 

relative velocity AM 
and acceleration. 

Motion of' a Mmo MIn° Mm Mm° Mm MtO Mmo MIn° 
particle under Mto Mt Mt 
gravity, Fm 
projectiles in Ft 

AtO vertical planes. At Am3° 
FA 

AM 

Mass, Momentum, Mmo Mmo Mm MIn° Mm MIn Mt9 Mmo Mm MIn 
f'orce, Newton's Mto Mt Mt 
Laws, impulse, Fm Fm Fm 
work, energy, At At At O AtO Am° Am3° 
power, conserv- PA 
ation of' linear AM 
momentum and 
energy. 

Direct impact. Mmo MIn° MIn MtO Mmo MIn° 
Mts Mt Mt 
Fm. 

At At AtO 
PA 

Oblique impact. 
Fmo 

Mt 
Fm 

Ft Ft 
At Ats Ats 
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Uniform motion in MmQ Mmo Mm Mmo Mm Mm MtO MIn° MIn° Mmo 
a horizontal circ- Mt Mt Mt 
le, the conical Fmo Fm. 
pendulum etc. At At AtO AtO AIDo AID3° 

PA 
AM 

Simple harmonic Mm Mm Mm MtO Mmo MIn MIn° 
motion. Mto Mt 

Fmo Fm 
Ft 

At At At O At? AIDo Am3° 
lA 

AM 

Damping, Mmo 

Fmo Mm MtO 
resistive media, Fm 
forced Ft 

At O AtO Am° Am3° oscillation. Ats 

Angular velocity, Mm Mm° Mm Mm Mm 
motion in a Mt~ Mt 

Fmo 
vertical circle, Fm Fm Fm Fm, 
the simple Ft Ft 

AtO pendulum, radial At At At AIDs 
and transverse AM 
components of a 
point moving in 
a plane. 

Kepler's Laws, Mm° 
orbi ts, Newton's Fm. 

AIDs Am3° Law of graVit-
ation, inverse, 
square law etc. 

Second moment of Mmo Mm Mm Mm° 
moment of Fmo Fm Fm ° Fm Fm. area, -. , 'Fm 

inertia, parallel Ft Ft 
AtO AIDo AID3° and perpendicular At At At 

axes theorems ,- AM Angular momentum 
and kinetic 
energy of rigid 
bodies rotating 
about a fixed 
axis, torque. 

Rolling bodies. Fm ° Fm 
At 

Simple three Fm Fm 
dimensional At At 
problems. 
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The compound Fmo 

pendulum. Ft 
At At 

AM 

Systems of' AmS
o 

Am3° 
variable mass, H 
mass transf'er 
(e.g. the 
electron, water 
droplets, 
rockets) • 

Impulse, momentum, Fm Fm Fms 
energy and Ats 
movement of' H 
centre of' mass of' 
a set of' particles. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mmo Mt O 

Dimensional Mm Mm. Mms 
analysis. Mts 

At O AmS o At 

Mechanisms, Mt O 

machines. At O 

AM 

Projectional and AM 
constructional 
geometry. 

Hydraulics. AM 

APPLIED CALCULUS 
Mm° Applications of' Mm Mm Mm Mm Mm Mt Mm Mm Mm 

dif'f'erentiation Mt Mt 
(e.g. maxima and Am° 
minima etc. ) • PS PS 

Pt Pt Pm Pt Pm Pm Pm2° 

Applications of' Mm Mmo Mm Mm° Mm Mm Mt Mm Mm Mm Mmo 
integration (e.g. Mt Mt 
areas under plane Fm Fm 
curves, mean Ft Ft 
values, volumes Am° 
of' solids of' B\JJ,S PS 
revolution, Pt Pt Pt Pm Pmh 
moments of' 
inertia). 
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Simple Mm Mmo Mm Mm° Mm Mm MtO Mmo Mm Mm Mm° 
di:r:rerential Mt Mt equations o:r the Fm :rirst order, 

At At AtO AtO Am° (usually 
variables m.4S 

Pm2° separable) • Pt Pm Pt 

Simple Mmo Mm Mmo Mm Mm° 
di:r:rerential Fm Fm. 
e~uations o:r the At Ats AtO Am° 
s cond order. PA 

Pt Pt Pm2° 

Construction o:r Mm Mm Mm° Mm Mm MtO Mm Mm Mm° 
di:r:rerential Mt 
equations; to Ft 

AtO AtO Am° model physical At 
si tuations , :rrom Pt 
verbal data etc. 

SPECIFIC DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 
dv v dv Mm Mm MtO 

= dt dx. Mt Mto 
dv. Fm 

AtO = :r(t), :rev), dt :r(x) 

mz: + Py Q 
Mmo 

° 
Mms = Fm Fm Fm dx 

P :r(x) Amso 
= PA,C,s Q = :r(x) Pt H Pt Pms Pm2° 

a~Y2 
Mmo Mmo Mms 

+ b:iX I cy=f (x) Fm Fmo Fm Fm Fm 
dx Ft Ft 

AtO Ams 
Pm Pt Pms Pm2° ,. 

," .' . - .' ~ . 
(a, b, care 
constants) 
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Algorithms, flow Mmo Mmo Mm Mm° Mm Mm 
diagrams. Ams Am3° 

Pm 

Mm° ° Mm° Mm Mm Errors and Mmo Mm 
accuracy. Fm 

AtO Am3° 
PC 
C Pm, 

Taylor and Mm° Mmo Mm Mm° Mm° Mm Mm Mm Mm 
Maclaurin etc. Mt 

Fm 
AtO 

P~S 
Pt H Pt Pm Pmh 

Difference tables. Mmo Am3° 
PC 
C H 

Trapezium rule, Mm Mmo Mm Mmo Mm° Mm Mm Mm Mm 
Simpson's rule, Mt 
numerical AtO Am3° 
integration. PAPi3 PS 

Pt Pm 

Evaluation of Mm Mmso 
polynomials. Am3° 

Fe 
C Pms 

Numerical Mmso 
differentiation. PC 

C Pms 

Solution of sets Mmo Mmo Mm Mmso 
of linear Am3° 
equations (e.g. PC 
Gauss). C Pms 

Solution of non- Mmo Mmo Mm Mm° Mm° Mm Mm Mm Mm 
linear equations Ft 

AtO Am3° (e.g. Newton-
Raphson) • P.ACj3 

pt,C Pm 

The convergence 
of iterative 
processes. 

Fmo 
Mm 

AtO Am3° 
PC 
C 
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Solution of' Mmo 
° 

Mm 
dif'f'erential Fm 

Am3° equations of' the 
f'irst order. o- H 

Linear dif'f'erence Fmo Fm 
equations. Pms 

Analogue and Fm 
digital processes, Juns°Am3° 
computers. CSc 

Logical analysis, Fm 
Boolean algebra. AmSo 

CSc 

Simple computer Ams°Am3° 
languages. CSc 

NETWORKS AND 
CIRCUITS 

DC circuits. Mm 

Network analysis. Fm 

AC circuits, Fm 
vectors, 
complex numbers. 

PROBABILITY AND 
STATISTICS 

Permutations and Mm° Mm Mm MtO Mm° Mm Mm Mm° 
combinations. Mt 

AtO AtO Am 
PAP,s PS PS 

,.-;;' 

PS 
o , 

Pt,S Pm; ,-. Pt 

Probabili ty, Mm° Mm Mm Mmo Mm Mm MtO Mm° Mm Mm Mmo 
conditional Mt Mto 
probability. Fm 

AtO AtO Am Jun3° 
PAjJ,s PS PS PS 
Pt,S S S Pm 

Baye's theorem Mm° 
mentioned AtO Am Am3° 
specif'ically. H 
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STATISTICS 

Mutually exclusiveMmo Mm Mm Mm° Mm " Mmo Mm Mm 
events, Mt Mt 
independence. Am Am3° 

PS PS 
S S S 

Mean, mode, Mmo Mm Mm° Mm Mm MtO Mm Mm° Mm Mm° 
median, variance, Mt 
standard Fm 
deviation of sets Ft 

AtO of values, Am 
percentiles. PS PS PS PS 

S S S 

Discrete and Mmo Mmo Mm Mm Mm Mt O Mm° Mm° Mm° 
continuous random Mt 
variable, Fm Fmo Fm 
expectation, Ft 

~So AtO Am3° 'variance. PS PS Am 

S S S 

Binomial Mmo Mm Mm Mm°Mm Mm MtO Mmo Mm° Mm MIn° 
di s tribution Mt 

0' (mean and Fm Fm 
variance) • Ft 

AtO AtO Am° Am3° 
PS PS PS PS 
S S zc S 

Rectangular Mm° Mm° MIn° 
distribution •. Mt 

° Fm Fm 
Am 

PS PS 
S 

Exponential Fmo 
distribution. 

Poisson Mln° Mm Mm Mm Mt,O Mmo Fm !.fmo 
distribution Mt 

Fmo (mean and Fm Fm 
variance). Ft 

AtO . Am° Am3° 
PS PS PS PS 
S S S 
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STATISTICS 

Normal Mmo Mm ° Mm Mm Mm ° ° ° Mt Mm Mm Mm Mmo 
'di s tri bution. Mt 

Fm Fm 
Ft 

AtO Am AID3° 
PS PS PS PS 
S S S 

Estimate o~ mean Mmo Mm Mm Mm MtO Mmo Mm° Mmo 
and standard Mt 

Fmo deviation o~ a Fm Fm 
AtO 

Fm 
Am° sample, normality Am3° 

of' distribution PS PS PS PS 
01' mean. S S S 

Co~idence Mmo Mmo Mm Mm Mm MtO Mmo Mm° Mms 
limits ~or Mt 

Fmo population mean Fm Fm 
AtO 

Fm, 
AIDo ~rom large Am3° 

samples, PS PS PS PS 
signi~icance S S S 
tests, null 
hypothesis. 

Simple analysis Mms Mm° 
o~ variance. Fm 

Ams Am3° 
PS 

S S 

Scatter diagrams, Mmo 
Fmo 

Mm Mm MtO Mmo 
correlation and Fm 

AtO Am° regression. 
PS PS PS PS 
S S S 

Calculation o~ 
Fmo Fmo 

Mm Mmo Mm Mm° 
regression lines 

AIDo using least J " 

squares. Fe,S PS PS 
C,S S S 

Correlation Mmo 
Fmo 

Mm Mm MtO 
coe~~icient. Fmo 

AtO Am° 
PS PS PS PS 
S S S 

Wilcoxon test. Am3 c 

PS 
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STATISTICS 

Chi-squared 
Fmo Mm MIns Mms 

test. Fm Fm 
Am Am3° 

PS 
S S S 

F tables. MIns 
Fm 

S 

t, tables. 
° 

Mms Mm 
Fm, Fm 

Am° 
S S S 

Markov processes. Mmo 
Fm Fms Fm 

Amso 
H 

Application of' MIn 
Am° statistics in 

various f'ields. PS PS 
S 

Experimental ° Mmo design. .Am 
PS 

S S 

Collection, MIn° MIn Mm MtO MIn° 
organisation, AtO Am° 
interpretation PS PS 
and presentation S S 
of' statistical 
data, index 
numbers. 

Evaluation of' Mm 
statistical .' ., .' Fms 

Am° methods. 
PS PS 

S 
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STATISTICS 

Further work on Mm 
sampling (single Fm Fms 

Am° Am3° and double samp-
ling, control PS PS 
charts for means S S 
and defectives)., 

Bivariate samples, Mm Mm Mm Mmo 
convariance etc. Mt 

Fm Fms 
Am° 

PS 
S 

Queuing theory. Amso 

Sign test, Am3° 
Foster-Irwin test. 
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The foregoing analysis of GCE Advanced Level Mathematics 

Syllabuses and Examination Structures does not wholly support 

the cha'Ii?;es made by Professors of applied mathematics but it 

does in some ways justify their fears. Differences do exist 

between available syllabuses,as far as applied mathematics is 

concerned, and no professor could guarantee that new entrants 
(36) 

into university departments had a common core of knowledge 

in, applied mathematics in its widest sense (that is wider than 

newtonian mechanics). 

The situation as it concerns mathematics for use, is 

probably not as fearsome as the professors claim. A basic 

core of work on vectors is included in most of the single 

subject Mathematics syllabuses,with the exception of Oxford 

and Cambridge and SUJB; although London and Oxford have an' 

optional element. Further work on vectors, however, depends 

on a study of Further Mathematics, Applied Mathematics or Pure 

Mathematics. Applied CaJJ,cuJJUs 'is. well covered both in single 

subject Mathematics and in Pure Mathematics;although there is 

some variation in the study of differential equations, other 

than simple differential equations of the first order (usually 

variables separable). Construction of simple differential 

equations to model physical situations and from verbal data 

is covered in most single subject Mathematics syllabuses 

(Cambridge Local rod Wales being exceptions). Numerical work 

is one area where differences in syllabuses would not guarantee 

a common core of knowledge and its treatment does not appear 

to be strongly influenced by a desire to make it useful. 

Newtonian MechaniCS, which traditionally constitutes the 

Applied Mathematics syllabus, is still chosen by most syllabuses 

to provide material for applications from which mathematics 

can be developed. 
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The apparent commitment of most single subject math-

ematics syllabuses to Newtonian Mechanics would probably not 

justify the ·accusations levelled at examining boards, which 

were outlined earlier, especially as far as Dynamics is,:coricerned 

Statics is treated very lightly but much of this is probably 

assumed to be part of the dynamics syllabus (e.g. SMP). Some 

statical work, traditionally favoured by engineers, (e.g. Bows 

Notation, Method of Sections, Bending Moments and Graphical 

Statics) has disappeared from most syllabuses. Virtual work 

has never really established itself and there is no firm 

commitment to potential energy tests for equilibrium. Hydro-

statics is omitted entirely. Although Dynamics is apparently 

fairly well covered there is a degree of choice in examinations, 
;; 

which might tend to justify fears that students would have little 

common knowledge in this area. This fear is compounded by the 

presentation of Dynamics in most syllabuses ~nd many examinations) 

which is reminiscent of traditional treatments. Since this 

"d t d t t "I t h· (65). traditional treatment has been sa1 0 lea 0 s er1 e eac 1ng '. 

by the accusers and considering the dislike of mechanics by 

(33). students 
; 

the actual teaching time devoted to Dynamics 

is probably less than the syllabuses at first suggest. There 

are topics in Dynamics which are only covered by a minority 

of syllabuses. These include; oblique impact, resistive 

forces, orbits and gravitation, rotation of rigid bodies, 

rolling bodies, variable mass problems and sets of particles. 

If students choose to cover Statistics they often do so 

at the expense of Mechanics. If they do study Statistics, in 

most cases, they are presented with a fairly comprehensive 
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coverage. Most syllabuses adopt a mathematical development 

rather than a non-parametric approach, although there is 

some evidence o~ a mowe ~o the second method,which produces 

wide variation in sampling tests. The use o~ statistics in 

applied ~ields is given only slight support although this seems 

to be increas~ng. 

Project work is not employed to any extent outsi~e Statistics 

and the assessment o~ higher cognitive skills appears to still 

present examiners with di~~iculty. 

The choice in examinations probably justi~ies H.B. 

Gri~~iths' ~ear that a good 'A' level can be obtained with 
(56) . 

little mathematical knowledge but this assumes that school 

teachers are highly pragmatical creatures. There is some 

evidence in entry ~igures (vid Table 6) that schools do change 

to alternative syllabuses and structures provided 

boards, perhaps, ~rom expediency. Mass education 

by dif~erent 

ql). could 

well ~orce them to do this. In practice many o~ the ~ears 

expressed ~rom higher education are based on the assumption 

that teachers do just this. 

There seems to be some evidence, in current syllabuses, 

to support Heading's charge that 'modern' mathematics and 

structure prospers at the expense o~ applications. but teachers 

could, and might, re~ute this accusation by selecting 

judiciously ~rom these syllabuses. Many o~ the 'modern' 

topics could be taught ~or, and ~rom, application and under-

graduates in engineering and science disciplines do ~ind 

them use~ul.(179). 

There is little evidence in existing syllabuses that topics 

have been chosen ~rom new applied ~ields. Only SMP and MEI 

seem to have moved signi~icantly in this direction and their 
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syllabuses appear to compromise. The view of many boards, 

that only Mechanics provides applications which are not beyond 

'A' level students,seems to dominate. The inclusion of some 

work on communication, desired by M.J. Lighthill, (92)'has not 

yet been achieved. 

The analysis suggests that, once again, Applied Mathematics 

and the use of applications in teaching Mathematics is in a 

state of flux. This is producing a diversity of syllabuses, 

structures and approaches. which goes no way to reducing the 

unevenness identified by those students questions by M.L. 

Cornelius in 1971. (31~e traditional single subject Applied 

Mathematics is in decline, probably due more to lack of 

availability as an examination~nd as a school subjec~, than 

to popularity (vid Table 6; AEB). A decision concerning the 

definition of Applied Mathematics and its continuation must 

soon be made but GCE examining boards appear reluctant to 

come to any consensus. The prospect of N and F could well 

have much to do with this and,until a decision is made on those 

proposals of the Schools Council,it is unlikely that the quest~on 

concerning the future of Applied Mathematics as a subject will 

be answered. 

Further evidence to support or refute the accusations 

outlined earlier is provided now in Table 6. This shows entry 

figures for GCE 'A' Level Mathematics and Scottish Certificates 

for the period 1973 to 1977. 
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GCE ADVANCED LEVEL MATHEMATICS ENTRIES (SUMMER) 

University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate 
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GCE ADVANCED LEVEL MATHEMATICS (SUMMER) 

Universit~ of London 
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The entries for January Examinations of London are as follows. 

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

Pure Mathematics 1328 1190 1306 1348 1789 

Applied Mathematics 513 414 440 437 652 

Pure with Applied 997 716 757 719 914 

Mathematics 57 22 117 295 

Further Mathematics 3 9 3 13 
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GCE ADVANCED ~VEL MATHEMATICS ENTRIES ( SUMMER EXAMINATIONS ) 

Oxi'ord and Cambridge Schools Examination Boards 
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GCE ADVANCED MATHEMATICS ENTRIES (SUMMER EXAMINATIONS) 

Joint Matriculation Board 
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GCE ADVANCED LEVEL,' MATHEMATICS ENTRIES (SUMMER EXAMINATIONS) 

Welsh Joint Education Committee 
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GCE ADVANCED LEVEL ENTRIES MATHEMATICS (SUMMER EXAMINATIONS ) 

Oxford Delegac;y of Local Examina ti ons 
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GCE ADVANCED LEVEL MATHEMATICS ENTRIES (SUMMER EXAMINATIONS ) 
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GCE ADVANCED LEVEL MATHEMATICS ENTRIES (SUMMER EXAMINATIONS) 
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GCE ADVANCED LEVEL MATHEMATICS ENTRIES ( SUMMER EXAMINATIONS) 
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SCOTTISH CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION MATHEMATICS ENTRIES 
(SUMMER EXAMINATIONS) 

Higher Grade Certi~icate and Certi~icate o~ Sixth Year Studies 
Scottish Certi~icate o~ Education Examinations Board. 

Higher Grade presented in thousands o~ entries. 

Sixth Year Studies presented in hundreds o~ entries. 
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The entry figures presented in Table 6 are supplemented 

by the following statistics prepared by the DES (68). d . an 

presented in Table 7. These show the numbers of pupils 

following courses in schools of England and Wales which 

included GCE 'A' Level Mathematics from 1973 to 1976. 

Table 7 

YEAR Pupils Following Courses Percentage of all 
which included 'A' pupils taking 'A' 
Mathematics. level courses. 

73 TOTAL 82 384 30.6 
1st YEAR 42 658 30.2 
2nd YEAR 38 406 31.1 

74 TOTAL 81 887 30·3 
1st YEAR 42 995 30.3 
2nd YEAR 37 725 30.2 

75 TOTAL 81 348 29.8 
1st YEAR 42 976 29.9 
2nd YEAR 37 300 29.8 

76 TOTAL 86 056 30.0 
1st YEAR 46 508 30.2 
2nd YEAR 38 512 29.8 

Tables 6 and 7 taken together indicate that the steady 

increase in GCE 'A' entries for all Mathematics subjects 

could be due partly to the increase in pupils studying 'A' 

level courses and not to an increase in popularity of 

mathematics. The fears of John Heading and others that single 

subject mathematics is becoming popular at the expense of double 

subject mathematics in the form of Pure Mathematics and 

Applied Mathematics seems to be borne out by Table 6. 

A notable exception to this trend is discernible in the 

entry figures for the Associated Examining Board. These 

suggest that there still exists a demand for the double 

subjects Pure Mathematics and Applied Mathematics and,in 

particular,when these have a traditional content, and 

traditional assessment. This could well reflect the app

rehension and conservatism of teachers faced with the trans-
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" t" f '1" t t d t" t " t" (31). 1 lon rom e 1 e 0 mass e uca lon oppor unl les. 

Certainly the trend towards AEB makes that board's figures 

comparable with the larger boards such as London and JMB. 

The sudden increase in entries in Pure Mathematics, Pure 

with Applied, Applied, Statistics and Pure with Statistics 

in 1976 seems to have started the popularity trend towards 

AEB. The figures which are available from AEB for 1977 entries 

are provisional and approximate but they show large increases 

in numbers, especially in Pure Mathematics. Applied Mathematics 

also shows a significant increase. 

Table 8 

Approximate Entry Figures AEB 1977 

GCE ADVANCED LEVEL MATHEMATICS ENTRIES 

Pure Mathematics 5,000 

Pure and Applied Mathematics 3,000 

Applied Mathematics 2,000 

Pure and Statistics 

Statistics 

1,000 

1,500 

Statistics of entries according to centre types are not 

available for mathematics subjects only. However the dis

tribution of candidates entered by type of centre (all subjects» 

indicates that the sudden increase in popularity of Pure 

Mathematics and Applied Mathematics, both of which are trad-

itional, may partly be due to a change of allegiance by secondary 

comprehensive schools and possibly by an increase in students 

studying mathematics in the Further Education Sector. 



Table 9 

MB GCE ADVANCED LEVEL ENTRIES CALL ~JECTS) 

Distribution of Candidates Entered by~e of Centre 

CENTRE TYPE 1973 1974 1975 1976 

Secondary Grammar Schools 967 786 753 
Secondary Modern Schools 2171 1444 1394 
Secondary Technical Schools 588 361 378 
Secondary Comprehensive Schools 4426 6741 7963 
other Secondary Schools (UK) 281 406 683 
Direct Grant Schools 204 231 222 
Recognised Independent Schools 648 675 808 
Independent Schools - Not recognised 48 58 82 
Further Education Establishments - Aideda3647 30019 33693 
Further Education Establishments - Non- 127 154 100 

Grant Aided. 

728 
1422 

364 
9843 

894 
280 
928 
138 

39901 
109 

Private Candidates 

TOTAL 

3318 3646 4234 3301 

41425 44521 50310 57908 

DES statistics show that from November 1974 to November 

1975 the first year intake of Further Education for Math-

ematics and Science Courses increased from 238,122 to 
(68). 

31,443. The DES statistics do not indicate the proportion of 

-students who entered for GCE 'A' Mathematics after one year 

but they do suggest an increase in popularity for Further 

Education and possibly go some way to explain the increase in 

MB entries. 

Table 6 shows that the 'trickle' of entrants arriving at 

university with a background of 'modern' mathematics, des-
(36) 

cribed by J. Crank in 1976,is probably a 'flood'. His suggest-

ion, however, that 'modern' mathematics is a 'euphemism' for 

SMP is not entirely true. The Single subject Mathematics with 

a 'modern' content in 1976 attracted 6560 candidates for SMP 

and 12871 candidates for other boards, while the Single subject 

Mathematics 'modern' and 'traditional' attracted 30930 can-

didates altogether. The changes in the syllabuses of London 

University School Examination Department for 1977 makes Crank's 

view even less admissable since entry figures in Mathematics 



(Modern) were envisaged to be in excess of 7000 for London 

alone. 

In 1970 questionnaires were sent to 232 schools in 
(150) . 

England and Wales by a Research team of the Schools Council. 

226 schools responded. The stratified random sample of 

secondary schools involved was drawn by DES computer and the 

response included maintained grammar (119) maintained com

prehensive (42), direct grant grammar (20), independent 

secondary (18) and independent primary/secondary (27). 

Pupils were asked to indicate any subject which they 

studied for the first time in the first year sixth form and 

which they intended to take at 'A' Level. The research 

indicated that next to general studies and economics the subject 

which most frequently occurred as a 'new' A level was applied 

mathematics. Nearly all the pupils had taken mathematics at 

O/CSE. This suggests that in 1970 O/CSE mathematics did not 

prepare pupils adequately in applied mathematics,which,at A 

level,appeared to be a 'new' subject. 

The same study showed the percentage of all pupils in a 

school type studying mathematics subj ects at A level.': These: are 

shown in Table 10. 

Table 10. 

Pu~ils ~re~aring for individual A level subjects b~ school t~e. 

A Level Exam 1970 Gram. Comp. Direct Grant Indep. Total 

Percentage of all 
pupils in school type 

%: % % % % 

Mathematics 16 14 21 20 17 
Further Mathematics 5 3 5 2 4 
Pure Mathematics 11 8 11 5 10 
Applied Mathematics 14 14 10 11 13 
Statistics 3 4 4 4 4 
Other Maths. 1 
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Table 6 (p.l44) indicates that in 1976 applied mathematics 

attracts approximately 9% or the mathematics market. This 

seems to place applied mathematics, today, in a much weaker 

position than that suggested by the surveyor the Schools 

Council 1970 (vid. table 10, p.l64). Ir it is assumed that 

all possible mathematics subjects were included in the sample 

or the 1970 survey, applied mathematics seems to have attracted 

27% or the mathematics market in those schools involved at 

that time. Table 6 indicates that applied mathematics has 

been losing its share or the mathematics market in the period 

rrom 1973 to 1977 although it has maintained its entry rigures. 

Nevertheless it does seem to be losing~·populari ty overall; 

mainly to single subject mathematics. 
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Who Studies Mathematics 16-19? 

One of the many factors which determines the role of 

Applied Mathematics in the Six.th Form Curriculum is the 

distribution of students with respect to academic interests 

andcareer aspirations. Mathematics is the major academic 

interest of a minority of those taking GCE 'A' Level Exam-

inations in Mathematics. The majority require mathematics as 

a s'ervice subject for other disciplines. At one time sixth 

forms provided, almost exclusively, for pupils destined for 
" 

University and other sectors of education were little concerned 

with the route to degree courses. The transition in the UK 

over the past decade from ~lite to mass education has meant 

t~at sixth forms must cope with groups having different. 

interests and intentions. 

The school must therefore provide mathematics courses 

appropriate for intending engineers, sCientists, social 

scientists, economists as well as mathematicians; not all of 

whom will follow a .university degree course. If sixth form 

staff/student ratios are to remain at the level suggested by 
(172) • 

the recent DES memorandum these pupils will be taught 

together. 

In a seminar of the MA in 1973 on the N and F proposals.(67) 

D.A. Quadling presented some rounded estimates to give the 

orders of magnitude of pupils who might be involved with 

sixth form mathematical work in 1980. They were; 

Table 11 

A. Pupils proceeding to full time education of some kind. 
(140,000). 

1) Primary interest mathematics. 
2) Specific interest (traditional 

users such as phYSiCS, 
engineering etc.). 

No. % of total 
sixth form 

8000 
25000 

3 
9 
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Table 11 cont'd ••• 

3) Non specific interests (business, 62000 22 
biology, geography, primary 
teaching etc.). 

4) Non-vocational interests. 5000(?).2 

B. Pupils not proceeding to tertiary education. (140,000). 

5) 

6) 

Vocation interest (biology, 40000{<';» 
programming, engineering tech-
nician) • 
Non-vocational interests (mainly 50000(1) 
CEE pupils). 

15 

18 

69 

Note, in round figures a comprehensive school (11-18) 

of 2000 pupils would have about 100 pupils in all for each 

year of the sixth form: thus the numbers in the last column 

above may be taken as estimates of the actual number·s involved 

in such a school. 

The role which university professors of Applied Mathematics 

would like Applied Mathematics to play in the sixth form 

would not necessarily be compatible with that suggested by 

these figures. 

In Autumn 1975 the DES collected data concerning schools 
(68) . 

in England and Wales from a sample of 5147 SChools. 

This indicated that school leavers during the academic year 

1974-75 who specialised in GCE 'A' Level Science with 

Mathematics were distributed as follows. 



Table 12. 

School leavers during 
academic year 1974-75.(1) 
(Thousands.) 

Science with Mathematics. 
(Thousands. ) 
Of Which Percentage 
Entering: 

Degree Courses. 
Teacher Training, Courses. 
Other Further Education 
Courses. 
Temporary or Permanent 
Employment or Unknown 
Destination. 
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Number of 'A' Level Passes 

1 2 
BOYS GIRLS BOYS GIRLS BOYS 

3 
GIRLS 

0.85 0.35 1.96 0.46 11.01 2.82 

68.2 

5.7 
28.6 
20.0 

45.7 

50.5 
1.0 

10.7 

37.8 

43.5 80.8 
0.5 

17.4 2.3 

39.1 16.3 

71.6 
2.1 
3.2 

23.0 

100 .. Q 100 •. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(1) Excluding leavers from independent schools, not recognised 

as efficient, and special schools. 

In the academic year 1974-75 this means that approximately 

70% of school leavers who had studied science with mathematics 

would have gone to University and about 76% continued in 

education. However some indication of how these would be 

distributed in full time degree courses can be obtained from 

DES figures presented in table 13. 



Table 13. 

School Leavers DUring Academic Year 1974-75. 

(Intending to follow full time degree courses immediately.) 

SCIENCE WITH SUBJECT OF DEGREE COURSE 
MATHEMATICS Q) ~ 

(THOUSANDS) ~ ell TOTAL Q) 
~~ ~~ ~ a Q)~ t:i~ 0 ..., 

UI Q) :!Hi r-t ~ 
Q) Q) 

~~ ~ 0 0 'tiI8 0..:1 

.i~ f .§ 0 ~ 

No. of 'A' 'tiI .,; Q) .,;Q) ~'8 ~;i Q) 
0 H .,; 0"; ;i..., ~~ ..c: 

Level Passes Q) Q) 

~ 0 00 ~;; 
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4 ormore 0.48 0.83 0.03 1.99 0.09 0.01 0.08 3.51 

3 0.41 2.55 0.01 3.83 0035 0.05 0.21 7.41 

2 0.51 0.49 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.11 1.19 

1 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.06 

TOTAL 0.89 3.91 0.04 6.32 0.49 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.42 12.17 

The subject classification is not broken down to show what 

proportion of these entrants followed university courses in 

which mathematics (or applied mathematics) was an important 

part but approximately 32% entered technological courses and 

approximately 52% entere4 science courses (including mathematics). 

If extrapolations from the DES sample are valid, tables 

12 and 13 indicate that less than 60% of science with math

ematics students (who passed at least one 'A' level subject) 

entered university courses in science or technology after 

school. Such interpretations suggest that the role of Math-

ematics in the Sixth Form Curriculum cannot be determined 

solely by the demands of University Departments of Mathematics. 

If the N and F proposals. which will be discUssed, la ter ~ 

are adopted the situation will change Since more pupils from 

the arts ~r non-science)groups studying the humanities, 
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classics, history etc. will be included in those requiring 

mathematics in the Sixth Form. 

It could be argued that since, under the present 'A' 

LeTel structure, it is mainly intending mathematicians who 

study double-subject mathematics, whether this be Pure and 

Applied Mathematics or Mathematics and Further Mathematics, 

the second subject could be deSigned to cater for the universit7 . 
departments of applied mathematics. However, the growing 

mathematical needs of pupils taking biology, economics, 

geography etc. who need 'new' applied mathematics and modelling 

techniques could mean that the first subject would not haTe 

the capacity to include enough pure mathematics for the 

ma thema tician. Some of the proposals ~s1ll~.g; from the N. and 

F ieas:lbili ty studies recognise this and suggest remedies as 

we shall see later. 

The sixth form does not now provide the only viable 

route to university. A growing number of students are taking 

GCE 'A' Levels in the Further Education sector or are follOWing 

routes to university courses involving Ordinary National 

Diplomas or Higher National Diplomas. In that sector change 

is occurring as TEe courses have already starte~which will 

eventually replace OND and HND,and the Business Education 

Council, after much delay, have become active. 
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CHAPTER 5 

REQUIREMENTS OF OTHER DISCIPLINES 



----~------------

172. 

R~guirements o~ other Disciplines. 

A recent con~erence on 'Adapting University Mathematics 

to Current and Future Educational Needs' (54). discussed the 

mathematical courses which might be required by students on 

the ~irst two years o~ a single subject, three year honours 

degree course in which mathematics was studied in all three 

years. This con~erence considered applications ~rom a wide 

enough ~ield to suggest that the traditional pre-university 

Applied Mathematics (i.e. Newtonian Mechanics) might not be 

a suitable prepa'ration ~or the intending mathematician and 
r 

still less ~or those students o~ other disciplines, who now 

require more mathematics than previously. Applied Mathematics 

at secondary level was directed primarily at students specialising 

in mathematics or physics. The growing demands ~or mathematics 

~rom biological, geographical, economic and other ~ielde ,; 

presents a problem ~or the secondary level. 

It would be unlikely that a multiplicity o~ 'new' applied 

mathematics syllabuses and courses would be a ~easible solution. 

Apart ~rom sta~~ing di~~iculties,any movement in this direction 

would undoubtedly increase the lack o~ co-ordination between 

mathematics teaching and other disciplines, which has prompted 

international meetings (e.g. Dakar ,1965; Lausanne, 1967;~ 

Varna, 1968; Cambridge (Mass.),1966) to call ~or teaching in 

which the 'physical world becomes intelligible through the 

~ormation o~ concepts and their mathematical ~ormulation,.(180). 
The co-ordination between science disciplines would not 

be encouraged by a proli~eration o~ di~~erent applied math-

ematics syllabuses and the chahce to develop an understanding o~ 
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was . 
-- how the generality of mathematical methods/applied across 

disciplines would be lost. A new approach might be to show 

how all scientists use mathematics. (32). 

To separate the applied mathematics specialist from 

other disciplines would encourage the tendency crystallised 
(83). 

by Montroll when he remarked, 'When a mathematician 

listens to a physicist he invariably looks for what is wrong. 

He should look for what is right'. Such tendencies are 

illustrated by the reserve with which mathematicians responded 

to the operational calculus of Heaviside or the delta function 

of Dirac. 

Physics 

The interface between physics students and mathematics 

students need not be confined to Newtonian mechanics. Many 

new applications of Mathematics (e.g. Wave 
(113). 

Mechanics ) 

are appearing in 'A' Lev.el Phys ics· syllabuses, which suggest 

a re-appraisal of Applied Mathematics even for traditional 

users. This particular interface could possibly be improved 

by encouraging more dialogue instead of the silent 'cold war' 

situation which for instance surrounds the treatment of 

quantities, numbers and units, (155). or, the definition of 
(25). . 

vectors or rate and ratio. The dialogue was,in many ways, 

more encouraging at the turn of the century and in the 1920's, 

when mathematicians,such as C. Godfrey,were prepared to 

consider and recommend the Stroud system of teaching Dynamics 

developed by a teacher of physics, Professor William Stroud. 

An encouraging development to open discussions between 

physics teachers and mathematics teachers occurred in 1971 

when the Joint (Royal SOCiety/Institute of Physics) Physics 

Education Committee noted that the emergence of new style 

physics and mathematics syllabuses affected the ability of 

(66). 
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students to use mathematics in physics. A Working Party 

under Proressor S.F. Edwards was established to take a rresh 

look at the ma thematical requirements or physics cours'es. (144). 

This working party consulted Mathematics Projects and the 

Joint Committee or Mathematics Education and subsequently 

gave explicit suggestions ror the basic mathematical needs 

or A-level Physics candidates and ror a rurther mathematics 

programme, ror those 'A' level physics students who proceed 

to undergraduate studies in physical sCiences and engineering. 

These suggestions took the rorm or syllabuses, which the 

working party admitted were based on a traditional view or 

mathematics teaching. Further talks between mathematicians 

and physicists were proposed to cater ror newer developments. 

Any comments rrom other rields were requested. 

In a previous section it has been suggested that mathematics 

syllabuses and, in particular, applied mathematics syllabuses 

can not be written with regard to the intending mathematics 

specialist since many pupils who study mathematics at 'A' 

level proceed to other specialisations. The same applies 

to students or 'A' Level Physics. The working party round 

that in the years.',:recent to 1972, or all those achieving an 

'A' level pass in Physics, 85% proceeded to higher education. 

Overall only 15% specialised in Physics while 60% entered 

physical science/engineering courses. In those same years 

84% or those achieving a pass in mathematics proceeded to 

higher education. Overall 20% followed mathematical courses 

and 55% entered physical science/engineering courses. These 

rigures apparently support the conclusions which were drawn 

from DES statistics for 1974/75 (vid. table 12). Both sets 
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suggest,. that 'A' level courses in Physics and Mathematics 

cannot be tailor-made to suit par.ticular needs and the working 

party recognised this';although they regretted that the content 

o~ existing school courses was almost wholly determined by 

specialists in individual disciplines. 

The Working Party hoped that mathematicians and physicists 

would co-operate in planning and teaching material and that 

the concept o~ 'servicing' would be eschewed. The recommendations 

included objectives which involved higher level cognitive 

skills 0e~ined as comprehension and understanding by the 

Working Party), 

On ~irst sight the syllabuses outlined ~or Basic 

Mathematical Needs does not seem to encourage the ~ormulation 

o~ a new applied mathematics syllabus. It includes Arithmetic 

and Algebra, Geometry and Trigonometry, Vectors and Graphs. 

There is an indication however that modelling techniques are 

to be encouraged and realistic problems tackled. Formulation 

o~ models and the identi~ication o~ their ~ailures in physical 

applications ~ncluding dynamiCS, electrical circuits and kinetic 

theory) are suggested. Graphical models are included (related 

to physical phenomena~ A measure o~ appeasement is evident 

concerning number, quantity symbols and vectors. 

Some concern with errors and the construction and use o~ 

mathematical models o~ physical structures are included in the 

'Desirable Abilities' 'suggested by the report. These models are 

mainly concerned with d~~erential equations but it is suggested 

that, as well as analytical methods, numerical methods o~ 

solution would help the development o~ physical insight. 
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A further mathematics programme,outlined by the Working 

Part~ includes a general plea that,students should 'be aware 

that precise mathematical relationships are used in physics 

as approximations to physical relationships, in suitably 

idealised situations i.e. in that mathematics provides models 

. (144) 
for use in formulating and solving physical problems.' • 

A1 though the content of the programmes proposed by this 

report consists mainly of pure mathematics the spirit of its 

presentation should encourage those who wish to see an Applied 

Mathematics syllabus develop in which 'real' problems are 

included in a relevant manner and in which modelling skills 

are developed from applications selected from many fields. 

The requirements outlined by the Working Party are no~rigid 

syllabus and they could easiby be introduced into an Applied 

Mathematics scheme;· espeCially if that was of a modular baSiS, 

consistent with the N and F proposals. The report did not, 

in fact look to these proposals but it did appear to recommend 

that all 'A' level Physics students should take 'A' level 

Mathematics. 

Chemistry. 

In 1975 a Working Party, established by the Joint Committee 

of the Royal Society - Chemical Society, reported on 

. (141) . 
'Mathematics and School Chem~stry'. This report did not 

Promu.il.gate: recommendations which &eeme'do ... openly encouraging 
. . . 
to mathematical modelli~ within a mathematics course of the 

future. In fact it concerned itself with those objectives 

of school chemistry courses which were being hindered by 

weaknesses in mathematics and hinted that 'New Mathematics' 
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courses were possibly to blame. It was suggested that ways 

should be found to contribute,in Chemistry courses, to the 

'numeracy' of pupils taking such a course. A survey of 

mathematics, needed during school chemistry courses (and the 

stages at which such needs arose),was undertaken by asking 

teachers to respond to a given checklist. This was the first 

essential of an interim report. This checklist was extremely 

concerned with manipulation although some items involved 

mathematical modelling of a simple form. The response to 

these modelling items was in some cases insignificant, in others 

it suggested only occasional concern with such matters in the 

sixth form. Estimation of errors in numerical work drew a 

response which indicated that mathematics was required for use 

in real practical applications. 

The report called for more discussions between Chemistry 

teachers and mathematics teachers so that a two-way process 

could be evolved,in which chemistry used mathematics and 

mathematics was provided with real data from chemistry problems. 

A greater emphasis on the role of mathematics in chemistry 

was suggested for teacher training courses. 

The report could be interpreted as providing evidence 

for the need to develop a new applied mathematics syllabus at 

'A' level but one is left with the impression that chemistry 

teachers would be happy if pupils were taught simply to 

manipuiate from early school days; in a manner which chemists 

appear to believe is not consistent with 'New Mathematics'. 

However, the report should be welcomed because, although it 

admits to no general solutions, it hopes 'to sharpen the 

perception of chemistry teachers (and perhaps also their 

mathematical colleagues) to the advantage which could arise 
(lM-t 

from a more analytical and co-operative attack of this problem1' 
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In this way it could encourage communication between disciplines. 

Biology. 

A Working Party on Mathematics, for Biologists was also 

established by the Joint (Royal Society - Institute of Biology) 

Biological Education Committee~14~AiS was asked to report on 

the problem of mathematical training for students of biology 

at various levels and the problems of communication between 

biologist and mathematician. It also looked at the relevance 

of mathematics taught to biologists and the range and type 

of mathematics required at each stage of biological studies. 

A list of mathematical topics required for biology, 

with biological examples,was prepared for various stages. 

The topics included at GCE '0' level, if taken alone, would 

appear to emphasise manipulation,in much the same way as the 

report on 'Mathematics and School Chemistry', but the jux-

taposition of relevant biological examples suggests that a 

more applied approach is sought,based on 'realistic', relevant 

applications. 

In fact the report recognises that,.at this stage, biologists 

are not a distihcl class,or major user of mathematics, but it 

hopes that occasional biological examples could be used and 

that mathematical concepts would be presented so that 

terminology and modes of thought were universally and uniformly 

communicated to other disciplines. The report agreed,with 

that involving chemistry,that 'new mathematics' presented a 

problem,in this respect,which could only be resolved by 

discussions between teachers of science and mathematics. 
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At 'A' level there is some emphasis on statistical 

techniques and models, with relevance to biological applications, 

but this does not outweigh an obvious determination to 

develop the modelling aspect in other ways. The indicial 

model and simple manipulation o~ logarithms are introduced 

wi th relevant biological applications (incl uding growth laws 

and population dynamics)". Linear models, binomial models 

etc. are employed with relevance. 

It is suggested that although 'A' level Biology does 

not, at the moment,require elementary calculus, the exponential 

~unction and the number e,these,together with some elementary 

computer programming could be use~ul. 

The problems o~ communication at this 'A' level stage 

were emphasised. The report indicated that 'A' Level biologists, 

unlike '0' Level biology students, were identi~iable as a class 

with heterogeneous mathematical abilities. The increase o~ 

mathematics in 'A' Level Biology would require a retraining o~ 

biology teachers so that they,and students whom they teach, would 

identi~y the relevance and use~ulness o~ mathematics,so that 

it became intelligible. It was suggested that seminars, 

lectures and co~erences should be organised to this end; 

that joint courses ~or mathematics teachers and biology teachers 

should be arranged an4 that teaching materials should be 

developed ~or courses aimed at ~amiliarising biology teachers 

with mathematics which would be use~ul to their teaching. 

At tertiary level ~urther work on Basic Calculus, Statistics, 

~~mputation is suggested. For more mathematical'undergraduate 

courses this is extended ~urther with numerical analysis, 

algebra and more statistics and calculus. All are presented 

with accompanying biological examples. 
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The repQrt suggested that a new, small WQrking Party Q~ 

Mathematicians and 'BiQIQgists be set up tQ study the 

mathematics needed and used by biQIQgists in schQQls. The 

material presented in the-' initial repQrt leads .one tQ hQpe 

that this study WQuld develQP material which CQuld be used 

tQ ~Qrmulate a 'new' applied mathematic~ cQurse, invQlving 

applicatiQns ~rQm many disciplines:. -This_-might; be incQrpQrated 

intQ the existing GCE 'A' Level scheme, .or mQre prQbably intQ 

an, Nand F scheme. 

SQcial Sciences 

A repQrt Q~ a committee, established by the ECQnQmics 

AssQciatiQn, the Mathematical AssQciatiQn and the RQyal 

ECQnQmics SQciet~ cQnsidered the CQurses in mathematics that 

Advanced 

sciences 

Level students with 
(90 ). 

shQuld study. 

particular interests in the sQcial 

This was published in 1973 and 

made PQsitive prQPosals ~Qr the ~uture Q~ applied mathematics. 

The repQrt explained that sQcial science subjects were becQming 

mQre mathematical .on bQth a theQretical and an empirical ~rQnt. 

AlthQugh this did nQt necessitate all students ~QIIQwing a 

specialist mathematical CQurse SQme mathematics WQuld be 

advantageQus. 

The increase in mass educatiQn Q~ sixth ~Qrms meant that 

less academic pupils WQuld be studying sQcial sciences. For 

,these an 'A' level CQurse in Mathematics WQuld be tQQ di~~icult. 

On the .other hand pressures ~rQm universities, which required 

many students tQ take 'A' level Mathematics, had alSQ caused 

SQme examinatiQn bQards (e.g. JMB) tQ change tQ a mathematical 

apprQach in 'A' level ECQnQmics. 
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The Working Party had asked several University Departments 

o~ Economics, Sociology and Geography to give their views on 

mathematical training ~or,students who would correspond to a 

normal intake,and,students who might specialise in a 

mathematical approach to social science. 

The replies led the Working Party to conclude ,that a 

new syllabus to meet the mathematical requirements o~ the 

social scienc~s was not required. Instead it suggested that 

possible slight additions and modi~ications to the MEI and SMP 

'A' Level syllabuses would suf~ice. Introduction; to ~unctions 

o~ more -than one variable, di~~erence_ equations, significance 
provide.:l' 

tests and graph theory were suggested, possibly/on an optional 

basis. The report might well have misjudged the future pop-

ulari ty of the double subject mathematics in this respect.-,Ci'h:l!e 

has been discussed, with reference to entry figures for the 
(p~144). 

section.) The inclusion of period 1973 to,1977, in an earlier 

such options wouldsa1ao.exacerbate the unnevenness in 'A' 

level Mathematics coverage which has concerned many university 
(33). (36). 

departments and students. ' -

However the report makes an extremely important point 

concerning models. The traditional applied mathematics 

syllabus at 'A' level is based almost entirely on one model 

and uses assumptions and laws which at a later stage can be 

revised with little learning di~ficulty. That model also 

provides sufficient content for a full 'A' level course. A 

model in social sciences,used in this way,would use assumptions 

and laws which, while being necessitated by the mathematical 

ability of sixth formers, would be unacceptable at a later 

stage. The applications of this model would be of poor 

predictive validity in the real world of social science and 

problems would necessarily be artificial. 
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The suggestion in the report that social science students 

would rind more prorit in preparing ror existing applied 

mathematics papers is less convincing. Their recommendation 

that there is no need to prepare a new syllabus specially to 

meet the requirements or social sciences is justiried beyond 

doubt. However this should not preclude the possibility that~a 

syllabus in applied mathematics is necessary to cater ror 

students rrom a wider range or disciplines. Ir a syllabus 

could be constructed which was based on a selection or co-

herent models this might prove as readily acceptable as one 

based entirely on one model. 

The report looked cautiously at the qualities or those 

questions in existing syllabuses where mathematics was applied 

to social sciences. It indicated that many of these types or 

questions would elicit identical answers rrom sixth rorm 

mathematicians and economists. However, the report suggested 

that economists should be trained also to seek the economics 

concealed in these questions. 

This caution could rerlect the dissent which is currently 

evident in the Economics rield. Radical economists such as 

BroDrenbrenner (19). oppose the growing use or mathematics 

which has been encouraged in economic journals and by the 

award of six or the last seven Nobel Prizes in Economics to 

advocates or mathematical modelling. Some economists question 

ir the use or mathematics is essential to economics in the 

same way as it is to physics. Suggestions are being made that 

mathematics imposes on economics a misleading air or 

which is potentially dangerous to the learner. (50). 

precision 
In many 

cases a learner acquires nothing rrom the ~thematical treatment, 

that he has not round rrom an 
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original verbal argument. The crux of such accusations seems 

to be that many mathematical models (in particular graphical 

models) used in economics are constructed without reference 

to observable data and without evaluation. Often these models 

are chosen to 'dress up' the verbal argument mathematically. 

One such model is reputed to have almost reversed the result 

of the first world war. It was used operationally, without 

trial evaluation, and its disastrous effects were not detected 

for some time. The army used it to optimise the number of 

annual orders, required for various commodities, so that total 

holding and ordering costs were minimised. A simple version of 

this model is given here. 

The following assumptions were made. 

The annual demand for the commodity was judged to be 

known and was D units; the cost of holding a unit for one 

year was taken to be Cn pence; the size of an order was said 

to be Q units; the cost of each order was assumed to be Co 

pence, and a buffer stock of B units was assumed. The total 

annual cost was taken to be T pence. 

A flaw seems to have entered the model when the average 

stock held was taken as B +. 2 units. This was probably an 
2 

attempt to model storage costs and investment costs. The 

assumption that the cost of ordering varied directly with the 

number of orders was also a brave ass~ption since this gave 

hence 

T = Cn (El + g) C D 
2 + 0-

Q 

~ 
dQ = 

C D o 

T 
The minimum total cost was given by 

dT 
dQ = 0 
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i.e. when 

or 

and the optimum number or orders should be 

Note the dirrerence that the assumption concerning averaging 

made. rr the holding cost had been assumed to be dependent 

on the maximum number or units held at any time so that it 

became a once and ror all cost the predictions would have 

been very dirrerent. 

This model is orten shown in textbooks in graphical rorm. 

Thus; 

y 

cost 

'I. col> 
ordering cost 

holding cos t 

Xo x 
number or orders per annum 

The:-hold1ng cos t model is assumed to include no burrer 

stock and to be a rectangular hyperbola, while the ordering 

cost model is assumed to be linear. These assumptions con-

veniently allow the minimum total cost to coincide with the 

intersection or the two respective curves since 

y = mx + J£ • m, k €. R+ • 
X 

~ = m - L 
dx x 2 

at minimum m = L 
x2 

x = +"I!k 
- m 
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i.e. xmin = +V~ 
and DlXo = L 

Xo 

Xo Vk 
=+ ; 

hence = 

The simplicity and apparent elegance or this model encourages 

its use in many guises. It occurs ror instance in models 

concerned with batch sizes and annual costs made up 

up costs, investment costs and direct manuracturing 

or setting 

costs. 
(7). 

Almost always the model is constructed in the same way as the 

rirst world war model. Average balancing costs outstanding 

are nearly always assumed to be haIr the initial investment. 

One curve is always a rectangular hyperbola and the other 

linear to obtain the minimum cost rrom their intersection. 

One wonders ir these are ever used and evaluated in the real 

world or management and. ir so. whether the results are as 

disastrous as they might have been in the rirst world war. 

It would be a pity or such misuses or mathematics deterred 

curriculum development. which sought to extend the rields 

rrom which applications could be drawn ror use in the math

ematics or the sixth rorm. The social sciences could provide 

one such rield, ir applications and models were chosen wisely. 

This need not result in a new syllabus. designed only ror social 

scientists. but could provide opportunities ror relevant 

problems to be used by a variety or students. The models rrom 

the social science rield could introduce and reiDrorce many 

mathematical techniques such aSi elementa~ algebra. series. 

expansions. linear algebra. matrices, growth laws. dirrerence 

equations. critical path analysis. statistics, topology. 

trigonometry. and calculus. (94). It would be unrortunate 

ir this rich rield were ignored. 
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CHAPTER 6 

REQUIREMENTS OF UNIVERSITIES 
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Requirements o~ Universities 

Comments, which have been considered earlier, ~rom uni versi ty 

pro~essors o~ applied mathematics indicate support ~or the 

retention o~ applied mathematics in the sixth form, albeit in 

a modi~ied ~orm. Other university departments have also 

indicated support ~or mathematics, including some mechanics, 

in fa survey, 'The Universities and the Sixth Form 
. (137) . 

Currlculum, 

carried out by the Schools Council. In that survey Pure 

Mathematics with Mechanics was given high acceptability as a 

quali~ication in all departments except Arts where this was 

variable. 

Some indication o~ the degree to which Universities 

per~orm in deed as opposed to words may be sought by re~erence 

to the 'Compendium o~ University Entrance Requirements ~or 

First Degree Courses in the United Kingdom'. (In ~act to the 

1976-77 edition of this which would apply to the current 
(194) • 

intake o~ Universi ty undergraduates).. In practice the exercise 

cannot be quanti~ied because o~ the ubiquitous alternative 

requirements, loopholes and '. escape cJJauses' but aquali tati ve 

judgement can be made by considering 'A' level passes with 

respect to the questions; 

1. do a signi~icant number o~ universities require a pass 

at 'A' level in a particular mathematics subject (i.e. 

more than 25%) with limited alternatives? 

2. do any universities indicate that a pass in that part-

icular subject would be required or pre~erred with 

limited alternatives? 

3. do a signi~icant number o~ universities recognize a pass 

in that particular subject to be an approved quali~ication? 

and 4. would a pass in that particular subject be an approved 

alternative at a signi~icant number o~ universities? 
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Departments other than Mathematics. 

On this basis a qualitative judgment can be made that 

students wishing to read ~ine art, histor,v, area studies, 

linguistics, languages and literatures, music, drama or 

theology would be unlikely to ~eel that mathematics,studied 

to 'A' level,would be help~ul to them in university application. 

Students o~ philosophy, and politics ~ind that an 'A' level 

pass in mathematics would bea quali~ication which might help 

in applications to only a ~ew isolated university courses; 

while those wishing to read sociology and anthropology would 

~are little better. 

~ote. This is in fact interesting considering recent claims 

that applications of"mathematics are becoming increasingly 

apparent and important in social studies. (This has beenref-

erred to ear1~in the section dealing with Mathematical 

Requirements o~ Disciplines other than Mathematics: vt'd ,p.180),. 

Universities offering Law exercise some ambivalence. 

There ar~ a ~ew who seem to believe that mathematics should 

be a pre~erred or required subject at 'A' level but many seem 

to regard it as an unusual or unimportant quali~ication. 

Geology and Geography courses recognise mathematics as a 

more usual quali~ication but certainly do not give it prime 

importance. Only a ~ew indicate that it may be pre~erred or 

required but even these allow alternatives. Recent papers 

have suggested that the applications o~ mathematics to geographY 
(27). are increasing. The University Admissions Committees 

do not seem to agree. 

Textile DeSign shows grudging recognition of, 'A' level 

mathematics as a qualification. 

Although Universal recognition o~ mathematics is not 

given by Psychology courses a signi~icant number do list 
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Pure with Applied (and 'probably, although not stated, any 

single subject mathematics) as an approved qualification. 

A few of these recognize Pure Mathematics. Applied Mathematics 

at first sight appears to be unimportant but a very interesting 

'aberration' is seen at Reading where one set of acceptable 

qualifications is "two 'A' level passes:. Pure Mathematics 

plus Applied Mathematics'. There are however two other sets 

for the same course which exclude mathematics and one set 

Which includes Pure with Applied or Pure Mathematics. 

Mathematics is given significant approval as a qualification 

in the fields of Agricultural Science, :Anatomy, Architecture, 

Aeronautics, Pharmacology, BiophysiCS, Biochemist~, Botany, 

Civil Engineering, Chemistry, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical 

and Production Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Mining 

Engineering, Food Science, Mathematics and StatistiCS, 

Metallurgy, Microbiology, Opthalmics, Pharmacy, PhYSiCS, 

Computer Science, Vetinary Science and Zoology. 

In these disciplines Applied Mathematics seems less 

important than other 'A' levels t:::'c- '~-.~_-:,.--._,j_ 
- ~'X;~,=-~:~""",_~_~:=::- .--~~--,:",,-- ~~. 

as far as Botany and Zoology are concerned, whereas Pure and -, 

Applied Mathematics is given higher status, bordering on necessary 

requirement in; Architecture, Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, 

Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, 

Metallurgy and Pharmacy. The latter observation also applies 

to a lesser extent to Biochemistry, Aeronautics, Mathematical 

Statistics, Mechanical. and Production Engineering and Physics. 

The last two of this lis.t are perhaps surpris ing considering 

the preceding list of disciplines which suggest firmer approval 

of Pure with Applied. 
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Dentisty makes Pure with Applied a significantly approved 

subject,with Pure as a second alternative;while Medicine 

lends more support to Pure Mathematics (and even Applied 

Mathematic~. A number of Medical Schools indicate a pref-

erence or requirement for Pure with Applied Mathematics. 

This difference between Medicine and Dentistry is somewhat 

surprising considering that there exists a degree of common-

ali ty in earlier years of these courses'l 

Many Economics courses require a pass at 'A' Level in 

Mathematics but do not usually specify the particular subject. 

1972 

A Survey of university admissions tutors published in 
(137) • 

by the Schools Council showed that the departments 

which were specially in favour (50% or more tutors) of making 

mathematics a compulsory subject for all university candidates 

were Geography (B.Sc), Social Science, Biology, Chemistry, 

Physics and Engineering (Electrical). This of course referred 

to all candidates not just those of individual departments. 

The overall impression is that Applied 

subject in its own right is in a precarious 

Mathematics as a 
. (194). 

posi tion. Not 

one subject group suggest that Applied should be a significant 

requirement. A few courses in Architecture, Computer Science, 

Aeronautics, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering and 

Mathematical Statistics consider Applied Mathematics as a 

possible p'reference or requirement but even these give 

alternatives. Applied Mathematics fares just a little better 

in this respect than Pure with Statistics. Statistics itself 

is almost unrecognised as a qualification except incestuously 

by Mathematics and Statistics courses and even then with 

hesitation. It seems that University Mathematics·~, and 

Statistics Departments:.::.,th~mselvesy.are-Iiot Lover-concerned wi th 

previous study in statistics. 
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Single Subject versus Double Subject Mathematics. 

The University Requirements could be seen to discourage 

students rrom taking double subject mathematics. The 

Engineering Requirements typiry this.(20).(78). The single 

subject mathematics is not specirically mentioned in the main 

C . (196). part or the ·ompendium of University Entrance Requirements 

but in Appendix 11 of the same compendium consideration is 

given to SMP and MEI. These projects do use the structure of 

single subject mathematics and Further Mathematics. University 

departments are listed who will accept SMP and MEI 'A' level 

passes. 

SMP is given unqualiried acceptance by all Universities 

except; (1) Edinburgh (who consider each case 'on its me~its' 

whether it be MElor SMPh (2) Liverpool (SMP ror Science and 

Engineering onl~, (3) Cardifr (SMP ror Science and Engineering 

only) and (4) Swansea (SMP ror Mathematics and Physics only). 

MEI is not accepted by Aston, Belrast, East Anglia or 
., 

Hull. Manchester accepts MEI ror Aeronautical Engineering, 

Mathematics, Physics and Zoology. Cardirr and UWIST will 

consider MEI. 

Departments or Mathematics. Statis tics anci!;Operational Research. 

An analysis of courses in Mathematics, Statistics, 

Operational Research etc. shows that many courses do not list 

Applied Mathematics as a main qualirication; although a number 

or these might accept it as an alternative under the clause 

'or any other approved Mathematics subject'. (194). 

Only the Engineering Mathematics course of Southampton 

University lists Applied Mathematics as. a requirement without 

alternative, and only the Applied Mathematics and Computing 

Science course or Sherrield requires either Applied Math~ 

ematics or Pure with Applied. 
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The Mathematics courses of Bris tol, King's College (London') 

and York give a main requirement of Pure Mathematics and 

Applied Mathematics but with the approved alternative of 

Mathematics and Further' Mathematics. York phrases this 

alternative 'any experimental syllabus in Mathematics acceptable, 

preferably as a double subject'. 

Quixotically Bristol's Engineering Mathematics Course 

does not even list Applied Mathematics as an approved qual-

ification and the courses in Technological Mathematics of 

Surrey, Mathematics with Engineering of Nottingham, Mathematics 

with Modern Applications of Salford, Applied Mathematics of 

Aberystwyth (Wales), Mathematics and Its Applications of 

Cardiff UWIST, Mathematics and Applied Mathematics of Swansea 

and Applied Mathematics of Warwick follow suit. In fairness, 

however, all of these courses list Pure with Applied (single 

subject) as an approved qualification although never as a 

required subject. 

Some recognition of Applied Mathematics as a necessary 

required qualification is observable in the Mathematics courses 

of Bedford (London), Queen Mary's (London), Loughborough and 

St Andrews where Applied Mathematics appears as a requirement 

in one set from three sets of entry qualifications. 

At the moment a conclusion might be made that admission 

boards are not supporting the teaching of Applied Mathematics 

at 'A' level; not even in those boards concerned with 

Applied Mathematics or Applications 

A recent report of the British 

of Mathematics 

A 
. t· (20). SSOCl.a l.on claims, 

that a candidate with good 'A' levels in Pure Mathematics, 

Applied Mathematics and English would generally be qualified 

to take a degree in Economics but in general not to take a 
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degree in Engineering. They quote as their source the 

Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals of the Universities 

of the OK, the Compendium of University Entrance Requirements 

(1976) and discussions with admissions tutors. This is a 

result of ,_ - nearly all engineering departments insisting on 

two specific subjects at 'A' Level, which usually means one 

mathematics subject and physics. The BA report recommends that 

the admission requirement be changed to one specific subject 

(Mathematics) plus one or more 'good' A level passes in any 

other subject. This might encourage more students to choose 

Applied Mathematics. 

It is probably dangerous to interpret that University 

Mathematics departments would not be unduly concerned at the 

demise of Applied Mathematics at GCE 'A' Level. Admissions 

requirements often reflect the quality and quantity of can

didates applying for university entrance and may tend to be 

expedient rather than educationally desirable or valid. Under-

subscribed courses may see advantage in relegating Applied 

Mathematics as an entrance qualification while at the same 

time recognising its value. Nevertheless such pragmatic 

measures do not encourage the retention of Applied Mathematics 

in the 16-19 curriculum and admissions boards must accept some 

responsibility in this matter. 

Requirements of Universities for a Common Core Mathematics 
Syllabus at 'A' Level. 

In 1972 the Universities and Schools Committee of the 

Mathematical Association published a report concerning the 

content of first year university courses in mathematics. This 

committee had concerned itself with 'the identification of a 

common core knowledge that pupils with one or two A-levels in 
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(193). 
mathematics could,and should be expected to possess!~ 

The ~ollowing table summarises the ~indings o~ this 

report but the committee were at pains to point out that the 

picture o~ a particular syllabus must be in broad and general 

terms; 'the inclusion o~ a topic in the table may indicate 

anything ~rom superficial coverage occupying a few lectures 

to a major part of the ~irst year course! They also admitted 

that the eventual choice o~ heading was necessarily a com

promise aiming to reflect content as accurately as possible 

but still likely to provoke disagreement in some quarters. 
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Table 14. 

Comparison of First Year University 

Mathematics syllabuses 

(based o~llabuses of 2Q universities in the United Kingdom) 

Analysis/Calculus 

Matrices Determinants 

Sets 

Physical Vectors 

Differential Equations 
, 

Linear Mappings 

Structure (Gp/Rg/Fd) 

Partial Differentiation 

Dynamics 

Vector Spaces 

Probability/Statistics 

Multi]ille integrals 

Eigen values 

Vector Calculus 

Geometry 

Numerical Methods 

Computing 

Fourier Seri es 

Number Theory 
12 

Logic 
12 

Waves 
12 

Partial DE 
11 

Complex Variables 
8 

Electricity 
8 

Metric Spaces 
7 

31 

28 

27 

25 

24 

22 

19 

42 

42 

40 

40 

36 

33 

48 

45 

45 

50 

50 
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In September 1973, be~ore the Schools Council proposed 

to set up the ~easibility studies o~ the-N and F proposals, 
was 

a seminar on Working Papers 45, 46 and 47/organized by the 

Mathematical Association. 
(67)' 

At that seminar D.A. Quadling expressed his opinion that 

it would be ~ortunate i~ the proposals led to the loss o~ 

the :possibili ty o~ entrance to a university specialist 

mathematics course on the basis o~ a single 'A' level in 

mathematics. He argued that once the basis o~ entry was only 

double mathematics the desired broadening of N and F would be 

lost. 

Quadling hoped that a Single F in mathematics might be 

acceptable ~or specialist mathematics students even if this 

was not recommended. In order to preserve the unity of 

mathematics he proposed that the Mathematics, Further Mathematics 

~ormat, should be retained, with both pure and applied topics 

included at both levels. An alternative would be a pure 

mathematics 'core syllabus' at N and F levels and a separate 

'mathematics in application', of~ering work in either physical 

or probablistic situations or both. The applications subject 

would concentrate on mathematical modelling and the development 

o~ pure,as and when, required. 

The modular approach was raised as a solution for catering 

wi th a variety of needs and interests"wi th the minimum o~ dev

elopment and syllabus modification. On the other hand this 

would not encourage unity in mathematics and would not 

necessarily cover essentials or '_ provide a common core. The 

modular scheme might overcome timetabling di~ficulties in 

schools with large sixth forms but in many cases st~fing 

--
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difficulties would render it impossible. 

Universities were quick to seize on another disadvantageous 

aspect of the modular approach. Critics complain that univers-

ities ask 'What has the candidate covered?' rather than 
(67 ) 

'Is the candidate capable of tackling new mathematical topics'?!. , 

Early in 1975 the Faculty Board of the Faculty of Math-

ematics of Cambridge University formed a sub-committee to 

consider a core-syllabus for Nand F courses in schools. 
(2) • 

The Board stated that this in no way prejudiced their pOSition 

with regard to approving or rejecting the N and F proposals. 

The report recognised that not all sixth form pupils would 

j"Y, proceed to university and that universities should not 

play too great a role in determining the content of any core 

syllabus. In drawing up a core syllabus they had taken this 

into account. Five attainments were identified, which might 

not figure in a core syllabus as such, but were nevertheless 

required. These were; 1) manipulative skill, 2) geometriC 

inSight, 3) the notion of proof, 4) some idea of the relation 

between mathematics and the real world (mathematical modelling) 

and- 5) numeracy. 

The report suggested that problems of traditional mechanics 

might provide material for modelling 'although they may be 

regarded as out of fashion in some quarters! (2). 

The core syllabus proposed comprised basic material in 

algebra, geometry, trigonometry and calculus and was designed 

as a core for the 'one F- level' syllabus;although the committee , 
suggested that a 'common core' would be valid for a 'two F-level' 

syllabus. 
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On the question of Applied Mathematics the committee were 

of the opinion that existing 'A' level syllabuses, providing 

optional alternatives' in Statistics and Applied Mathematics, 

included more material than was strictly necessary. (Student's 

t test was quoted as an example of an unnecessary topic; often 

taught by rote). The report proposed that for university 

entrance on the basis of two F levels a candidate should have 

studied, in the second of these F levels, basic ideas of 

mechanics and statistics. In addition to other topics this F 

level should include; 

Calculus - Simple differential equations. 

Mechanics - Newton's Laws; equations of motion. 

Forces, moments; conservation of energy 

and momentum. 

Probability - Basic probability theory; discrete valued 

and continuous-valued random variables. 

Simple problems on conditional probability 

and Bayes' theorem. 

In response to D.A. Quadlings request for ideas relevant 

to the Nand F feasibility studies, Professors of Mechanical 

Engineering in the Northern Universities asked a working party(133) 

to prepare a paper giving guidance on topics in mathematics which 
we re/ 
important for students who, eventually, through their chosen 

career, would seek full membership of an Engineering Institution. 

The resulting paper recognised the desirability of broadening 

the sixth form curriculum but hinted that this might lead to a 

deterioration in professional career prospects for students 

of engineering. In order to avoid this, topics were listed 

which were considered essential for such students. The working 

party did not suggest a syllabus but hoped that these topics 
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one 
would be included in a combination of one F level anq/N level in 

mathematics. In the opinion of the report such a combination 

would be necessary for students wishing to follow a career 

in engineering;whereas a single F level would be unsatisfactory. 

The pressure from the EEC to maintain or improve standards of 

training for professional engineers would make the acceptance 

of this recommendation essential. 

The topic areas listed were; 

Algebra 

Trigonometry 

Calculus 

Co-ordinate Geometry 

Complex Numbers 

Differential Equations 

and Mechanics. 

Desirable, but not essential topics were listed as; 

Algebra 

Numerical Methods 

and Linear Algebra. 

The report suggested that the range of existing 'A' 

level syllabuses, was so wide that many students with one A-

level in mathematics would not cover all the topics listed. 

The Engineering Professors of the University of South-

ampton were also concerned at the standard of mathematical 

knowledge and manipulative 

and referred the matter to 

skill displayed by new entr~ts 

an Admissions SUb-Committee!411his 

committee produced an almost identical list to that of the 
(133). 

Professors of Mechanical Enginsering in the Northern Universities. 
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The Southampton list was obviously based on the other list but 

included minor additions and differed in some respects on 

essential or desirable topics. 

Both lists agreed entirely on essential Mechanics topics. 

In 1976 one of the professors of engineering at Southampton, 

J.W. Craggs,had discussed a core syllabus in the Bulletin of 
(34) • 

the Institute of Mathematics and its ,,Applicati ons. He was 

concerned with the effects of the Nand F proposals and 'the 

common examination system at 16+'. In the journal he argued 

that it was essential to consider the applicationa of 

mathematics in any discussions of mathematics teaching in 

schools. He was in some doubt whether to include applied 

mathematics in a core syllabus, except as examplesof applications, 

but since many teachers in further education would expect 

some ideas from applied mathematics to be part of 'the cultural 

equipment' of students he listed desirable topics. These were; 

a) Communication of. data by way of graphs, histograms 

and sector diagrams and also by double (or triple) entry 

tables, 

b) The importance of mean and mean square in handling 

observational data, 

c) Some acquaintance with error function tables and with 

Binomial and Poisson distributions. 

d) Use or electronic aids in computation, programmable 

calculators and simple programming languages. 

Flow diagrams. 

Statics of point forces and moments. 
Rectilinear dynamics. 
Tesselation and symmetry. 

Colleagues at Southampton seemed to be more convinced 

of the essential nature of items (f) and (g). 
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The Mathematics Department of BruneI University formulated 

a core-syllabus which omitted many of the topicS listed as 

essential or desirable by the reports previously discussed. (36). 

As explanation the department suggested that topics which 

would normally be covered from scratch at university (e.g. 

complex numbers, differential equations) could be omitted as 

not es.sential. In their core mechanics is absent. A little 

vector algebra is included. Other evidence of applied math-

ematics as part of this essential core is negligible and the 

implication is that, for the specialist and non-specialist 

mathematics students, mathematics at sixth form level should 

be taught for vertical rather than horizontal relevance. 

The list is surprising consider~ng that the chairman of the 

working party which discussed the list was Professor John Crank 

who in 1962 was attempting to 'bridge the 

ics as an abstract discipline and its use 

gap between mathemat

in real life'. (35). 

Then he wrote 'A lot of Mathematics is taught in schools, 

technical colleges and universities. Little is said about 

how it can be put to practical use.' 

Many other groups and universities contributed to the 

debate on N and F. The Conference of Professors of Applied 

Mathematics stressed the importance of geometry and co-ordinate 

geometry in the preparation for university studie~.(146). The 

Faculty of Mathematics at Warwick University forwarded a letter 

to the Mathematics Steering Group responsible for the feas-

ibility studies on the N and F proposals which was concerned 
(46). h with the question of a core syllabus. T ere is now 

evidence that a consensus view is sought from all Universities. 

In 1977 the Standing Conference on University Entrance, 

who had been co-operating with the Schools Council 
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in the feasibility studies of the N and F proposals, undertook 

an additional enquiry to determine what should constitute a 

minimum 'core' syllabus in mathematicsjwhich would provide a 

basis for degree courses in mathematics and its apPlications~130). 
SCUE emphasise that univ~rsitie6 are'only one sector of the 

educational and industrial scene with interest in this matter 

and that wider consultation is required before a consensus 

view is identified. 

In the light of comments from Universities and of the 

core syllabuses which they suggest, a reconsideration of applied 

mathematics at 'A' level is necessary. The tendency for some 

universities to drop traditional dynamics from their first year 
(65). courses and the new applied topics which are entering 

university mathematics (e.g. Non-physical applied mathematics; 

game theory, networks, information theory etc., coding theory, 

control theory etc.: Methodsi numerical analYSiS, linear 
'(54). (182). 

programming, optimisation) throw. a burden on'school syllabuses 

to revise the definition of applied mathematics. 

Since many new applied mathematics topics reqUire 

mathematical equipment beyond the average sixth-former, new 
/ 

material must be chosen with care and the mathematical tech-

niques of that sixth former must be widened by the intro-

duction of, for instance, calculus into the Applied Mathematics 

syllabuses. Syllabuses must be written ,to provide incentive 

for further study in Applied Mathematics and to eliminate much 

of the sterile approach or existing 'A' level courses which c 
from' 

it, is ,claimed only discourage studentE/',f'oilowing the subject 

1 t 
(65). 

a er. 
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CHAPTER 7 

REQUIREMENT S OF INDUSTRY 
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Requirements of Industry 
(152) . . 

The Schools Council Working Paper 45 " published in 

1972, included some views from industry on the curriculum for 

the 16-19 age group. The question of specialisation and 

that of broadening the curriculum attracted a variety of 

opinions. Some industrials believed that the curriculum at 

that time provided a satisfactory route to university and 

higher education. There were more who considered that, for the 

less able, a broadening of the curriculum was necessary to 

avoid premature specialization. Mathematics headed the list 

of subjects which were most often advocated as essential in 

the sixth form, In particular the need to emphasise the 

relevance of mathematics was stressed. Some topics, which 

were suggested to achieve this, may now seem to have reflected 

fashion at the time rather than true relevance. These included 

binary arithmetic, an appreCiation of computing and statistical 

methods. The first would probably not be overstressed today, 

although the others probably would be advocated. The ability 

to think and to solve problems was important, according to 

industrialists, and they suggested that project work could be 

beneficial in this respect. This of course did not lessen 

the importance of knowledge and information, in their opinion. 

In 1970 an investigation was carried out by the 

Mathematics Teaching Research Project, Hull to compare teacher's 

and employer's opinions regarding the content of secondary 

school mathematics. (12). This in fact was only concerned 

with a terminal course for the 15-16 year age group but some 

indication of the agreement between teachers and employers 

·re~the importance of applications can be found in this 

survey. Ten Local Authorities in England and Wales were chosen 
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at random and, in each, secondary schools were chosen at random. 

The employers were not chosen at random since it was desired 

to question only those who were judged to be 'technologically 

and organizationally forward looking'. The uniformity of 

answers from these employers suggested, to the investigators, 

that they would represent a fair cross section of 'forward 

looking' organizations. The respondents were asked to place 

six emphases, which might be placed on secondary school 

mathematics, in order of importance. Both teachers and em

ployers placEd\' applications to everyday life' in second position; 

teachers supporting this rather more. Teachers placed the 

emphasis on 'mathematics as an enjoyable and satsifying activity' 

at. the top of their list but employers emphatically voted for 

'training children to think logically'. Emphasising mathematics 

as 'a tool for use in a person's expected occupation' was placed 

in third and fourth positions by employers and teachers 

respectively. Little support was given by either side to 

ma thema ti cs as a foundati on for study in advanced ma.thematics 

or science. 

Concerning 50 suggested topics, to be included in the 

syllabus, the rank-order correlation between teachers' and 

employers ratings was high at 0.74. Of the topics which were 

in the top half of the ordered list, routine mathematical 

skills was given most support followed by Consumer.Mathematics, 

General Basic Mathematical Ideas (including si?es of errorB') 

and Modern Applications of Mathematics (including Mathematical 

Model Construction), in that order. Geometry was given a low 

priority but was considered much more important by teachers 

than employers. This was qualified to mean informal geometry. 

Formal Eticlidean Geometry was rated much lower by both sides 
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but employers favoured this more than teachers. 

This lack of emphasis on geometry contradicted the view 

of Murray Klamkin who was, in 1975, an industrial mathematician 

on the Scientific Research Staff of the Ford Motor Company, 

Michigan USA. (83). He suggested that one of the root in 

causes for the failure of schools to teach the skills of 

recognition and formulation, required by industrial mathematicians; 

was the down-grading of geometry. This was in fact left until 

the tenth grade of the US High School. School textbooks in-

cluded problems with no recognition stage and, formulation of 

problems was ignored. This meant that students only picked 

from a limited number of routines in order to solve a particular 

problem. The irrelevant and redundant information found in 

the real world was omitted. Klamkin had found, from his 

experience in industry, that once the geometrical aspects had 

been dealt with, by mathematicians, many problems would then 

be solved by engineers, operational researchers, physicists 

etc. He suggested that a case could be made out that Euclidean 

Geometry was close to common experience and was in fact applied 

mathematics. It should be taught because it was useful for 

real life and in order to provide insight into other mathematics 

and physics. Klamkin qualified this in the same way as the 

teachers in the Hull Survey (12_ ) by suggesting that the 

approach should be informal. 

Several matters of concern, Vlhi~h Klamkin raised, about 

the mathematician in industry in the USA,were also identified, 
_ (98). 
ln the UK by B.L. Cutler. In 1966 he spoke to a con-

ference of the Mathematical Association on Mathematics in 

Education and Industry. These commonly shared problems involved 

-_J')-! mathematical modelling, communication between mathematiciaJrul 
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and other industrial workers, awareness and proper use of 

computers and numerical work. Cutller had found that many 

topics in the SMP syllabus did have uses in a wide variety 

of industrial departments but that industrialists considered 

the ability to think clearly and logically more important than 

knowledge of topics. This of course agrees with the findings 

of the investigation at Hull (op cit) and Schools Council 

Working Paper 45 (op cit). However, he found that industrialists 

considered many pure mathematics research graduates unsuitable 

for industrial work. One difficulty which produced such an 

opinion was the communication aspect. Faults occurred on both 

sides. On one side any mention of mathematics often caused a 

blockage in non-mathematicians in industry. Klamkin had (83). 

suggested that, to overcome communication difficulties later, 

mathematics students should be taught to avoid the 'mathematical 

journal' approach when writing industrial reports for non

mathematicians. This approach pressurised the mathematician 

to save space and resulted in unnecessarily compact reports. 

Specialised jargon should be avoided and replaced with customer 

'lingo'. (sic) 

In the UK almost every industrial department consulted 

by Cutler required an increased awareness of the digital 

computer so that the gap between programmer and engineer 

could be closed. Klamkin found that this lack of awareness 

was causing a misuse of the computer. He suggested that 

mathematicians in industry should be taught to choose 

appropriate computing techniques and to be disciminating in 

the use of such techniques. Sometimes a neat and be'autiful 

mathematical treatment must 'take a back seat' to less elegant 

techniques (e. g.: trial and error techniques using computers). 
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However, often computers were used indiscriminately in this 

way, using hours of programming time, when an analytical 

solution could have been achieved in a much shorter time. 

In both countries industrialists identified a need for 

industrial mathematicians to be prepared to use numerical 

analysis when analytical techniques do not work. A wide 

variety of methods should be available. Too ~any mathematical 

courses failed to present problems outside those particular 

classes.which had' general methods of solution. 

Many courses did not demand . numerical answers given to a 

specified degree of accuracy. Error analysis and problems 

involving rapidly changing functions were neglected, although 

these were important to the industrialist. 

Cutler suggested that topics, relevant to indus trial 

need, which could be usefully covered in schools included 

statistics, graphical work, three-dimensional trigonometry, 

matrices, critical path planning, linear programming. He 

claimed that Applied Mathematics, in the traditional sense, 

was not used in industry as much as might be expected and that 

suggestions had been made in industry that statics be dropped 

in favour of fluid dynamics. There seems to have been little 

move to include the latter topiC in any GCE 'A' Level 

Mathematics syllabuses in the last decade; despite the fact 

that Cutler was closely involved with SMP. 

In 1973 a survey report 'The Training of Mathematicians' (114) 

undertaken by R.R. McLone was published. 
conducted by means of two questionnaires. 
CCir.cuJ.:a:t'ed to a cross-section of Bri ti sh 

This survey was 
The firs t was 

employers and 

elicited a 60% response (from 575 organisations approached)~ 

which included most of the large employers of mathematicians. 

The second was sent to all mathematics graduates of British 
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universities in the years 1964, 1966 and 1968 and a response 

of 40% was aChieved. 

The questionnaire sent to employers sought information 

about their attitudes and requirements,with respect to the 

qualities of graduates, the type of work graduates'do, the 

mathematics which is most useful to a graduate and the type 

of career opportunities open to graduates. The employers 

expressed some difficulty in determining which employees were 

in fact mathematics graduates, since the divisions used in 

universities to distinguish academic disciplines were not 

generally used in industry. However, employers were able to 

divide graduates into classes by the nature of their employment. 

For those graduates employed as rnathematicians,Statistics and 

Applied Mathematics, followed closely by Numerical Method~ were 

judged to be the most useful branches of mathematics. In 

comparison Pure Mathematics, Computer Studies and Operational 

Research gained little support. 

For graduates in genera~.Statistics was considered to be 

far the most useful branch. This was followed by Applied 

Mathematics which drew just over half the support of Statistics 

(53 responses to 97 of Statistics). Here Applied Mathematics 

included mathematical methods, differential equations etc. 

Specific mathematical topics which were considered useful 

were also mentioned. These indicated that employers considered 

matrix algebra, probability and control theory most useful and 

supported fluid mechanics and programming languages almost as 

much. Particle Mechanics, rigid-body dynamiCS, thermodynamics 

quantum mechanics, Hamiltonian theory, v~osity, elasticity 
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and electromagnetism were also occasionally mentioned as 

userul applied topics. Applied topics, other than mechanics, 

were included in Operational Research and Numerical Methods. 

The survey indicated that considerable support was given 

by employers to the use or mathematics in rields other than 

science and technology. In ract, when asked to name a desirable 

subject,which might be studied in addition to mathematics, 

greater support was given to social science than to engineering; 

although science gained rar more support than either. This 

response was elicited rrom employers but the survey suggests 

that there is little concern ror the content or undergraduate 

courses. Most employers did not seek to ascertain the type 

and scope or mathematics studied at university by their 

employees, and rew gave mathematical training to their grad-

uates arter appointment to supplement university courses. 

The employers stressed'that the most important personal 

qualities, which they sought in graduates, were ambition, ability 

to work best in a team and quick, deep thinking. The most 

important mathematical skills which graduates should have 

were in problem rormulation and in written communication, 

roll owed by skills in problem solving, cwitical ev~,\luation 

and verbal communication. The problems or communication 

between 

Klamkin 

mathematicians and others,identiried in the US by 

(83)., in the opinion of' the employers, .also existed 

in the UK. Lack or cummunication skills in graduates (part

icularly written communication) deterred employers rrom 

introducing mathematicians into management. Graduates were 

judged to have a reasonable knowledge or mathematical tech-

niques and to be good at solving problems. They were considered 

to be poor when it came to rormulating problems, planning work 
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and evaluating work which they had done. 

An important rinding or the survey was the lack or support 

given to traditional Applied Mathematics topics by employers 

when they were asked to list essential topics in an under

graduate course. This is espeCially signiricant because they 

had indicated that Applied Mathematics was userul. It seems 

that employers do not include many traditional topics in their 

derinition or Applied Mathematics. The employers considered 

real analysis, matrix algebra, ~robabi1ity and probabi1ity~ 
distributions and elementary methods or calculus most essential, 

(ro110wed by dirrerential equations (ordinary and partial) and 

statistical method~. 

In a surveyor opinions concerning userul topiCS in an 
undergraduate course, which were not essential, the employers 

once again ignored traditional applied mathematics but they 

did suggest that statistical applications and modelling 

techniques were userul. They indicated that the models or 

operational research might be more userul than traditional 

applied mathematics. Solid mechanics was not included among 

the most useru1 topics, although compressible r1uid theory 

and electromagnetic theory were named by over 30% or those 

replying to that particular part or the survey. The theory 

or estimation and numerical approximation theory were also 

supported by over 30% or those replying to that particular 

part or the survey. Traditional applied mathematics was 

mentioned by a small proportion or respondents but particular 

topiCS were singled out as userul and opinion was divided on 

which these should be. There was little indication that academic 

applied mathematics, in the traditional sense, would be in 

demand except in industrial research associations and govern-

ment research departments. 
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However, mathematicians with an appreciation or the 

applicability of their subject and an ability to rormulate 

problems and solve them,when they were initially expressed 

in non-mathematical terms, would be welcomed but not expected 

rrom past experience. To achieve the desired changes the 

employers suggested that open-ended project work involving 

the 'real world' should be included in undergraduate courses 

in mathematics. This would encourage rormulation and 

communication skills and would roster a spirit or co-operation 

ir it was extended to group work. 

The second questionnaire, circulated to recent mathematics 

graduates, was thought to be necessary to complement the replies 

or employers, which could well be prejudiced by personal 

educational and career experiences many years berore the survey. 

The response (40%) did not entirely provide the broad, con

tinuing picture or the recent past which had been desired, since 

there was a slight over-representation of 1) Oxbridge graduates, 

compared with the newer Technological Universities, 2) male 

graduates and 3) graduates or 1968. The questionnaire attempted 

to ascertain 1) the mathematics which graduates round userul 

in their work, 2) the areas'or mathematical ability which 

graduates relt was important in their work and 3) the erfective 

userulness of undergraduate training and any dericiencies 

in that training. 

The response indicated that in the three yearft:' considered, 

overall; 18% of mathematics graduates had found employment in 

industry, 18% had entered commerce (including commerce' in the 

public sector), 16.5% had become schoolteachers, 13.5% had 

become lecturers in higher education and 11.5% had entered 

computer education. The entries to 'careers in Higher Education 
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had fallen dramatically in 1968. 

The survey also invest~~ed the type of employment of 

these graduates and found that in 1968 30% were involved 

in computing and 60% of these solely with programming, al-

though there was some indication that many of these would later 

move to systems analysis. The number involved in research and 

teaching had declined overthe three years involved. 

Approximately 70% of the respondents used some mathematical 

techniques in their work. There was some difficulty in arriving 

·at this figure since some schoolteachers did not consider such 

mathematical work to include 0 or A level GCE mathematics. 

Pure Mathematics was considered most useful,followed by Statistics. 

Applied Mathematics and Operational Research w,er~ not considered 

so useful. Compare this view with that of the employers, who 

had indicated that Operation Research techniques would be 

useful. The graduates agreed with the employers that matrix 

algebra was useful to their work. Among graduates there was 

also some indication that particle mechanics and fluid mechanics 

was useful but these topics were not named as useful by a 

large proportion of respondents. Many graduates would have 

liked to study more topics in applied mathematics at university 

although more would have chosen additional study in statistics 

or pure mathematics. 

Graduates were asked to indicate, from a comprehensive 

list of options, those areas that they considered essential 

to an ~dergraduate course in mathematics. The response w~s 

very close to that of the employers in 'this matter. Over 70% 

of the graduates named matrix algebra, methods of calculus, 

real an~lysis (single variable), ordinary differential equations 

and vector algebra as most essential. Other topics, named as , 
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,essential,included most or those named by employers. There 

was once ~gain a complete absence or any traditional applied 

mathematics. However, no essential new rield or mathematics 

was indicated by the res pons e or either group. Mos t or the 

mathematics suggested would be expected in existing degree 

courses; mainly in pure mathematics. 

When mathematics graduates were asked to indicate what 

additional subject they had studied, in those cases where such 

a choice had to be made, physics predominated. This was probably 

due to the traditional sixth rorm combinations. A reasonable 

proportion had studied subjects rrom the social sciences and 

many had studied languages. A disturbing reature', in the light 

or calls rrom industrialists ror a larger proportion or 

engineers with a mathematical bias (and vice-versa),was that 

engineering was not orten chosen as an additional subject. 

Given, retrospectively, a rree choice or additional subject 

43% or the respondents indicated that they would have chosen 

social science (21% Economics), only 18% would have chosen 

Physics, and only 4% would have studied Engineering. 

The graduates broadly agreed with employers on the guestiolIil 

or important abilities except that they rated problem solution 

slightly higher than problem rormulation and skill in verbal 

communication higher than written communication. 50% considered 

that undergraduate courses did develop abilities in problem 

rormulation and 78% considered the same courses developed 

abilities in solving problems. 

The respondents considered that patience and perseverence 

was important and they agreed with the employers that the 

ability to translate mathematical work into non-mathematical 

language was necessary. They also ~eed that teamwork, 
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personal relations and logical thought were important aspects. 

In general it would appear that ~ew employers,or employees 

with degrees in mathematics, consider applied mathematics, in 

its traditional sense, essential and that other applications, 

such as numerical work are becoming far more important. 

The report concludes that sound mathematical basis, with 

high mathematical ability, is required in industry and commerce, 

so that problems can be translated, back and forth, from non-

mathematical terms to mathematical treatment. Employers are 

seeking mathematicians who can apply the mathematical techniques 

they have acquired, rather than those who can develop new 

mathematics. In general mathematicians are underemployed in 

industry and this leads to dissatis~action. 

This report is disturbing reading ~or those who advocate 

that applied mathematics should annex new applicable math-

ematics to the traditional branches o~ engineering science, 

which is dominated by solid and ~luid mechanics. The survey, 

is, of course, primarily concerned with industry and university 

degree courses but i~ the latter are to change in the manner 

indicated by the report the value of retaining applied 

mathematics syllabuses, involved mainly with solid mechanics, 

for pre-university education must be questioned. 

Two separate investigations were carried out in the 1960's 

to determine the use o~ mathematics, or mathematics concepts,in 

indust~y. In 1967 the Nordic Committee ~or the Modernisation 

of School Mathematics (which was a joint project ~or Denmark, 

Finland, Norway and Sweden) published a report o~ a survey 

on 'Mathematics and Engineers'. 
(~l 

One hundred and ~i~ty 

engineers and technicians were selected at random ~rom a large 
were 

industrial company in Sweden. They/asked to indicate how 
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much use was made of 85 listed mathematical disciplines. The 

proportion of employers in three categories using a discipline 

on at least isolatei but important occasions is given below. 

Table 15 

Academic 
Engineers 

Algebra 
Geometry 
Calculus 
Advanced Mathematics 
Mathematics of other type. 

75% 

5~ 
40% 
30% 

Gymnasium 
Engineers 

60% 
1~ 

3% 
15% 

Technicians 

A similar survey of 127 teachers in technical gymnaSia, 

showed that,in general, the need for the 85 listed topics was 

higher than in industry, espeCially geometry and calculus. 

Curiously the solution of practical problems was judged more 

important at school. The survey suggested that this was 

because the bigger problems of industry involved mainly work 

within a mathematical model which had been developed once and 

for all .at the outset. 

Somewhat similar results were obtained in 1967 by a 

research group within the Mathematics Department of the Royal 

College of Advanced Technology, Salford, who investigated 
(154). 

'The Use of Mathematics in the Electrical Industry'. 

A questionnaire was circulated to five thousand electrical 

engineers which included a question concerning the use of 

mathematics. The results of this question are given below. 
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Arithmetic 
Elementary Algebra etc. 
Elementary Calculus 
More Advanced Mathematics 

217. 

Respondents who used the 
mathematical topic. 
(Percentages o~ replying group). 

Never Sometimes o~ten 

5% 
31% 
60% 

12% 
35% 
41% 
28% 

80% 
60% 
28% 
12% 

This study ~ound that teachers were the most consistent 

users o~ advanced mathematics (compare the Nordic Committee 
(63 ) 

Report). This suggests that a background o~ mathematics is 

needed ~or the quantitative description o~ electrictal theory. 

Graduates used advanced mathematics more o~ten than non-

graduates but the non-graduates did use advanced mathematics 

at least 'sometimes'. It was ~ound that although mathematics 

was o~ten needed by those working on large scale projects it 

was o~ten replaced by experiment, physical intuition and past 

experience (personal or otherwise). The report concluded that 
,I .~' .. ,.,,-_~ ":;:.." ,~.~,-,~_." •. ~.I' I ....... ~- .... 

ma thema ti cs was not us ed".tiy~:.the ~.e~ineer.a.'-questi6nei!i:~; ~or 

several di~ferent reasons. In installation, ?::r:'. opeI'a ti on groups, 
--L,~ 

sales and executive administration matheniatics was neglected 

because employees saw no scope ~or its use. ,This also explained 

why design and production groups avoided matJ1ematics..:TIiese,groups' 
,- ',-_' ;r • 

found experimental methods more appropriate and time-saving. 

This dependence on experiment and pressureo~ time was also 

given by research and development engineers as the reason why 

they employed little mathematics. Approximately 6 out o~ 7 

workers in research and development ~elt that their work was 

impeded by lack of mathematical knowledge. Most engineers 

replied that they did not mistrust mathematics and that their 

neglect of mathematical methods' was not due to mathematicians 
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being unavailable for consultation. 

·A pilot questionnaire was circulated in order to as-

certain the relevance of mathematics but the response was poor 

and only provided a rough guide. One particular result showed 

that 7~fo of engineers found the formulation of problems the 

most difficult aspect of applying mathematics. Manipulation 

of the mathematical model and interpretation of the solution 

was found to be easier than building the model. The lack of 

emphasis on model building by teachers and in text books was 

blamed for this. The report concluded that a section should 

be introduced into the mathematical curriculum on 'Mathematical 

Models for Engineers' which might include a 'case history' 

approach. It was suggested that industry should co-operate 

by allowing their engineers to expound suitable problems which 

they had encountered in their work. 

In 1976 a survey was carried out by the Department of 

Mechanical Engineers at the City University, London which was 
(78) 

concerned with the education of graduate mechanical engineers. • 

A questionnaire was sent to the last known addre$eBof 600 

graduates of the department who had graduated in the years 

1962-1975. Two hundred and eleven replies were received which 

showed that; 73 graduates found mathematics the most useful 

subject they had studied at university and 38 found mathematics 

the least useful subject; 81 found mechanics most useful and 

10 found it least useful; 53 found 
most 

fluid mechanics7useful and 

50 found it least useful. Comparatively mathematics was found 

useful. Physics was not found to be very useful at all; 11 

votes for most useful subject against 35 for least useful. This 

may go some way to explaining the recent call, by the BAAB, for 
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university admissions requirements in engineering to drop the 

physics 'A' level requirement and allow more choice of 'A' 

level subjects,which could possibly include extra mathematics. (20). 

That BAAS report stated ;that mathematics is an essential 

. ., (130). 
foundatJ.on of engJ.neerJ.ng and welcomed the attempts of SeUE 

(vid. Requirements of University) to alleviate the problem 

of uniformity in GCE 'A' level Mathematics. '.by devising a common 

minimum syllabus content. It said very little about the r81e 

of applied mathematics in the school curriculum~r'This was 

unfortunate and disappointing in view of the need for the 

re-appraisal of this role,in terms of content and method-

ology,which the other reports discussed here have highlighted. 

It would appear that industry requires a curriculum, 

which produces high levels of mathematical ability which are 

soundly and broadly based in a variety of fields of application. 

The academic divisions of pure mathematics and applied 

mathematics do not meet the requirements of industry. Math-

ematicians are needed who can deal with problems which will not 

be couched in mathematical terms. Industrial mathematicians 

must be able to communicate solutions and predictions to other 

industrial workers. 

New fields of application are outstripping traditional 

applied mathematics and undergraduate and sixth form courses 

must recognise this. The undergraduate degree courses are 

more immediately affected by these requirements but the sixth 

form curriculum must make students aware that a choice of 

mathematical options must be made with future consequences' in 

mind. At school and university some specialisation is prob-

ably necessary but flexible courses of study are demanded, 

so that studies in a wide variety of fields, other than 
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physics, can be taken in addition to mathematics. This 

flexibility should enable the student to work effectively in 

later career. A danger, which must be avoided if this wide 

choice is to be available, concerns the apparent attractiveness 

of social science studies compared to science, technology and 

engineering. This could be avoided by introducing new 

applications from these fields into mathematics courses. These 

should replace some of the traditional applications which often 

produce a sterile approach. This could possibly be achieved 

by a concentration of project work designed to develop modelling 

skills. Employers and graduate workers have indicated that 

the construction and evaluation of models should be emphasised 

in mathematics courses and that the skills of formulation and 

communication could be developed by using carefully selected' 

projects and case histories. An introduction to these skills 

could well be beneficial in the sixth form if suitable examples; 

w:i:thin>,\the mathematical capabili ties of pupils, could be found. 
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CHAPTER 8 

NEW TRENDS 
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New Trends 

' ... 'c . This work is primarily concerned wi th two or three year 

courses,catering for the 16-19 age range.... which lead to 

universi ty admission (or its equivalent) or industrial training 

at a level somewhat higher than that afforded to school leavers 

of 16 or 17 years. For that reason new trends such as the 

Certificate of Extended Education, which is relevant to 

examinations at 17+ are omitted~ albeit that for students 

with grades 2 to 4 in CSE, that development might prove 

invaluable. The position of CEE as a future trend also 

appears to change frequently~d in accordance with political 

whim)and the evidence of relevance to applied mathematics 

varies with regional advisory boards. (The feasibility studies 

conducted by the East Midland board, RACOFEEM, for example 

haveproduced examinations with little relevance to applied, 

other than statistics,and an extremely traditional concern 

with content and style of question.) 

There is some question as to whether the CEE examinations 

are designed for the same target group as the GCE, AO papers. 

The feasibility studies of RACOFEEM suggest that this is not 

the case and that the AO papers are designed for a different 

and more able group of candidates. There is a powerful body 

of support for the latter view. 

Although the AD syllabuses themselves exhibit a deep 

commi tinent·. to Applied Mathematics, in various forms, wi th the 

exception of one syllabus, they are not considered here 

because they too cater mainly for examinations of candidates 

below 18 years of age. The exception is the AO syllabus of 

the Schools Council/Reading University Sixth Form Mathematics 

~roject. This was originally intended to seek 'A' level 
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status and even now with examinations at AD level its main use 

will probably be ror two year sixth form courses ror students 

who, while not specialising in mathematics, require mathematics 

ror biology, social sciences and other subjects. The Reading 

Project and its publications (e.g. Mathematics Applicable 

Series) are also extremely relevant to the Nand F reasibility 

studies. 

Two very important new trends which could well inrluence 

the teaching or Applied Mathematics in this country and change 

the r3le and position or the subject in the curriculum are the 

Nand F proposals or the Schools Council and the introduction, 

in Further Education, or courses validated by the Technician 
• 

Education Council, which are intended eventually to replace 

Ordinary,~,.and Higher National Courses. Both of these are 

currently attracting the attention or University and industrial 

entrance officers. 
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The Sixth Form Mathematics Project 

This project is included here, although at present it is 

involved only with A/o level examinations, since its work has 

RCen~ been extended by the Mathematics Steering Group involved 

wi th the f'easibili ty st"udies at Nand F level. It is also of' 

interest because it has adopted an entirely dif'f'erent approach 

to applications of' mathematics f'rom the traditional. In the 

earlier discussion of' the historical development of' Applied 

Mathematics in England and Wales it was. argued that the subject 

was taught f'rom application rather than f'or application. (In 
. (59). 

other European countries this was not the case.) The texts 

published by the Sixth Form Mathematics Project are described 

as 'Applicable Mathematics'. This suggests that a 'non

traditional' approach of' teaching f'or and f'rom application 

has been adopted by the project. This was probably encouraged 

by the emphasis on educational research f'rom the inception of' 

the project. In f'act the need f'or such educational research 

probably prompted the f'ormation of' the project. 

At meetings of' the Sixth Form Sub-Committee (Mathematics) 

of' the Schools Council in 1967 the idea of' f'orming Working 

Parties to study "Mathematics and Physics in the Sixth Form" 

and "Mathematical Education in the Sixth Form" was discussed. 

In 1968 the idea evolved f'urther with the title "A Study of' 

Various Aspects of' Sixth Form Mathematics" and the post of' 

Director of' this study was advertised. The Working Party 

then adopted a supervisory/consultative role and the research 

became the responsibility of' the director. 

The project proper began in 1969 under the directorship 

of' C.P. Ormell, f'ormerly Research Fellow at the University of' 

Leicester. The project was based on the School of' Education 
at the University of' Reading, which held the grant given by 
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the Schools Council. 

Initially the Reading Project was a study of the sixth 

form mathematics curriculum, actual and potential, in England 

and Wales. The analysis of this study revealed diversity 

and disagreement in mathematics swllabuses; even between the 

eight existing 'new maths syllabuses, which reflected fundamental 

confusion and divergence of thinking concerning sixth form 
(122). 

mathematics'. The Sixth Form Mathematics project,under the 

umbrella of the Schools Council, was probably an attempt to 

correct this confusion, produced by bodies described by 
·(136). . 

Geoffrey Matthews. as 'private armies' • Research studiesof 

the Schools Council certainly saw the project as an antidote 

to any new immobility and a response to the questions posed 

by the co-existence of traditional and modern sixth form 

mathematics syllabuses, distinguished from each other by 
(151) • 

content rather than by teaching method. 

The Reading project is essentially a fixed term project. 

It commenced as a two year study. An extended four year 

Main Phase of material production and evaluation followed. 

The achievement of the project in persuading the London 

Examination Board to run an AO-level examination won another 

extension to develop that examination, to conduct official 

trials, to organise "dissemination" seminar/workshops and to 

work on specialist subject packages. An advisory service was 

also developed. The commission involving Nand F proposals 

has extended the work of the project further. 

The initial aims of the School Council Project was to 

study the sixth form mathematics curriculum and the Director 

was given a mandate for an initial 2 years to: 

a) review the conten.t of sixth form mathematics and 
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assess the value o~ various topics in 'old' and 

, new' syllabus es ; 

b) investigate the connection betweeri mathematics and 

physics; 

c) investigate the mathematical needs of pupils taking 

other subjects; 

d) investigate what mathematics can be taught to the 

non-mathematician. (149). 

The second stage o~ the Project consisted o~ an application 

of the analysis o~ the ~irst two year's study and the search 

~or a solid basis o~ syllabus re~orm in the mathematical sixth 

~orm. (149). 

The central aim at Reading w~s to 'bring mathematics to 

bear on the real world'. This Ormell described as Relevance 
(122). 

and Applicability. Publications o~ this project re~lect 

these concepts constantly with 'relevance-enriched' and 'project-
., . (45). 
~vely appl~cable' mathemat~cs. 

(122). 
In an early outline programme (Paper 2/69) the project 

listed the ~ollowing conditions ~or a good sixth ~orm 

curriculum. 

1. A course o~ work to consolidate manipulative ~acility 

and ~ree the student to think mathematically. 

2. A consolidation and sustaining of mathematical 

sensibili ty. 

3. Direction towards ~urther pure and user mathematics 

(Ormell 's t· 1 1 ' ). '(122). ver ~ca re evance • 

4. A sel~ evidently interesting, relevant and rewarding 

curriculum capable of motivating students (Ormell's 

horizontal relevance). 

5. A curriculum not overloaded. 
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Ormell sums up the central ideas o:f the project with three 

slogans. 

a) Mathematics is the "Science o:f Possibilit~' 

b) It is, in :fact, "the Queen o:fthe possibility -

stimulating disciplines" 

c) The :framework within which mathematics can operate 

" :full" d t n" " t" (i26).(13). mean1ng y 1S a pro uc or 1mag1na 10n. 

The project was. much in:fluenced by ideas o:f C.S. Pierce(149). 

and adopted the piercean view that 'mathematics deals exclusively 

with hypothetical states o:f things'. From this point o:f view 

mathematics is used to beat advantage when it is used to 

investigate the implications o:f proposed and postulated sit-

uations. The structure o:f mathematics was considered important 

but not over-riding. The completely abstract approach was seen 

not to recognise the essentially dual nature o:f mathematical 

problem solving; a) to recognise and use mathematical 

structure" and b) to relate the structure to the realities o:f 

the situation. 

The Sixth Form Mathematics Project aims to cover the 

A/O-level range with the Mathematics Applicable series o:f 

:five starter books and three main course continuation units.(149). 

In addition to these books, the series contains a discussion 

unit, 'Mathematics Changes Gear', which is a general intro-

duction to modelling ideas. Method and attitude are emphasQsed. 

'Teaching Notes' is a six page booklet designed :for use by 

teachers in conjunction with 'Mathematics Applicable'. 

The semi-programming O:f the Mathematics Applicable series 

is such that students are guided along routes which are 

:flexible but easily :fOllowed. Some practice in interpreting 
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the coded hints and answers is nevertheless imperative and 

this aspect could lead to some confusion. 

The Reading material has not been adopted widely because 
(45). 

the pUblication is at an early stage and incomplete. ('1'wo 

starter units and one main course unit have yet to appear.) 

However, the Reading project has produced newsletters (poly~ 

metrics), which have included reports of the director, project 

news, mathematical discussions and items from schools. It has 

developed into a worthwhile mathematical publication. In 

addition a local Reading Area News has been circulated. 

Discussion papers are periodically forwarded to SChools.(149). 

The project has attempted to construct new forms of' 

as~essment from scratch. This has been done at the 

as trials of' materials and has produced interesting 

same time 

results. 
(11) • 

The construction was not achieved without difficulty. Many 

schools willing to experiment were already committed to other 

earlier projects and those which accepted the trial materials 

were often reluctant to commit pupils to assessment which 

would interfere with established examinations. The target of' 

non-specialist mathematicians also produced motivation 

difficulties which distorted evaluation of assessment 

techniques. 

Nevertheless, the S.F.M.C. scheme of assessment employs 

promising innovations 

requiring a sustained 

such as a written examination paper 

discussion of a situation.(l~~~. 
interdependent nature of the questions may cause problems 

but by the use of sealed hints an attempt at solution has been -

made. In addition assessment includes some coursework of 
, 

'feasibility studies' designed to encourage application of' 

mathematics and the construction of mathematical models of 
real situations. Many questions remain despite the research •. 
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Will the hints be used unnecessarily through insecurity? 

What are the appropriate penalties for the use of hints? 

Would Mode III be a better form of assessment? 

Without answers to these questions S.F.M.P. is unlikely 

to gain full acceptance. The examining boards have shown 

reluctance to accept the project. The initial intention to 

seek an examination at A-level has not been achieved. An 

examination is provided by the London Examining Board at A/o

level which is available through the. agency of other boards. (49). 

As a newcomer only the evaluation trials provide evidence 

that teaching methods and attitudes will be improved by the 

Reading Project. The trials are encouraging, but C. Bentley 

and D.D. Malvern admit that they constitute, an artificial 

situation and the degree of commitment, considering the 

competi ti on wi th traditional examinations, ':,i8 unknown. (11) ~ 
Evaluation of trial packages has resulted in starter 

units entitled; 

'Geometry from Co-ordinates' 

'Introductory Probability' 

'Understanding Indices' 

'Polynomials Models' 

'Vector Models' 

and main course modules; 

'Algebra with Applications' 

'Calculus Applicable' 

'Logarithmic/Exponential' 

'Algebra with Application'includes materials which was 

intended originally to appear as the five .ti.tIes; 

'Expanding Binomials' 
. /'j 

'Sequences' and Series' 
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'Taking Limits' 

'Introductory Dynamics' 

and 'Probability and Statistics' 

The Reading Project lays particular emphasis on the use 

o~ applications to bridge the gap between mathematician and 

scientist. For example its main syllabus target is the 

logarithmic/exponential ~unction. It appears to the team 

that this topic is concerned with the greatest overall 

applicability, particularly in physics. This is approached 

via preliminary work on co-ordinate geometry, indices, 

binomials, limits etc., designed to 'so~ten up' the inherent 

conceptual di~~iculties o~ the topic. (149). 

The Mathematics Applicable s·eries exhibits a determination 

to use symbols, units and numbers in a consistent manner 

which is guaranteed to upset neither mathematician nor 

physicist. 

e.g. 'A balloon which develops a microscopic leak will, 

it is claimed, decrease in volume in accordance with the 

~ormua. 

1 
V = 8000 - 20t + 200 

where the volume is V cubic metres ~ter t seconds.' 

The Sixth Form Mathematics Project could provide a 

(149). 

healthy alternative to Applied. Mathematics courses based on 

the traditional approach o~ using applications as vehicles 

to teach mathematical skills. It could possibly be, in an 

extended ~orm, the answer to those who call ~or mathematics 

to be taught 'so as to be use~ul,.(83). 
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It would be a pity of the Schools Council failed to 

develop the potential of the Mathematics Applicable approach 

and to extend it in terms of pupil age and ability. In this 

time of great all-round financial stringency the lack of 

resources, the expense of materials, a limited teacher training 

programme and possible political expediency may prove to be 

unfortunate insurmountable obstacles. 
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Nand F Proposals 

Background to the Feasibility Studies. 

The Schools Council was ~ormed in 1964 and immediately 

turned its attention to the Sixth Form Curriculum; prompted 

by expressions o~ dissatis£action which had been voiced in the 

previous decade. The Standing Con~erence on University 

Entrance (SCUE) were also concerned with this issue and in 

1966 entered into i~ormal discussions with the Schools Council. 

Both agreed that the sixth ~orm curriculum was too narrow, 

~orced pupils to make premature choices and ~ailed to take 

account o~ the widening range o~ ability in sixth ~orms as 

th .. (147). 0 th t .p b.p ey grew ~n s~ze. ver e nex ~ew years a num er OL 

Working Papers (e.g. 5, 16, 45, 46, 47) and several research 

studies were published. These were discussed and modi~ied 

and two Working Parties were established. 

The Joint Working Party on Sixth Form Curriculum and 

Examinations was set up by the Council and SCUE to consider 

the problems o~ university entr.ance. 

The Second Working Party on Sixth Form Curriculum and 

Examinations was set up by the Council to consider the 

problems o~ pupils not requiring university entrance, the 

non-examined sixth ~orm course and the relevant requirements 

o~ ~urther education; and industry and commerce. In 1969 

these working parties produced the 'Q' and 'F' proposals. 

These were rejected by the Council in 1970, partially because' 

it was ~eared that 'Q' examinations would lead to three 

examinations in three years. As a result the Working Parties 

reconsidered their proposals. The Second Working Party 

published Working Paper 45 in 1972 and Working Paper 46 in 
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in 1973 while the Joint Working Party published Working Paper 

47 in 1973. The widespread public discussions of these three 

paners led to a decision of Gaerning Council of the Schools 

Council, in 1974, to launch a feasibility study into what were 

to be called the N and F proposals. 

These proposals were that there should be: 

a) a two-level syllabus and examination structure -

(N)ormal and (F)urther levels; 

b) a norm of five examination subjects, not more 

than two studied to F level; 

c) a single-subject examination for both N and F, 

i.e. no compulsion to study five subjects and 

no compulsory grouping of subjects; 

d) both N and F to involve two year courses beyond a 

standard equivalent to at least GCE ordinary level 

grade C; 

e) total study time for each N-level course to be 

about one-half that for an A-level and for F about 

three quarters; 

f) Nand F, if approved, to replace A level. 

If such proposals were to be accepted the traditional 

position of Applied Mathematics in the curriculum would almost 

certainly be affected, the content of Applied Mathematics , 

syllabuses would need to he reconsidered and some of the 

fears expressed by university professors of Applied Mathematics, 
, (65)· 

such as J. Heading, m1ght be realised or possibly allayed. 

The feasibility study was conducted by sixteen syllabus 

steering groups. These covered the majority of subject areas. 

Their brief was to consider the implications of N and F and the 

organization of syllabuses and assessment schemes relevant to 
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their subject area. The Mathematics Steering Group commissioned 

seven other groups to produce syllabuses, assessment schemes 

and specimen papers in accordance with pre-defined guidelines. 

The briefs given to these groups were prepared by the steering 

group and subsequent reports did not necessarily represent the 

views of the organizations involved. Indeed, the reports are 

regarded by Council as theoretical. They are intending to 

provide a vehicle for further public debate. They do, 

nevertheless, throw light on some current thinking concerning 

the future role of Applied Mathematics and its position in the 

curriculum. In fact all the reports have treated applications 

as an important issue. The degree of commitment to applications, 

none the less, varies from group to group. 

The commissioned groups were choses for three main reasons. 

'1'>' ";, :-'It was decided that 'complete packages' of mathematics 

syllabuses would be needed. This partly followed the pattern 

of 'A' ievel mathematics syllabuses (outlined in the previous 

section concerning the current pOSition of applied mathematics 

in the U.K.) namely; 

1. Mathematics and Further Mathematics as two separate 

subjects 

and 2. Pure MathematiCS, Applied Mathematics and Statistics 

as three separate subjects. 

The University of London Schools Examinations Department 

were briefed to consider the first package. Both Mathematics 

and Further Mathematics were to contain aspects of pure 

mathematics, applied mathematics and statistics. 

The University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate 

considered the second package with a brief that Applied 

Mathematics should be mainly, but not entirely, mechanics. 
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i This brief seems to pre-judge the issue in a 

manner reminiscent of practices adopted by examination councils 

and boards over the last sixty years or more. This is, 

perhaps, surprising considering criticisms often levelled 

at the Schools Council concerning its domination by teachers., 

A more open attitude is detectable in the brief for a third 

package, accepted jointly by the Mathematical Association and 

Chelsea College, University of London. This calls for a 

syllabus, combining a core of mathematics and mathematical 

applications with a wide choice of options,from which teachers 

and I;3tudents ,may make a selection on a modular basis~ t';'''" 

2., One reason which thE) Mathematics Steering Group gave for 

commissioning studies was that it was necessary to take 

account of certain aspects of recent curriculum developments 

at sixth form level which treat mathematics in an unconventional 

way. 

Two organizations were commissioned with this in mind. 

Both were briefed to work in a 'single subject' framework at 

Nand F. One of these was the Sixth Form Mathematics Project, 

which has already been discussed in this section. This 

project was asked to extend its work but to follow a brief 

prepared by the Steering Group. 

The other organization chosen was the Association of 

Mathematics Teachers who were to emphasise individual 

investigation in learning Mathematics 

3. The Steering Group were mindful that the five subject 

curriculum might result in a demand for sixth form courses 

wi th different emphas,es from those likely to result from the 

commissions already mentioned. In order to identify this 

demand and to investigate possibilities in this direction two 
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more groups were approached. 

The Committee on Statistical Education accepted a brier 

to prepare a syllabus in Statistics. This was to be designed 

ror students having only mathematics at 0 level or CSE·.' 

standard and who might require statistics; either, as a 

service-subject ror studies in one or more or the social, 

biological and environmental sciences; or, as general 

education. 

The ATCDE, which by the time its report was published 

had amalgamated with the ATTI to become the National Association 

or Teachers in Further and Higher Education (NATFHE), were 

asked to consider a course, at N level only, ror students 

rollowing a predominately 'arts' programme. Intending teachers 

were specirically mentioned. The course was to be designed ror 

appreCiation or mathematical activity, rather than ror the 

development or speciric skills. The title 'Mathematical 

Awareness' was suggested. 

Computing Science was considered to be set aside rrom 

Mathematics and outside the subject area or the Mathematics 

Steering Group. 
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University of London Examinations Department 

This commissioned group,working within the brief of a 

Mathematics, Further Mathematics structure,chose to write four 

syllabuses; NI; N2 , FI and F2 • NI was to provide a broad 

general base of mathematics. This included some refer'eJ;lCe to 

applications (e.g. in differential equations, and vectors) but 

excluded mechanics, except for a little kinematics which was 
• 

used for illustrative purposes. A foundation knowledge of 

London Syllabus C or Syllabus D '0' level, together wi th 

elementary set theory, the idea of a vector, simple matrices 

and transformat)ons, manipulation of alge,braic frac'tions, 

indices and logarithms, use of 4-figure tables and sine and 

cosine rules was expected if NI was to be attempted. 

The following struc'ture was proposed. FI was to consist 

of NI and some further material in Pure Mathematics. In the 

first year students studying only NI could be taught together 

with students studying FI • NI and FI were to be independent 

of N2 and F2 so that NI with F2 could be taught concurrently 

with N2 • 

The group suggested that NI and N2 should provide a 

foundation for students intending to continue with mathematics, 

physics or engineering. To this end NI was meant to include 

items which could be developed and for which applications 

could be demonstrated. In practice there was no explicit 

mention of applications and this initial aim would not be 

guaranteed. 

As the scheme now stands N2 contains the applied component, 

including 'applicable' calculus, and theoretical mechanics. 

Students intending to follow tertiary courses in applied 

mathematics, engineering or physics would need to take NI 
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and N2 at an early stage of the sixth form. The applied 

emphasis in N2 is on newtonian mechanics but there is a little 

applied probability in Fl • Statistics only appears as an 

option in F2 and most of the work in differential equations 

is also found in that level. In general candidates for F2 

are expected to be those intending to specialise in mathematics. 

The assessment scheme suggests that NI and N2 should have 

equal facility but that NI should be examined by Dlultiple 

Choice questions and short questions while N2 should be 

examined by short questions and long questions. The long 

questions are intended to assess ability to follow through 

an extended argument. Fl and F2 will be ass.essed only by 

long questions. An assessment based on cour'se work is left 

as a non-essential possibility but project work is discarded 

as unreliable and time consuming. 

The content of the syllabuses is cons'ervati ve. The 

treatment of vectors and mechanics is almost identical to 
syllabuses 

existing London 'A' level/and as in those rotation of rigid 

bodies is excluded. The exciting use of project work in their 

existing statistics 'A' level is not employed here. 

The promises in the 'A' level syllabus that manipulative 

techniques would be less important than traditionally, and 

that the modelling aspect would be emphasised are not fulfilled 

by the specimen questions in applied mathematics. These assume 

the traditional model of newtonian mechanics. Light 

inextensi ble srbr.i'iigs and fric tional forces are employed, without 

reference to any modelling aspect, which would have questionable 

predictive value in the real world. 'Real' problems are 

conspicuous by their absence. 

Apart from structure the scheme offers little exciting 

innovation. 
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University o~ Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate 

(Pure Mathematics/Applied Mathematics/Statistics) 

The brie~ ~or this commissioned group required a subject 

called Applied Mathematics which was primarily mechanics but 

did not entirely rule out other applications. The group was 

to take account o~ work o~ school sixth ~orms, ~urther education 

(part-time education included), university admissions departments 

and examiners. Its constitution re~lected this requirement. 

Three models were proposed; each concerned with syllabus 

and examination structure. For Applied Mathematics and 

Statistics the group decided that the appropriate model 

would be an N level examination and syllabus, with a 

corresponding F level examination based on the syllabus ~or 

the N level but with an additional element capable o~ being 

studied in the later part o~ the course. 

The timetable ~or such a model was based on a weekly 

total o~ 35 'periods'. (This is surprising considering the 

representation ~rom ~urther education where period has no 

general meaning or de~inition. Presumably a period is o~ the 

order o~ 40 minutes.) In year 1 ~ive 'periods' were devoted 

to concurrent work at N and F levels. In the second year 

~our 'periods' were devoted to concurrent Nand F work and 

three to ~our 'periods' to the extra syllabus at F level. 

The depth o~ study was to be the same as existing 'A' 

level study at both Nand F levels. It was assumed that 

students o~ Applied Mathematics would also study Pure 

Mathematics at N level and would have previously obtained a 

grade C pass at '0' level (or its equivalent) in either a 

tr~ditional or a modern examination. 
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The resulting syllabus in Applied Mathematics is entirely 

mechanics (vectors are employed) and traditional. No other 

applications are introduced. In Statics complicated trig-

onometrical work is excluded; Lami's theorem will not be 

demanded explicitly ~or example. 

Although the Nand F Applied Mathematics syllabus is 

traditional in content,i~ it is considered with the suggested 

N level Pure Mathematics syllabus, it appears to be an attempt 

to select judiciously ~rom the existing traditional and modern 

syllabuses o~ the Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate which 
(p.128). 

have previously been described. Unfortunately the group have 

shown no inclination to extend the traditional applied syllabus 

~rom newtonian mechanics. The in-depth treatment o~ mechanics 

is still subject to ~hetc~iticism that manipulative tricks are 

necessary to ~ill out the syllabus. These could well be 

replaced by teaching and learning techniques designed to lead 

to understanding and topics could be included which are closer 

to the real physical world. 

Internal assessment using practical and/or project work 

was deemed inappropriate ~or Applied Mathematics and 

impracticable ~or Statistics; although practical work is 

encouraged in statistics but not assessed. External written 

papers with some short questions and some long questions were 

considered as most suitable ~or Applied Mathematics. This 

appears to emphasise the traditional approach and will hardly 

encourage assessment o~ modelling skills. 

In ~airness individual members o~ the group expressed 

considerable reservations about the level o~ attainment and 

experience in Mathematics, which would be reached by students 
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if the proposals were implemented. It was previously argued 

here that the brief prejudiced the issue from the commencement 

of this study. The steering group now appear to have recognised 

this. In reviewing the report they observe that the opportunity 

for students to study some pure mathematics, and some applied 

mathematics (including some statistics) without taking double 

mathematical subjects is missing. This would probably 

disadvantage those studying biology, social sciences etc. They 

also recognise that the structure of this brief forces a choice 

between mechanics and statistics, unless several subjects 

'ar.e: taken. 
In the opinion of the Steering Group the Cambridge Study 

appears to create a false dichotomy by separating pure mathematics 

from its uses. They suggest this is not necessarily a failure 
/ 

of the structure proposed by the brief but it is difficult 

,to see how Cambridge could have avoided this pitfall. 

\ 
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The Mathematical Association and Chelsea College 

A far less traditional brief, partly concerned with a 

single N 'modular' syllabus, was given to this commissioned 

group and they responded with a far more radical approach to 

content and methodology. This was supported by a non

traditional philosophy of applied mathematics education. The 

scheme devised was intended to leave teachers and schools 

free to choose their own methods but at the same time encourage 

an 'applicable approach'. 

A 'core of options' format was envisaged with the firs.t 

element of the core entitled 'Modelling', The format indicates 

that the teaching approach should begin with this element and 

the group were concerned with writing a syllabus consisting 

primarily of material suited for mathematical modelling of 

the real world. The assessment schemes suggested reflect 

this concern. While ·-,re'eojFnising the problems, which would 

initially accompany internal assessment of open-ended work 

on projects and investigations, the committee considered 

that some teachers might wish to use internal assessment in 

order to encourage skills such as creativity and perSistence. 

To this end an option which was concerned with projects was 

included and further internal assessment was not ruled out. 

However,for the more conventionally inclined teache~ alternative 

external assessment schemes were presented. 

The balance of depth to breadth in the core was a problem, 

which troubled the group. and the eventual compromise could 

possibly favour the student who will follow a career which 

uses mathematics. The committee, in fact, express this 

opinion in retrospect but favour the incline of difficulty 
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which reasonable breadth allows, since it matches their 

observations of the process of learning. The group decided 

on a wide choice for the option structure to reflect needs of 

student and teacher. It was envisaged that further options 

could be added as part of a continuing curriculum development. 

It was finally agreed, after some opposition, that a 

single N would consist of the core, together with one option 

chosen from a specified selection of options. (F); (N and N), (F 

and N)and(F and F)courses would consist of the core and 

several options,chosen in accordance with a precedence network. 

The content of the core is written from a modelling point 

of view. Traditional material has been presented in a 

modelling sense and pure mathematics, mechanics and statistics 

have been supplemented with numerical methods etc. and re

arranged in elements such as 'population', 'growth', 'structures', 

'harder models' and 'change'. This is intended to achieve some 

unification of mathematics. 

The options are based on calculus, mechanics,statistics, 

probability, complex numbers, polynomials and equations, 

numerical methods, algebraic structures, vectors, geometry, 

symbolic logic and project work. 

It will be possible to commence an option before completing 

the core, which is expected to be organised flexibly so that 

weak students can take a longer time to complete the core than 

the more able. 

The options have been given a precedence and suggested 

selections, matching student groups intending to follow 

varying careers and further study, have been listed. Small 

sixth form and staffing problems could reduce the availability 
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o~ some of these options. Universities might not be happy 

about the lack o~ uni~ormity of knowledge and mathematical 

attainment which different selections of options could 

produce. Be that as it may, particular selections in a single 

F'level would provide courses matching university requirements 

in a number of disciplines, including applied mathematics. 

The specimen paper in Mathematical Applications suggests 

a concern with relevance and includes realistic problems with 

some modelling techniques. Some dubious models of ~riction (153). 

again appear and the 'reality' is sometimes questionable, 

especially in the questions on mechanics 

traditional questions revamped to appear 

which seem to be 

'realis ti c' • (131). 

For teachers who might not welcome the flexibility of 

the st·ruct.ure an alternative and more rigid scheme has been 

suggested. 
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Reading University Sixth Form Applicabl~ Mathematics Project 

The work of this project has been discussed earlier, in 

relation to the Alo level examination and the series of books 
(149). 

entitled 'Mathematics Applicable'. The brief, which was 

given to the project to study the feasibility of the N and F 

proposals, extended this work. The commissioned group drew 

considerably from its earlier work and, not surprisingly, 

took mathematical modelling as its base. It sought to extend 

this to 'relevance', <'possibilities' and 'projective applications' 

of mathematics where they were suitable for sixth form study. 

At the same time the content of existing 'A' level syllabuses 

was conserved, without additions, to produce a single subject 

format. 

The N syllabus was designed so that it was not too 

ambitious and not too extensive. This approach was proposed 

to cater for those students, taking mathematics at N level, 

who would not be expected to study mathematics under the 'A' 

level structure. For those students, who would follow careers 

and further courses demanding a high degree of mathematical 

specialisation, a supplementary N level was proposed. This 

would add dimension, depth and mathematical subtlety if taken 

in addition to the F level in Applicable Mathematics, but it 

would not be taken in isolation from the F level. The possibility 

of a supplementary F level wasi also mooted. 

The 'Applicable Mathematics' F level is conceived as a 

natural development of the N level but does not stress the 

relevant and innovative nature of mathematics to the same 

extent. Instead it concentrates on the skills required by 

the analyst and theoretician. These include methods of 

mathematical thinking/analysis and logic. Ormell's concept 
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of 'horizontal' and 'vertical' relevance is used to distinguisg 
(122). 

N level from F level. The F level is designed to deal with 

the question of this 'vertical' relevance and to equip the 

student for tertiary education. 

The N/F scheme has been devised as an attempt to produce 

students who can exercise modelling skills. The group are 

uncertain if such skills can be assessed with.validity but an 

assessment scheme has been suggested for the following aspects. 

1) Problem-formulation skills (assessed by course work 

essay) •. 

2) Abstraction, interpretation and technique skills 

(assessed by a series of short papers concerned 

with 'translation-type' tasks in identifying 

implications of pattern etc. algorithmic skills and 

symbol manipulation). 

3) Capacity to operate the skills outlined above sim-

ultaneously (assessed by a 'sustained' problem paper). 

Some success has been claimed for the 'sustained' modelling 

type examination paper at Ajo level but further evidence must 

be acquired before written examinations can be acceptably 

regarded as suitable vehicles for assessing modelling Skills.(ll). 

Nevertheless the 'sustained' problem and the use of hints is 

probably a more suitable vehicle than the traditional written 

examination which requires solution of several problems while 

working against a clock. 

The N syllabus aims to be relatively straightforward and 

to cover a limited area in depth and with relevance. 

The following commanding heights' of applicable mathematics 
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have been listed. (146). 

1. The logarithmic/exponential function. 

2. Newton's 2nd Law in linear and rotational form. 

3. Concept of information capacity. 

4. B'inomial/ Poisson dis tribution.s. 

5. The Normal distribution. 

The syllabus content has then been chosen to enable these 

heights to be approached with understanding. 

As in the Ajo Applicable Mathematics Project the 

logarithmic/exponential function has been chosen as the most 

important. (149). 

The N syllabus itself consists of a list of mathematical 

topics which are matched to types of application. Most of 

these topics are what traditionally have been called pure 

mathematics but vectors, dynamics, statistics and some 

information theory have been included. 

The topics chosen at F level include some further dynamics, 

statistics and numerical methods. The report admits that in 

a limited publication no attempt has been made to justify the 

selection of F level topics. 
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The AssociatiQn of Teachers of Mathematics 

The approach of this ,commissioned group is very concerned 

with Modelling and Generalisation. To achieve this it seeks to 

extend the generally accepted meaning of Applied Mathematics. 

One of the members of this group Professor :G.U. Hall had 

. 1(58).(47,)., 't d"th'tth t d't' 1 h 1 prevlous ;l Ir:':'-,:'-':_~'6ugges- e a e ra 1 lona sc 00 

syllabus, in which applied mathematics meant classical 

mechanics, consisted of only one model, with many unco-ordinated 

variations. This gave Applied Mathematics an unfortunate 

image and failed to develop in the student an ability to 

construct mathematical models and to evaluate them. 

The general aims of 'Modelling and Generalisation' were 

suggested by a core syllabus proposed for entrants to university 

mathematics departments by the Board of the Faculty of 
(2). 

Mathematics at Cambridge. They were also influenced by the 

Social Science Research Council's report by R. MCLoA~14). 
which was discussed earlier. Both of these identified a need 

for mathematical modelling skills and the ability to apply 

mathematics to real problems of the real world. Hall's 

view that modelling is the characteristic process of applied 

mathematics is shared by the commissioned group, although it 

is noted that a study of mathematical models themselves could 

be a pure mathematical activity. Generalisation is seen as a 

pure mathematical process although it has an aspect in Modern 

Applied Mathematics where trial solutions of small problems 

lead to general algorithms which can be used to solve complicated 

problems • 

The content of the proposed syllabus is based on Modern 

Applied Mathematics, Functions and Calculus (with ApPlication) 

and Algebra and Geometry €.vi th ,Application.) Modern Applied 
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Mathematics is divided into Ca) Statistics, Simulation and 

Estimation and Cb) Graph Theory and Operational Research. 

The emphasis in Ca) is on obtaining answers to everyday 

problems of a statistical nature, on understanding essential 

foundations of statistical procedures and on the ability to 

make order-of-magnitude estimates. The common Nand F syllabus 

has a content of statistics only in this section but its 

general strategies include formulation of testable hypotheses, 

collection and choice of data, choice of tests, interpretation 

of results and estimation. Non-parametric tests are employed. 

Additional work at F-level includes further non-parametric 

tests, and analytical treatment of the Poisson distribution. 

In part Cb) of Modern Applied Mathematics topics include 

combinatorial gr~phs and double-entry tables, networks, critical 

path analysis, assignment and transportation problems, 

construction of algorithms and map colouring. All are of 

practical importance and are included in order to build 

modelling skills and to generalise through development of 

algorithms and proof. 

Linear programming and the simplex algorithm are introduced 

in the additional F level material. 

The N level syllabus concerned with 'Functions and Calculus 

with Application' may be divided into a) iterative solutions 

for solving equations and b) methods of dealing with functions 

given numerically. The second part is included to widen the 

class of functions to include those which might occur in real

life problems. This work is extended in F level, mainly 

through step-by-step solutions of differential equations 

the introduction of further work on differential equations 

which could be uaed in modelling. 
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'Algebra with Applications' is divided into a) linear 

algebra, b) permutations and groups and c) Boolean algebra. 

Section a) is concerned with applications to geometry, life 

cycles and general transitions. Individual topics include 

applications of matrices to transformations, permutations and 

Markov chains. It seems unfortunate that, in section b) the 

report seems only able to list dance sequences, bell-ringing 

and card shuffling as real-life situations which embody the 

group concept and the idea of residual classes. The use of 

Boolean Algebra in simplifying switching circuits and 

symbolising situations seems a more convincing argument that 

applications in the syllabus are allied to 'real' problems. 

The F level syllabus adds three-dimensional linear 

transformations, solution.,of sets of linear equations and 

complex numbers with geometrical applications. 

The N syllabus also includes some work on strategies of 

modelling, strategies of generalisation and personal skills 

of study and inquiry. These personal skills are not necessarily 

mathematical. 

The scheme of assessment for N and F candidates requires 

1) a 2 hour paper of short questions, 2) a 3 hour paper 

involving the extension and generalisation of a given problem 

and· 3) a submission of three reports on individual investigation. 

The F level assessmentconsist8 of a 3 hour paper with questions 

similar to those currently used by the London University 

Examination Department in their 'A' level syllabus D 

Mathematics paper 1.· Parts 2 and 3 are intended to asseS8 

the acquisition of general mathematical strategies of 

modelling and generalisation while general personal objectives 

of planning, evaluating and communication are also assessed 
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by part 3. 

A profile of the candidates attainment is prop()sed; under 

the headings; 

1. Capacity to conduct and evaluate own work. 

2. Communication skills. 

3. Knowledge of Mathematical Concepts and Skills. 

4. Ability to generalise, extend and formulate problems. 

5. Accuracy and Rigour of Argument. 

A detailed assessment scheme to achieve this is presented 

in the report. 

The specimen questions of paper 1 would appear to have 

the validity suggested by the report Cr:e:: particular concepts 

and methods of the syllabu~. There is some attempt to make 

them interesting and relevant but they are not (and not in

tended to be according to the assessment scheme) realistic; 

no redundant information appears to be included for instance. 

The questions of paper 2 are also not 'realistic' but 

do seem to be designed in a valid manner to test modelling and 

generalisation. The examples of starting pOints for individual 

investigations are all involved with real situations and would 

appear to require a command of standard modelling strategies 

and generalisation. 

A non-operational trial of paper 2 found that the general 

level of modelling and generalisation strategies was not high. 

This was thought to be because of the candidates' lack of 

familiarity with these matters. It is to be seen whether in 

full scale trials this result will be reversed. It could be 

that at sixth form level the cognitive and affective levels 

demanded by such strategies are on too high a level of 

sophistication for the majority ofp.l.pils. 
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Committee on Statistical Education. 

Although Statistics would probably be included in any 

current interpretation of the umbrella term Applied Mathematics, 

this study will not be discussed here, since it is solely 

concerned with Statistics. However, some lessons on assessing 

modelling skills may be provided by the practical component 

of the proposed assessment scheme, which is based on observational 

studies. 

NATFHE Mathematical Education Section. 

The brief which was given to this group proved to be too 

speculative. As a result the final submission kept only to 

the spirit of the brief. The study was initially concerned 

with students who would not wish to use mathematics as a tool 

nor make it a major field of study. The N level involved was 

labelled 'Mathematical Awareness'. In the outcome students were 

included in the target who would use some mathematics in, for 

example, the social sciences, geography and biology. 

The group decided to emphasise the 'open search' activities 

of analysis and synthesis which are central to the work of the 

mathematician. The objectives were based partly on Bloom's 
(14). 

Taxonomy of the cognitive domain (excepting the highest 

level evaluation which was considered to be an on-going 

process in mathematics) and partly on the work ofAv~al and 

Shettleworth (3). involving the thinking process. The choice 

of Bloom's taxonomy, which has been criticised in some quarters 

as unsuitable for mathematical ob jecti ves., and the intention 

to concentrate on the higher cognitive levels with students 

who are not primarily interested in mathematics is somewhat 

surprising. Is the influence of TEe on a group which is very 
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involved with that development signi~icant? Unlike TEC, 

however, the group do seem concerned with the a~~ective domain 

as well as the cognitive. 

Although the lower skills o~ knowledge have been played 

down a compulsory core o~ content is presentedi',:"This includes 
'. . 

some concern with structure. Topics include sets, graphs, 

matrices" axiomatic systems, calculus, algebra and statistics. 

Whether the content o~ this core will be s~~icient or suitable 

~or students with an arts background is questionable. 

Following the core a student would take a number o~ 

'strands'. One o~ these, at least, would be taken ~rom each 

o~ the ~ollowing areas., 

1. Applicable Mathematics; an investigation o~ a practical 

problem presented in project ~orm. 

2. Environmental-Centred Mathematics: the mathematics o~ 

some aspect o~ the environment to be developed against, 

a background o~ historic.al, philosophical and 

psychological i~luences. 

3. Topic Centred Mathematics; the reverse o~ 2 in 

that a topic would be chosen and aspects o~ its 

application would be considered against historical 

i~luences etc. 

Although a 'mathematical investigation' has been ruled 

out, the Applicable Mathematics project expects the student to 

work in all the levels o~ the cognitive domain, including 

synthesis and analysis. The project must show an appreciation 

o~ the value o~ mathematics in real li~e and exhibit a 

systematic approach to problem solving (including an appreciation 

o~ mathematics as a modelling system). In addition the 

con~idence to work individually and an understanding that 
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mathematicians d. not/create mathematics in a logical way, 

although they present results in that manner, must be developed. 

It is hoped that this will lead the student to appreciate the 

power o~ mathematics. This seems a 'tall order' ~or students 

with a ~airly good mathematical background. How 'arts' 

students will ~are is to be seen. Some o~ the projects suggested 

have been seen be~ore in proposals ~or specialist mathematics 

students and, i~ they were to be tackled ina worthwhile manner, 

could well demand a level o~ mathematical ability and a 

knowledge o~ techniques beyond an 'arts' student 

The Environment-Centred Mathematics topics would seem to 

demand a background in science, or economics while the Topic 

-Centred Mathematics would seem ~ar too mathematically 

demanding ~or an 'arts' student. 

The assessment scheme includes a one hour short answer 

paper ~or the core and a two hour mathematical essay paper ~or 

the other strands. Students would be allowed to take their 

own notes and ~iles into the two hour examination. The specimen 

questions o~ the 'core' paper appear not to be mathematically 

demanding and the ~act that ~iles and notes are to be allowed 

in the 'strands' examination suggests a similarly low level 

o~ di~~iculty in the relevant specimen questions. 

One is le~t with the impression that the assessment 

scheme is o~ token value only and that the apparent high level 

o~ sophistication suggested by the report will prove illusory. 

On the credit side it does appear to ~ul~il the 'broadening' 

requirement o~ the N level and perhaps redresses the balance 

o~ 'general education' which is o~ten considered biased 

towards arts subjects. 
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The effect of Nand F on 'Applied Mathematics' 

Although all the commissioned groups expressed concern 

that applications should be an important factor in determining 

syllabuses in mathem~tics the structure and ultimate 

organisation of Nand F may prove to diminish the role of 

Applied Mathematics as a sixth form subject. The time 

assigned for an N level and for an F level is less than 

that required for an existing A level. Students, intending 

to follow tertiary courses in mathematics, engineering or 

physics, would almost certainly need to take at least one F 

level and a further N level in mathematics. A single N level 

would not suffice. The requirement of five N levels could 

well weaken the qualifications in applied mathematics (or 

mathematics) which these students acquire, since mechanics 

could possibly be an option which was avoided or not offered. 

For such students some agreement may have to be sought, not 

only on a common core of mathematics at N level, which 

involves mainly pure mathematics, but on a common core or, 

common selection of options at F level which involves applied 

mathematics. 

The effects of N and F at schools and universities will 

not be felt for some time and this should give both sectors 

the opportunity to prepare adequately for any changes. The 

Schools Council is not expected to report and make recommend

ations to the Secretary of State until the end of 1979, after 

reports from all interested parties have been received. If 

the Secretary of State then decided that the N and F proposals 

should be implemented five years notice of the necessary changes 

would be necessary. The first sixth form students to take N 

and F studies would not do so until 1985 and the earliest date 

for university admiSSion would probably be 1987. 
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The Technician Education Council was set up in 1973 

~ollowing ~our years o~ consultation with the DES, concerning 

the recommendations ~or technician training included in the 

Haslegrave Report o~ 1969. The Council proceeded to prep'are-

a consultative document, which was circulated ~or comment 

between November 1973 and June 1974. In the light o~ replies 

~rom four hundred and fi~ty organizations representing teachers, 

local authorities and industry a policy statement was released 

in June 1974. This outlined plans ~or establishing a cert-

ification programme in the UK which would replace the awards 

which have been available ~or technicians in training in the 

past. It was envisaged that certi~icates and diplomas awarded 

by the T.echnician Education Council would eventually replace 

the Ordinary National Certi~icates and Diplomas and Higher 

National Diplomas. 

The ~irst programmes (i.e. schemes of study made up o~ 

self-contained units) o~ the TEC started operation in FE 

colleges in September 1976 and a vast extension of the number 

of programmes occurred in September 1977. 

The policy statement o~ 1974 also outlined a structure 

which involved a hierarchy o~ committees as below.(196). 
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STRUCTURE 

j COUNCIL ~ 
RESOURCES EDUCATION ! > 

, . 
SECTOR COMMITTEES 

(ENGI~ERING) 00NSTR~CTI00 ( C ) SCIENCE 

PROGRAMME COMMITTEES 

r- I Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A91 I Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C71 

........., 

IBlPB2 B3 B4 B5 B61 

SPECIALIST SPECIALIST~ 
VALIDATING COMMITTEES VALIDATING COMMITTEES 

SPECIALIST I 
VALIDATING COMMITTEES 1 

I 

I SPECIALIST PANELS \ 1 

SPl SP2 SP3 SP4 SP5 SP6 SP7 SP8 SP9 SPIO 1 
\ 

__ ~ADVISORY OFFICERS 

, / ' 
: ' I GROUP \ 

~OLLEG' ~OLLEG' ~OLLEG' COLLEGE COL];'EGJ 00LLEG, (COLLEG~ 

The main f'unction of' the SpeCialist Panel,:.' ';,(SP5) in 

Mathematics and its'Applications is advisory. Whilst it does 

not design or validate programmes itself' members of' the panel 

of'ten take an active part in the production of' standard units. 

In many cases the same units are used in each of' the sector 

committees (i.e. A. Engineering, B. Construction and C. Science} 

These sector names'and the specif'ic areas of' the programme 

committees ~hich are involved with specif'ic f'ields of' 

technology), together with Specialist Panel SP5 suggest that 

Mathematics and its Applications at the 16-19 year age level 

would be entirely relevant to TEC. 

A recent publication also suggests that TEC would also 

have relevance f'or pre-university applied mathematics. (195). 
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In the 1977 edition of the Compendium of University 

entrance reqUirements a reference to TEC awards states that 

universities have indicated that they are prepared to consider 

applications from candidates offering qualifications awarded 

by the Technician Education Council in lieu of GCE Ordinary 

(i.e. grades A, B or C in and after June 1975) and Advanced 

level passes. To qualify for entry to a degree course 

candidates must satisfy the general requirement and the course 

requirement. This means that passes in TEC certificates or 

diplomas should be in appropriate subjects and it is likely 

that in some subjects 'passes with merits' will be required. 

It also seems likely that universities will demand to consider 

individual cases and candidates are asked to consult registrars 

of universities before submitting applications. The practice 

followed by most universities at the present time concerning 

HND, HNC, OND, ONC qualifications, where supplementary re

quirements and information to both general requirements and 

course requirements are demanded, will probably be applied to 

TEC and perhaps to a greater extent. 

The universities are probably concerned about uniformity 

of standards which will apply across the country, since colleges 

or groups of colleges may, when submitting programmes for 

validation, employ standard units, prepared by the programme 

committees with the assistance of the advisory panels, or 

devise their own units. At the moment TEe have not been in a 

pOSition to release statistics showing the extent of the use 

of individual units and they have no facilities for researching 

such units on a nati'onal basis. However, the standard units 

in mathematics are widely used in all sectors and an invest-

igation of these 

of, mathematical 

could indicate the commitment 
(' ) , 

apPlications. 197 • 

to, and coverage 
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Standard Units in Mathematics have been writte~at.Levels 

r, 11 and Ill. All these standard units are written in ob

jective ~orm. That is to say that they are not presented as 

syllabuses detailing content or topics but as learning out

comes which are to be achieved and assessed. The skills which 

are to be assessed in any assessment scheme,which leads to 

certi~ication,are also listed with weightings. 

At level I the unit is Mathematics I (U75/0l5) which 

requires no speci~iedpre-requisite mathematics and may be 

credited by a grade A, B or~C pass in '0' Level GCE or a 

grade 1 pass in CSE, Mathematics. This unit consists o~ 

~undamentals in mathematics and the skills which are to be 

assessed involve the psychomotor domain and the cognitive 

domain. In the cognitive domain in~ormatio~comprehension 

and application are to be assessed. Application ~ollows the 

sense expressed by B.S. B~oom o~ applying one ~ield o~ know

ledge to another ~ield. In this unit this usually means applying 

mathematics to mathematics although there are examples o~ 

mathematics applied to physical situations. Binary digits 

are related to on/o~~ modes o~ physical systems. In cal

culations the validity o~ a solution is to be questioned with 

relevance to the physical problem involved and accuracy and 

errors are to be considered. Simple equations are to be 

constructed and solved ~rom data derived ~rom experimental work 

in other subjects in the TEC course. Simple physical situations 

should be modelled graphically in a simple manner (e.g. elastic 

bodies modelled by Hooke's Law). In statistics data should 

be collected ~rom practical work and modelled graphically. 

At Level 11 two standard units are available. Mathematics 

(1) 11 (U75/012) aims to extend the ~undamentals in the level 
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I unit or to consolidate the mathematical ability of those 

entering level 11 directly. The essential theme is awareness 

of concepts. (In all Level 11 units only the cognitive domain 

(information, comprehension and application) are to be assessed 

for the certificate.) There is a little 'concern wi th application 

of mathematics to physical situations in work on statistics, 

and graphs but this is played down so tllat it is of' little 

consequence. 

Another Level 11 unit 'Mathematics (2) A (U7S/038) has 

the previously described units as pre-requisites and claims 

the essential theme of application and awareness of concepts. 

It has objectives which require application of trigonometry 

to practical problems and straight line graphs are to be used 

'to verify physical laws'. This is not listed specifically as 

model building but it could quite easily be approached in that 

manner since it specifically calls for experimental data from 

other technology units to be used. The Statistics and Computing 

sections could also be used in the same way. 

A second level II unit Mathematics (2) B (U7S/039) aims 

to extend the student who has taken Mathematics (1) 11 and 

who requires an analytical approach which might lead to 

Mathematics at Level Ill. A grade C pass at GCE '0' Level in 

Additional Mathematics is a credit for this unit. The only 

application to physical situations is found in the Statistics 

section and even there it is negligible. 

At level III Mathematics III (U7S/040) aims to extend 

the concepts of level 11 Mathematics, develop the concepts 

and use of mathematical modelling and broaden the mathematical 

knowledge as a basis of further study. The assessment is 

involved with the same skills as the level 11 units but with 
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slightly more emphasis on comprehensiori and application. 

GCE A Level Mathematics is a credit for this lllli t. The general 

objectives are divided under the headings Calculus, Trigonometry, 

Binomial Theorem and Exponentials and Statistics. 

The objectives are mainly concerned with topics which one 

would expect in a pure mathematics 'A' level syllabus but with 

omissions such as complex number~jhyperbOlic functions, and 

less emphasis on other aspects such as integration and differ

ential equations. This unit only has a design length of 60 

hours and,with the inclusion of statistics,it could not be 

expected to match the depth and breadth of a GCE 'A' Level. 

In fact in 60 hours the content suggested would probably not 

allow a reasonable treatment in depth. Applications to 

physical systems and modelling techniques appear sparsely 

in problems of maxima and minima, simple differential equations, 

growth and decay problems and statistics. 

Mechanics is not included in any of the standard mathematics 

units but it is found in Physics, Physical Science and Engineering 

Science units. When it does occur it constitutes only part of 

a unit and although topics such as BOW's notation (and indeed 

Statics), which are disappearing from 'A' Level syllabuses, 

are included the treatment is less comprehensive than a 

traditional GCE 'A' Level Applied Mathematics. These units are 

not mathematical units and since it is unlikely that they will 

be taught, to any great extent, by mathematics graduates (or 

indeed physics graduates) the mathematical aspect might not 

be stressed. This would also be true for other applications, 

which are found both in modern mathematics syllabuses (e.g. 

SMP, MEI) and in TEC units, such as electric circuits and logic 

systems. 
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The programme committees and the specialist panel in 

Mathematics and its Applications have recently produced new 

standard half unitsJin Statistics and Calculus at level III 

and in The Use of Computers at Level 11 

The calculus unit is designed to fill in the gaps, 

already mentioned, in integration and differential equations 

(first order). Problems of technology and science are again 

specified for use with maxima and minima and differential 

equations of the form £2 = KQ~' Some modelling is probably 
. not dt , 

intended. (but this if/specifically stated) since such equations 
\ (f' 

are to be derived from technological problems. 

The Specialist Panel in Mathematics and its Applications 

has compiled a list of topics in mathematics and statistics 

which might be appropriate for inclusion with Higher Certificate 

and Higher Diploma programmes. Specific approaches to these 

have been suggested and one is described as 'a topic-centred 

approach through which mathematical concepts and techniques 

could be introduced, e. g. "the handling of experiment al dat~"!. 

These topics do not includemechanics or operational 

research but the panel stress that there will be a need in 

some programmes to incorporate topics such as:-

a) motion of a rigid body; impulsive motion; stress/ 

strain relationships; bending moments, shearing forces; 

etc. 

b) model building; qu~ng theory; reliability; 

simulation; stock control; etc. 

The list of topics (with specifically named applications) 

include; 

1. Complex Numbers - with applications to electricity. 

2. Hyperbolic functions - applications e.g. the catenary. 



3. Digital Computation. 

4. Numerical Methods. 

5. Further di~~erentiation. 

6. Graphs and ~unc ti ons • 

7. Series - Maclaurin, Taylor. 

8. Partial Di~~erentiation. 

9. Integration. 

10. Ordinary D_i~~erential Equations - applic,ations to physical 

systems. 

11. Oscillations and Stability - applications to physical 

sys terns. 

12. Partial Di~~erential Equations - equations arising in 

science and,,,.engineering. 

13. Vectors - applications e.g. div, grad, curl. 

14. Determinants. 

15. Three dimensional studies. 

16. Matrices - eigenvalues and eigenvectors applied to , 

vibrating systems, use o~ matrices in electrical networks. 

17. Boolean algebra - switching theory, circuit design and 

analysis. 

I~ the recommendations o~ the panel are adopted and 

implemented applied mathematics would be given some importance 

in TEC, at least in the Higher Certi~icates and Diplomas. The 

encouragement o~ the panel could persuade colleges to devise 

their own units in applied mathematics at these higher levels 

and possibly at the certi~icate and diploma levels as well. 

This would still leave the question o~ uni~ormity, which 

universities might seek, i~ ~EC quali~ications were to provide 

a route to degree courses with a high mathematical content. 
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CHAPTER 9 

TEACHING 'NEW' APPLIED 

MATHEMATICS : 16-19 



Teaching New Applied Mathematics 

The watershed which has now been reached by applied 

mathematics, as a subject for the 16-19 group, has highlighted 

many questions which require answer before the mathematics 

curriculum can be re-organised around application. These 

questions come from many areas including industry, university, 

schools and from many fields of application. It is by no means 

certain that the term Applied Mathematics has the same meaning 

for everyone concerned with mathematical education or that 

everyone agrees on the direction which the subject should take. 

Among the important questions to be answered are the 

following. 

1. Should Applied Mathematics continue in the 16-19 age 

as a separate subject in its own right or should Math

ematics be a subject which includes and revolves around 

applications so that topics such as calculus are regarded 

as part of applied 'mathematics? 

2. If new fields are to provide applications for mathematics 

teaching which should be selected, by whom and on what 

cri teria? 

3. Are new applications to be chosen for immediate 0r 

'horizontal' relevance) or for future br 'vertical relevance') 

and how do we match applications to the requirements of 

other areas of study and work? 

4. Is it necessary to base applied mathematics mainly on one 

field or model as in the past or could several fields be 

used? 
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5. If many fields are chosen how do we establish an ordered 

development and avoid a miscellany of incoherent elements? 

6. .' What are the roles of mathematical models, 'real' problems, 

mathematics laboratories etc? 

7. Are the cognitive and affective skills of students in 

the 16-19 year age groups sufficient for new fields and 

methods to be advantageous? 

Because mathematics has usually been considered a sequential 

field it has been taught in the past either by ignoring 

applications or, as in the UK, by effectively choosing just 

one model (i.e. Newtonian Mechanics) and creating an academically 

self contained subject separate from pure mathematics. The 

first of these alternatives has been adopted in most countries 

and has led Morris Kline to criticise the new school math-

ematics of the USA and to propose a mathematics curriculum 

which grows out of 
(84) 

experience of the physical world. In the 

UK the trend to-day is to unify mathematics and include 

applications in a single subject Mathematics. This however 

has been very largely achieved by amalgamating the traditional 

subjects of pure and applied mathematics without significant 

additions. The requirements of industry suggest that more 

than this is required. 

Many new fields have been suggested which would be rich 

in applications suitable for use in the 16~19 age group. 

These include; 

Physical Science; 

(where,by and large, 

theories have been 

developed and app-

lications of math-

ematics to these 

theories is important) 

particle mechanics, fluid mechanics, 

solid mechanics, statistical mechanics, 

quantum theory, wave mechanics, 

gravitation, vibration theory, 

electromagnetic theory, circuit theory, 

general and speciaL. relativity etc. 



New Applied Science; 

(where much theoretical 

work has still to be 

developed in a math-

ematical context) 

Computing Science; 

Operational Research, Queuing theory, 

control theory, economics, sociology, 

transportation, statistics, genetics, 

population theory, ecology, evolution, 

biochemistry, engineering (mechanical, 

electrical, chemical, production, etc.~ 

Computability, Language Theory, 

Structures, Numerical Work etc. 

These ~ields are rich in application but how many provide 

applications which will match the mathematical abilitieso~ 

sixth ~ormers? Will the skills o~ analysis, 

evaluation. (14). prove to be insu~~iciently 
synthesis and 

developed in the 

average sixth ~orm student" to make the use o~ mathematical 

models pro~itable~ Will projects and 'real' problems help to 

encourage this development andawoincrease the a~~ective level 

o~ the sixth ~ormer by providing real interest."Will teachers hcline 

to work sometimes outside o~ a rigid syllabus if studentS'uwish:; to 

ext_endrtheir interest iri spplications? 

It has been suggested that the teaching o~ applied 

mathematics at secondary level would be more e~~ective i~ it 
(58). 

was based on mathematical model bUilding. This approach 

might not only develop the skills required but it could also 

provide an ordered development. Many mathematicians are concerned 

that i~ mathematics is to use applications f'rom a multiplicity 

o~ f'ields coherence will be lost. The traditional app~ied 

mathematics syllabus retained an ordered and coherent develop-

ment by employing the Newtonian Mechanics Model almost ex-

clusively. However, it might be reasonable to base a new 

applied syllabus not on content but on method. This would 
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avoid artificial restriction on content and areas of application. 

If the modelling technique formed the basis of the syllabus 

it would be possible to use many fields of application as long 

as these were introduced to illustrate the construction and 

evaluation of mathematical models. The traditional approach 

was reminiscent of theories of 'transfer of training'; mathematics 

was developed from one model, which was rarely described to 

students as such, and it was then expected that this could be 

applied to other situations:~ -. which would be encountered in;a 
',1 

later career. The comments from mathematicians in industry and 

from their employers suggests that this was not successful. (li4). 

Apart from failing to recognise mechanics as a model most 

students would be unaware of the necessity for formulation and 

evaluation skills. Most exercises did not employ the redundant 

data found in problems of the real world and far from developing 

new aspects merely verified correct answers which were already 

known. (In later careers mathematics students would be unlike-

ly to do this even when applying mathematics to problems for 

which the original mathematical model had been developed. ) It 

would be a pity, however, if in the enthusiasm for seeking 

new fields the many useful aspects of mechanics were abandoned 

since they provide applications which have been shown to match 

the abilities of sixth formers. These should be retained and 

used in a mathematical modelling role since there is possibly 

some truth in the notion that students have intuitive app-

reciation of these mechanical models. Nevertheless less 

reliance ought to be placed on this appreciation than in the 

past since the reliability of such a notion has not been 

proved, and certainly not as it relates to contemporary sixth 

formers reared not on'meccano' but on 'acjlion man'. 
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(153) 
Professor R.S. Scorer • has suggested that the 

intuitive knowledge, concerning the flight of an arrow, possessed 

by Robin Hood was of greater use than a scholarly knowledge 

of Aristotle. He also suggested that misleading topics •... 

such as limiting friction. should be omitted since no sensible 

engineers ever used coefficient of friction or designed for 

limiting friction. The intuition of the window cleaner was 

prefer~ble to the mathematical solution of many applied 

mathematics problems involving ladders. Scorer in fact 

suggested that the wide experience of window cleaners was 

not shared by students and that some experimental work might 

compensate for this ~ 

Usin&-Mathematical Models. 

In the 1960's there was an obvious rapid change in the 

attitude of the mathematical world concerning the use of 

mathematical models and to the desirability of teaching modelling 

techniques. The beginnings of change can be detected as early 

as the 1940's when new sciences, such as operational science, 

which relied heavily on mathematical techniques were developed 

to solve war problems. Of course many of the techniques had 

origins dating from much earlier years (mathematical models 

were used, often disastrously, intthe first world war) but it 

was only during the last war that the unification really 

began. Analysts, scientists and applied mathematicians began 

to work far more closely during the war than ever before and 

this trend continued through the fifties and then, with the 

increasing availability of electronic computers in the early 

sixties, it avalanched. This produced a spontaneous change 

in attitude as mathematicians realized that the methods of 

discovery in mathematics bore a close resemblance to those 
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used in the physical sciences. 

In the last fifteen years the concept of the mathematical 

model has been examined and shown to have wider generality 

than at first was realized. In the early 1960's the ancestry 

of mathematical modelling suggested a fairly limited use in 

statistics, operational research and industrial chemistry. 

Eventually the concept was realised to possess the Widest 

possible generality so that strong advocates of mathematical 

modelling such as C.P. ormell were led to describe Mathematics 
, . . .'. ,(126). , as the SClence of Posslblllty • He wrote The value of 

the mathematical model is that it encapsulates many possibilities~ 
By manipulating the model 'we explore. the possibilities 
of the model and in doing so acquire an understanding of the 

possibilities of the situation to which the model corresponds. ' 

Since mathematics is not satisfied with a set of unrelated 

models attempts are being made, successfully, to formulate a 

coherent unified system using models. This process has pro-

gressed most in the physical sciences but in the social sciences 

the work is encouraging. A slight reverse is apparent in 

economics where there appears a vociferous and sustained 

dissent to the use of mathematics by radical economists such 

as Bromfenbrenner. However the economic journals show no 

abatement in their use of sophisticated mathematical model 

building and six of the seven Nobel Prize winners in Economics 

have been.advocates of mathematical modelling on a wide front 

while the seventh dealt almost exclusively with statistical 
. (19). 

data and would almost certalnly be an advocate of models. 
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The Effect of the Model View on Pure and Applied Mathematics. 

The interactive nature of mathematical modelling has led 

the applied mathematician to new experiments and new facts. 

These in turn have motivated the search for new mathematical 

theorems. Some theorists still regard mathematics as a purely 

aesthetic exercise, which could, coincidentally, be useful in 

the solution of problems in the physical, technological and 

social sciences. However a growing body of opinion would 

question the ability of these theorists to grasp the full 

generality of mathematical modelling. 

The shifting tide has caused many mathematicians to 

recognize that the applied mathematician should be able to 

formulate new mathematical models and identify older models, 

whenever solutions to realistic problems are required. In 

1976 at the Conference of Mathematical Education at Karlsruhe 

even pure mathematicians were affected and saw the sense of 

redefining the axiomatic approach so that it could produce 

consequences with what might be described by Ormell as 'vertical 

relevance' • 

ormell (125 ). t d d d carried the argumen further an eclare 

that there are two main fields in which mathematics can be 

employed with visible purpose. These are; 

1. . Investigating the possibilities of scientific modelling 

(i..e. discussing the candidate hypotheses which purport 

to explain a given body of phenomena). 

2. Inves tigating the possi bili ties of social, commercial 

and technical innovation. 
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He even sees Ancient Greek deductive geometry as an 

example o~ the ~irst ~ield above; in ~act as an example o~ 

the science-preparatory activity creating 'elbow room' for the 

production of a new category of mathematical models to explain 

physical phenomena, which was described by C.S. Pierce. 

Ormell suggests that, although by using hypotheses and 

deductive methods, mathematical models can be matched with 

physical phenomena, much o~ the mathematical activity which is 

o~ten thought to be pure in the extreme has the vertical 

rel~vance o~ providing a rich source of available mathematical 

models. I~ these views are accepted the ~undamental di~ference 

between applied mathematics and pure mathematics appears to 

be small. 

What is a Mathematical Model? 

The real world is complex and in order to understand and/ 

or predict the behaviour of a real system it is usual to attempt 

the construction of a model of that system. This model 

suppresses detail and eliminates the 'noise' of the real world 

so that it becomes simple enough to manipulate. The model is 

not unique, however, since the essence o~ mathematical modelling 

is the capability to improve any chosen model and to replace 

one model by another. The model need not necessarily bel'i8ll 

isomorphic copy o~ the real system. If this is clearly under

stood by the users of models the common mistake of confusing 

model and si tua tion can be avoided. 

The concept of mathematical modelling is not limited to 

the understanding o~ real systems since it is o~ten useful to 

construct a mathematical model o~ new abstract mathematical 

ideas ~rom other more familiar abstract mathematical concepts. 
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One set of numbers may be modelled by another set- (e.g. the 

integers by the natural numbers and set theory, a straight 

line as a model of the real numbers, ordered pairs of real 

numbers used to model complex nU@bers leading tOCartesian 

plane RxR as the model of complex numbers). 

this type of model as having an 'internal' 

Some authors see 
• (55). 

role. They assign 

an 'external' role to the models which are mathematical 

descriptions of possible physical situations and which help 

to solve the problems of the 'external world'. (e.g. The 

modelling of electromagnetic waves by partial differential 

equatio~, the arithmetic of integers as a model of financial 

transactions. ) 

An important aspect of modelling mathematics itself is 

that of approximation theory. In many realistic problems 

the original equations of a mathematical model may be resistant 

to formal methods of solution. By modelling these by simpler 

equations, ,solutions may be found which when applied to the 

real situation are within the bounds of acceptability.(35). 

The term mathematical model can be applied 

these cases if we define it in this way. (55). 

to both of 

";'Let a sys tem 

A be a set of elements{al , a2 , a
3 

••• )between which there are 

certain relations{Rl , R2 , •.• 1.'; Let system B be a set of 

elements(bl , b2 , b
3 

•. 1 with relationsfXli,' X2 , X3 .. :). Then 

A is modelled by B if there is a correspondence am:i-+bq, an:~bp' 

and Re~Xr such that if an and am are in a relation Re in A 

then bp and b q are in a relation Xr in B. If detail and 'noise' 

are to be suppressed the correspondence need not be one-to-one • 

. It is possible of course to construct physical models 

which are often aids to the understanding of related mathematical 

models (e.g. Cuisenaire rods as physical models of mathematical 
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models o~ number systems, ripple tanks as physical models o~ 

electromagnetic waves.) Although these are not mathematical 

models per se they o~ten suggest improvements and alternative 

mathematical models which can be 'checked' against the real 

si tuation. 

Approaches to Modelling 

In order that an in~ormed and reasonable pedagogic approach 

to mathematical modelling be established the techniques o~ 

~ormulating models must be considered. In the ,past ~ew years 

several approaches have been suggested and these will be discussed 

here. Be~ore this is presented a study o~ a simple basic cyclic 

method might be a helpful introduction. 

This method may be divided into three steps; induction, 

deduction and veri~ication. 

By observing the situation to be modelled a creative 

process may occur so tHat theories may be ~ormulateQ:. This 

inductive step ~rom observations to model is not guaranteed 

to be success~ul and herein lies one o~ the problems ~or the 

teacher o~ mathematical modelling. There are various rules 

to aid this process but much is required o~ the teacher. 

Once the model is established the process o~ deductive 

logic is used to manipulate and cross-examine the model. 

Russell described mathematics as an 'i~ p then q' exercise.(70). 

The model need not necessarily be correctly chosen but the 

mathematical techni'ques employed to manipulate it must ~ollow 

the rules o~ deductive logic. By this process the manipulator 

may discover consequences which may not have been immediately 

obvious to him and which may be quite unexpected. 

Russell himsel~, using a model in symbolic logical 

notation observed that the plea o~ innocence 'I haven't never 
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done no harm to nobody' is equivalent to the claim that the 

speaker has harmed the entire human race. ( 70). 

The consequences of the model, revealed by mathematical 

manipulation, must then be tested by reference to the real 

situation in order that correspondence can be examined. 

This proc ess of 'verificati on' involves testing to see if 

predictions of the model do in fact correspond to observed 

events· and/or that events are explained by the model. 

If the model is of a physical system it is important to 

remember that observations and measurements are always performed 

using models (physical or otherwise) and a degree of error is 

always involved in the stages of induction and verification. 

(Approximations may occur in the intervening stage but only 

when one mathematical model is modelled by another and this 

should be recognized.) The statistical nature of validation 

and testing must be recognized and predetermined standards of 

accuracy will govern the standards of accuracy of predictions. 

Although some models (e.g. Newton's Laws of motion) are 

described as "deterministic" in order to distinguish them from 

those which are "probabilistic" in nature (e.g. statistical 

mechanics) both are governed by the predetermined standards of 

accuracy. Predictions of both types of model are useful if 

this is recognised. Russian control engineers suggested the 

notion of 'structural stability' of a model. A model with 

structural stability has predictive validity despite measure-

ment errors. 
(55) . 

It is equally important to realize that any model can be 

improved and if correspondence between model and situation is 

found to be unacceptable at the verification stage the model 

mus t be changed or replaced. 
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One of the pitflalls of mathematical modelling, which 

must be identified by the teacher so that he can alert the 

student, is the common fault of identifying the model with 

the real situation. This often occurs vdth weaker students. 

A real gas is· observed and its pressure, volume, mass, 

temperature are measured (with error). From these discontinuous 

observatiop~ a continuous model relatip~ these observations 

is induced. (i.e. PV = mRT etc.) This is then called the 

ideal gas model and under certain circumstances corresponds at 

verification to the real system. However, it is not the real 

system and often the correspondence is poor; especially if 

the 'etc.' above (e .g. 'reversible changes') is ignored. Far 

too often students, because of poor teaching, do consider the 

model to be the real system and are encouraged to apply it 

universally to internal combustion engines, car tyres etc., 

where it is unsuitable. Along with Ohm's Law this model 

is probably the most abused because of this failure to dis-

tinguish model and system. 

This failure probably accounts for the late development 

of temperature measurement and the frequent changes to the 

International Practical Temperature Scale which have been made 

by the International Conference of Weights and Measures in 

the past four decades. If the process of mathematical model

ling of' physi cal sys tem~'~bstract conc epts (e.g.models of' 
~. 

models) had been well understood before the 1960's temperature 

measurement, and the teaching of the temperature concept might 

now not lag far behind the measurement of mass, length, time 

etc. 

The.mathematics teacher must be consistent about models 

and to realize when he is using them. The familiar argument 
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concerning the use of letters as real numbers or quantities, 

which rages between mathematics teachers and science teachers, 

would be resolved if it was recognized that scalars can be 
. (25). (66). 

modelled by real numbers. Likewise the mathematics 

teacher would be more consistent if he sought a sound model 

for vector quantities, rather than adopting the quantity 

calculus method which he criticises when scientists use it 

for scalars. 
(8). (155). 

There are valid reasons for teaching mathematical model-

ling. The benefit to student and teacher alike is illustrated 

by the examples quoted here, where failure to use the concept 

presents confusion and difficulty. How then do we teach it and 

can it be taught? 

Teach~Mathematical Modelling. 

Some mathematicians question whether modelling can be 

taught and suggest that because some students I:Ppear more 

capable of building models than others it is an inherent 

gift. To some extent this may be so, but if this were just-

ification for not teaching a topic teachers would rapidly 

become redundant. Certainly experience helps in modelling 

but it is perhaps possible to teach through applications 

so that simple modelling leads to more general mathematical 

techniques and hence to more sophisticated modelling. With 

careful choice of applications the syllabus may change for 

the better. 

The simple basic process of modelling has been outlined 

but this must be expanded if modelling is to be taught effect-

ively. The student must be made aware of the cyclic nature 

of the modelling process. He must see that, by modifying and 

sophisticating the model, an eventual compromise can be reached 
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between simplicity of solution and standards of prediction 

and explanation. He must be taught techniques of modification, 

solution and interpretation. Ormell (122). sees applied 

mathematics teaching as the provision of a 'kit' of techniques 

to allow the student to do this and more. The student must 

be able to recognize, isolate and pose a problem which exists 

in the real world. He must be able to phrase the problem in 

mathematical terms and formulate the mathematical model. This 

first stage of the cyclic process will probably present the 

greatest difficulty to the mathematics teacher because the 

traditional deductive approach was not concerned with the 

inducti ve process. 

Outlines of the cyclic process may help in this respect 

and below we present two examples of such outlines. 

The first by A.C. Bajpai, L.R. Mustoe and D. Walker 
( 6). 

suggests how the modelling process might be analysed and this 

may help in the relatively new field of teaching modelling. 

lOBSERVE I 
lPOSE PROBLEM I 

EXPERIMENT WITH DIFFERENT FACTORS TO ISOLATEi A 

THE IMPORTANT ONES I 
I 

STATE THE PHYSICAL MODEL AND THE NATURE J 
OF THE SOLUT ION REQUIRED 

SIMPLIFY AND PRODUCE A MATHEMATICAL MOD~~ 
CAN MODEL BE NO DRAW A 

SOLVED BY GRAPH AND/OR 
ANALYTICAL OR NUMERICAL PRODUCE AN 

METHODS? EMPIRICAL FORMULA 

YES 

I OBTAIN SOLUTIONI 

I INTERPRET SOLUTION PHYSICALLY I 
L DOES SOLUTION BEAR OUT OB SERVATION?J NO 

I PREDICTION OF BEHAVIOUR 
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The second by G.G. Hall suggests how modelling may fit into 

the wider field of teaching Applied Mathematics. 

(STAR~ 
t 

1 OBSERVE SITUATION I 

. I SELECT VARIABLES I VALIDATE 

I MODEL : RELATE VARIABLES I 

IEX:rMEN}) of .1 PREDICT I 
I 

LGENERALIZE NEW 

lNEW CONCEPTI 
MATHEMATICS 

( BTOP~ 

In traditional mathematics teaching the 'validation' loop 

was often omitted. 
(125) • 

C.P. Ormell would probably welcome 

the inclusion of the 'new mathematics' loop since it seems to 

bear out his claim that all mathematics (even Greek Geometry) 

is part of the cyclic process. of building up a list of tech-

niques for application. 

A didactic presentation of this cyclic process will 

probably be required since, modelling is not only a relative 

newcomer to the teacher, but, traditionally, modelling skills 

were only presented to research students. However, such a 

presentation will need adapting to the needs of the student 

age group. At the lower age range of the secondary sector 

the cyclic process will itself require simpler modelling 

and at primary level a formal presentation would be unsuitable. 

Indeed at primary level the attempts at involving young people 

in practical mathematics and in teaching 'approximate model' 

arithmetic suggest that discovery based teaching may help to 

provide students with modelling skills. At secondary level 

project-based discovery methods combined with a didactic 

presentation of the cyclic process of modelling may prove more 

effective. 
(48) • 
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Some intuitive preparation will be required at early 

ages before the concept of modelling occurs, but, once children 

have reached the early stages of conservation and have simple 

definitions, an introduction to simple modelling without 

formalism, should be beneficial. If this preparation continues 

through the secondary school a more intense approach will be 

facilitated at sixth form level. 

Not only mathematics teaching should profit. If the 

science pupil understands that his physics' teacher is employing 

models, the fact that light travels in straight lines in term 

1 and in waves in term 2 may not seem so frightful. It may 

not harm the teacher to re~lize that all physical laws are 

models but all models are not laws. (120). 

Eventually insight should play agreater part in the 

pupil's learning. Intuition of course still has a part to 

play but it has been suggested that insight into a mathematical 

theory is related to modelling. If it is realised that a 

particular theory has a model in physiCS, geometry or in 

another familiar mathematical area insight may be facilitated. 

At an early stage students should be encouraged to 

und~rtake modelling wolli. This could be done by setting 

quite small, limited assignments. These could be increas,ed 

in length and difficulty until more open ended projects are 

employed. These would include many;;of the type which take 

an interesting 'if' and require a mathematical description 

of what the 'if' would imply. An intermediate and less 

demanding task would be to describe mathematically an existing 

state of affairs. The latter approach, while not as worthwhile 

as the former, would probably be required to develop the 

modelling concept. 
(149). 
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In erder to. werk with medels seme authers advecate the 

cellecti en, by teachers, ef 'dummy data'. This weuld prebably 

be necessary, because ef the number ef medelling exercises 

which must be 'banked', but the pitfalls ef such appreaches 

sheuld be uppermest in the minds ef teachers. The teacher 

who. presents dummy data, which he suspects will give a reasenable 

cenclusien in ene area, might be sho.cked to. find the unreasen-

able cenclusien, arrived·at by legical deductien, which his 

student presents by censidering anether aspect. Medels which 

are simplified witheut validatien may present ether shecks. 

An Earth ef uniferm denSity may predict a less ef weight by a 

descending miner but that miner may argue with the medel. (22). 

Students are teld net to. investigate Ohm's Law USing ammeters 

and veltmeters, which have been calibrated using Ohm's Law, 

but has anyene asked the manufacturers ef meters hew they 

calibrate instruments? (55). 

An applicable appreach is prebably desirable but the 

applicatiens which are presented to. the student in this type 

ef teaching sheuld be chesen with care and examined fo.r such 

pi tfalls. 

The mathematics teacher, traditienally do.es net invelve 

his students with the real situatien. This traditien ceuld 

perhaps be altered so. that the student was enceuraged to. 

experiment with the real situatio.n and to. cellect his o.wn 

data. So.me integratio.n with ether subject teaching might help, 

but attitudes o.f teachers weuld have to. change. 

With this in mind mathematical ideas can prefitably be 

intreduced o.n the basis ef a familiar situatien (physical er 

mathematical) already appreciated by the stUdent so. that a 
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mathematical model can be built to describe that situation. 

This model can then be extended to different situations to 

illustrate and make apparent the common mathematical structure. 

The limitations of the model should always be stressed 

and the suppressed details discussed and identified so that 

pitfalls of the kind previously described are eliminated. The 

student should realize that any model is an approximation 

of the real'situation and over and over the improvement of 

models should be stressed. 

Computers, especially those used interactively, and those' 

with graph plotting facilities, should help in this respect. 

Models can be improved and tested rapidly if these facilities 

are available. Computer simulations, if desi&ned with care, 

could extend the range of data collection, espeCially in 

investigations which in the real world would be excessively 

long. (76). (91). 

The question of relevance should be considered. 

Applications should be used which are familiar to pupils and 

which contain problems of interest to them. The traditional 

argument that mathematics has an 'aesthetic appeal' is fragile. 

Students who do not respond to this appeal apparently have no 

valid reason for studying mathematics. However, effort should 

not be wasted on problems which have narrow mathematical 

significance. The ope~ ended questions should be deSigned to 

teach the teacher as well as the student and not merely to 

verify 'correct' answers. 

Although much of the work should be the development of 

models by stUdents themselves, there is an argument for 

presenting mathematical models which have been developed by 

others. These will probably be more sophisticated than those 
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developed by students but, ir chosen ror interest, they should 

encourage the modelling skills and perhaps suggest techniques. 

Many or the traditional models (e.g. the 'smooth planes' and 

'inextensible strings or statics) will or course be set aside 

on the entirely juatiried grounds that; they rail to interest; 

they rail the 'validity' loop test, they have little predictive 

value, they suppress too much essential detail and they have 

little general mathematical value. However, ir we are to collect 

Ormell's kit or mathematical techniques, uaerul techniques 

must not be abandoned with the juatiriably redundant. 

Applications 

In order that 'modelling can be taught erfectively, with 

interest, applications must be sought in a wide variety or 

areas closed to traditional mathematics teaching. These include; 

the physical sciences, biological science, neurology, the 

applied sciences, engineering, operational research, computing 

science, the social sciences (econometrics, communication 

theory, geography etc.) and the arts (linguistics, archaeology 

etc.). (54). (70). 

There is hardly a branch or pure mathematics which has 

not been employed to solve problems in one or more or these 

areas and they ""should provide a rich source or applications 
, ~-'!/ 

and mathematical models. Hy choosing carerully the kit or 

mathematical techniques can be built through modelling and can 

then be applied to modelling. -Consider two speciric areas 

rich in such opportunities. 

Operati onal Research is not overemphasised in "tradi tional 

mathematics teaching yet its analytic techniques include 

statistics (probability, sampling, regression and correlation 

etc.), stochastic processes (queue theory, Markov), Control 

theory, decision theory, programming, games theory, graph 
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theory, logical analysis (numerical analysis, Boolean aliebra) 

and information theory. Its synthetic teChniques include 

simulation (Monte Carlo methods, analogue methods) and heuristics. 

Mathematical Economics uses set theory and deductive 

logic to investigate supply and demand curves and monopolist 

equilibrium levels, algebraic functions to describe market 

equiLibrium under pure competition, matrix algebra and deter

minants applied to multiple product/multiple market problems, 

differentiation to investigate elasticity of market demand, 

mariinal revenue and profit 

and difference equations in 

Useful Models 

maximisation, differential equations 

th d 1 
(7).(19).(50). 

irow mo e s. 

It is possible to locate mathematical models which 

have already been developed in a varity of fields and which 

use many different mathematical techniques. Some of these and 
\ 

their sources are iiven)?later. ' 

The sixth form mathematics teacher must exercise care 

when selecting from such models. Many of them would require 

abili ti es beyond the average sixth former an,'d many do not avoid 
>, 

the pitfalls encountered whenever realistic problems are sought. 

Some are artificial and use mathematical techniques as vindow 

dressing' giving the model a ~:alee sense of precision and 
'(50). ,,' 

usefulness. These modelS might however suggest realistic 

models to the teacher which could be used in project form and 

in an open-ended manner. In fact some models which are art-

ificial could be useful in teaching certain mathematical 

techniques and concepts. 

The Models which are designed to develop the concept of 

function, in particular the indicial function, the expollentia:L:, 

function and the logarithmic function are often approached 
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by using growth models based on artificial data. These could 

be useful in this respect and to teach techniques such as the 

use of semi-log graphs. Unfortunately the skills of form

ulation and evaluation are unlikely to be developed by such 

models. The suppressed detail in models of cars depreciating 

at a fixed rate, say 15% annually, might invalidate the model 

for predictive purposes and evaluation skills would not be 

encouraged. Nevertheless such a model, having served its 

purpose of developing the concept of the indicial function 

might suggest a project involving real data gleaned from the 

'Motorists' Guide' concerning car prices. The techniques of 

semi-log graphing learnt from the artificial model could 

enable the student to construct a simple model. The cyclic 

process of modelling could be shown by asking the student to 

use the model to predict prices which could be checked agains.t 

current prices. In this way models could be sophisticated and 

opportunities could be provided for the introduction of new 

mathematical techniques at the time the student had a high 

interest and affective level. 

The new techniques and the mathematics involved need not 

always occur by accident. If applications are chosen with 
(48) • 

care the teacher could control their introduction. This would 

be done initially by choosing simple models which would not 

only restrict the mathematical techniques involved but would 

enable the cyclic properties of mathematical modelling to be 

seen as an entity. Such models might be developed quickly so 

that practice with several different models would reinforce the 

learning process. 

It is possible that many convenient physical models would 

be available which could be tested by experiment. The anathema 
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which some mathematics teachers have for experimental work 

would need to be eschewed. If this was achieved the 

mathematics teacher could develop models which could be con-

structed and validated quickly by making observations of, for 

example, the length and tension of elastic bands or steel 
\ pressure and volume of gases (a modified form of , springs, the 

Boyle's apparatus, in which the complication of mercury 

manometers and barometers is eliminated by pressure gauges 

might be useful here), the reading of a photometer and its 

separation from a 12V car headlamp bulb, the potential difference 

across a discharging capacitor in a large time constant circuit, 

and the rate of cooling of a brass cylinder in air. These may 

be used to introduce or reinforce mathematical techniques and 

( h a a -bx-b)[;,.' models suc as y = ax + b, y =;x, y = X2, y = a e , y = a e ,0<. '1-(; 

-;: l" and y = a rX + c,) or to study the procedures of modelling 

by comparing the steps made in their development with the flow 

charts of the modelling process, which we presented earlier. 

These simple exercises, each performed in a short time, might 

lead to more open ended and longer modelling exercises. 

A study of cooling might promote a model involving the 

cooling time of coffee served in the refectory and the length 

of coffee breaks required for comfortable drinking. This may 

lead to que~ng theory etc. This cooling problem illustrates 

the modelling process well. Consider the flowcharts presented 

earlier. The problem of drinking hot coffee is observed and 

the problem of cooling time is posed. Factors such as draughts, 

changes in specific heat capacity, surface areas etc. are 

considered, experiments are performedqand important factors 

isolated. The physical model is stated and the nature of 

solution required decided. Discrete observations are made and 
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probably plotted as a graphical model. BV the techniques or 

interpolation and extrapolation a continuous graphical model 

might be suggested. This may suggest a model in the rorm or 

a mathematical equation which could be manipulated, cross 

examined and, improved and put in other rorms in order to 

achieve a physical interpretation and solution. 

Using techniques such as semi-log graphing the model may 

be checked against observations and used to predict behaviour 

or cooling corree or improved and made more general. This 

should encourage a consideration or the appressed details 
V" 

(e.g. the ambient temperature might vary) and or structural 

stability (e.g. reading errors). Traditionally such a problem 

would have been approached by presenting a ramiliar model such 

as Newton's Law or cooling expressed in the rorm 

.95! = -kG 
dt, 

where e is the temperature or "the corree, t is time and k is 

a positive real number. The student who develops his own 

cooling model would be in a position to evaluate Newton's 

Model and perhaps to extend his work to industrial problems 

such as the discharge or hot water rrom cooling towers into 

sea water. Using a very similar model or this kind the Central 

Electricity Generator Board have calculated that a proposed 

plant would have signiricant err~ct on the coastline water 

temperature up to 20 to 30 miles rrom the plant. (23). 

(154). 
The survey discussed earlier which investigated 

'The use or Mathematics in the Electrical Industry' had suggested 
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that the construction and evaluation techniques or mathematical 

modelling could be taught by use or case histories. The CEGB 

model above could provide such a case history. There are many 

such examples and these need not be chosen because they were 

successrul. The model rrom the rirst world war, which was 

discussed earlier (vid. Requirements of Other DisciPlines):P.183). 

could be used in this context. Students could be asked to 

suggest which assumptions were at rault and to construct a 

better model ror this problem or ror similar problems. It 

might be possible to obtain real data rrom industry, where 

variations or this model had been used, in order to instruct 

and evaluate the models constructed. 
(7). 

Care must be 

exercised here because dummy data is often included in text 

books ror these particular type or models. This data is orten 

derived by assuming the truth of the model and is built into 

exercises which purport to be realistic. 

e.g. A garage uses 10 cwt or grease solvent annually. 

The cost is 52p per pound. The cost per order is 30p and the 

holding cost is 5% of the value of the average stock held. 

(i.e. 0.25p per pound.) In what quantities ought orders be 

placed and at what intervals? Obtain your answer by rormulae and 

by a graphical method. 

Such problems make the assumptions ror the student and in 

errect construct the model. However, they would be valuable 

ir they were used so that the student identiried these inherent 

assumptions and, having been guided to construct one model, 

he was then required to sophisticate it. The question of 

evaluation and testing against real observations would, never-

theless not be dealt with satisfactorily. 
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Computer simulations, which are now becoming available 

(91). 
on the commercial market, could well help in this respect. 

Although these provide 'artificial' data they could be used to 

enable the student to construct models and to test them. Long 

term experiments, say in ecology, could provide useful sim

ulated applications in this respect. The purist may baulk at 

this artificial collection of data but the cyclic process. of , 
modelling could be introduced in this way. This would be 

achieved in a much shorter time than by observing the real world. 

There are physical problems, however, which lend them-

selves to mathematical modelling and allow the student to 

make observations from which he can construct the model. 

These also allow the ~yclic nature of modelling to be introduced, 

since predictions can be tested against further obserTations 

and models can be rejected or sophisticated according to their 

validities. These problems can be found in traditional 'A' 

Level Applied Mathematics syllabuses and can be used in a 

'new' manner to interest students. One course which attempts 

to do this, but not at 'A' Level, has been developed at 
(40). 

Southampton University. This course is for first year 

undergraduates but the organisers suggest that a similar 

modelling approach could be used in the sixth form. At 

Southampton at least a change in attitude to the subject by 

students has been found and more students have been thinking 

of continuing applied mathematics as a result. The course 

is based on modelling and designed so that the student sees 

the importance of setting up the model, manipulating the 

model mathematically to obtain solutions and interpreting 

the result so that the range of validity is identified. 
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Tutorials ~orm an important part o~ the course and these 

employ tutorial sheets and speci~ied problems. Many o~ these 

problems would be amenable to experimental evaluation. For 

example they include problems concerned with the e~~ects o~ 

'inertial ~orce' in a uni~ormly accelerating system. Three 

o~ these are; 

a) Find the angle to the vertical ,that a simple pendulum 

makes when placed in a car moving with uni~orm accel-

b) A device is given ~or measuring the acceleration o~ a 

car. (The student is asked to model the behaviour o~ 

this device • .) 

c) An open vessel containing water slides down a smoo,th 

plane inclined at an angle 01. to the horizontal. Stating 

your assumptions what is the angle o~ inclination o~ the 

water sur~ace to the. horizontal? 

(Incidentally, these particular problems could be supplemented 

by, and provide an introduction to, a case history o~ the type 

suggested earlier. A suitable example involves a 

model o~ an inclined plane on the Charleroi canal 

mathematical 
(121) 

at Ronquieres'. • 

A rolling stock was to be constructed Which was to move along 

an inclined plane. It was ~ound that an acceleration o~ 0.05 

ms-2 o~ the dock produced a ~orce on the boat, transmitted 

through the moorings, about 20 to 30 times as great as in an 

ordinary dock and that ~or elastic mooring cables,as the system 

oscillated, this ~orce could be doubled at maximum.) 

Experimental Work 

It would be possible in a moderately well equ!pped 

mechanics laboratory, which could ~orm part o~ a mathematics 

laboratory,to make observations and test most or these models. 
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A report on Mathematics Laboratories in Schools prepared by 

the Mathematical Association in 1968 found it difficult to 

define 'mathematics laboratory' but it did state the purpose 

of such a room should be in part 'to provide experiment and 

practice in the study of mathematics and of its related 

apPlications,.(96). The report also suggested that a number 

of schools had laboratories of this type for mathematics 

teaching in the mid 1960's. 

It is interesting to note that practical work in Math-

ematics Laboratories has had its advocates for many decades. 

In 1915 R.C. Fawdry read a paper, at the annual meeting of 

the MA. entitled 'Laboratory Work in Connection with Math-
(42) He interpreted Practical Mathematics as Lab-ematics'. • 

oratory Mathematics using apparatus. At that time the Civil 

Service Commission held an examination in mathematics which 

included a practical test. Fawdry's comments predated some 

familiar pleas of today when he suggested that the weakness 

of text-book questions lay in the fact that necessary data 

was selected for the pupil and often so was the method. In 

the laboratory the students must use discretion to select and 

reject data. Fawdry's students were also required to build 

mathematical models from experimental observations and not 

to rely on pro-forma work cards. His experiments were not 

exciting, or original even at that time, and in some cases 

they were suspect. (e.g. Fletcher's trolly and Attwood's 

machine which received criticism at that time and still do) 

but his philosophy is akin to that of many of to-days innovators. 

Nevertheless, many applied mathematicians would argue, 

with justification, that much good applied mathematics could 

flourish away from daily contact with experiment and that 
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(182). 
observation could be over-emphasised. Pro~essor E. 

Reissner, in a reply to criticisms by D.L. Woods at the 

University o~ Cali~ornia in 1969, suggested that applied 

mathematics had an intrinsic quality beyond measurement. 

Wood had suggested that la~oratory ~acilities were not ex

ploited to the ~ull in many applied mathematics research 

projects. 

It would be a pity 1~ experiment did not play an im

portant rOle in the applied mathematics o~ the sixth ~orm 

so that modelling could ~orm the basis o~ the subject. This 

role could be enhanced i~ the traditional equipment o~ the 

mechanics laboratory was aupplemented with say stroboscopic 

photographic equipment, computing terminals and resources 

such as books and magazines;,which would provide modelling 
(1:62) • 

data ~rom a variety o~ rields.. R.D. Nelson has described 
. (119). 

attempts at mathematical modelling ~n school. '. One such 

modelling exercise in the sixth ~orm was based on a scholarship 

question concerning the back spin on a table-tennis ball, which 

was necessary ~or the ball to return along its original trajectory 

arter bouncing on the table. The question was describing an 

ideal situation o~ reversible changes with no energy dissipation 

etc. The sixth ~orm group involved extended this so that it 

became a modelling exercise involving a golr ball. This or 

course was di~~icult to test under observable experimental 

conditions and the exercise sought validating data ~rom 

documented evidence. 

However, this could have been converted to a modelling 

exercise in which obserYations were used to construct the 

model and in which rurther observations tested the model. In 

this way modi~ications and sophistications could be suggested. 

I~ the gol~ ball, with heavy undercut, had been replaced by 

a 'super' ball, with back spin applied by any competent 'leg 
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spin' bowler (using an underarm action), the experimental 

arrangement would have lent itself to experimental investigation 

using stroboscopes and cameras. From measurements"of a 

photograph of the trajectory of such a spinning ball, suitably 

marked, before and after bouncing on a table a model predicting 

the trajectory could be tested and the coefficient of restitution 

between ball and table could be determined. 

The model could be constructed as follows. 

If 

The Horizontal component of the Velocity of the ball before 
-1 impact is u m s 

The Horizontal component of the Velocity of the ball after 
1 -1 impact is u m s 

-1 
Angular velocity of ball before impact is w rad s 

1 -1 
Angular velocity of ball after impact is w rad s 

Radius of ball is a m 
2 

Moment of inertia of ball is I kg m 

and the Mass of ball is m kg 

Assume 1') No slipping on impact 

2) Ball is of uniform density and spherical. 

By considering the horizontal impulse we haTe. 
1 u) (w 

1 
- wYa m (u - = -I 

]; 
- u) -g 2 (w 1 - w) m (u = m a 

5 a 
1 -g a(w 1 - w) u = + u 

5 
But as no slipping 1 1 occurs w = :!L 

a 

Hence 1 
!2 u 2 a w u = + 

7 

If the ball did return to the bowler after bouncing 

1 < 0 u 

5 u + 2 a w <0 

2 a w <~ -, 5 u 
w <-
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This suggests that the angular velocity of a 'super-ball', 

which can often be observed to return in the direction of the 

bowler after bouncing, must be high. This model could be 

tested by observing the photograph and sophisticated to allow 

for slipping. It would lead to further modelling of the 

bowlers action and to explain the apparent incredulous be

haviour of a 'super-ball' which almost always on the next 

bounce moves away from the bowler. (This might be beyond the 

average sixth former because it involves motion in three

dimensions.) The possibilities of this modelling exercise 

are numerous. 

The technique could be Used in most cases of ballistics. 

Models for estimating the range on inclined planes or times of 
(38) • 

flight etc. could be evaluated for example. 

The following table suggests some examples and sources 

tor teachers who might require a bank of mathematical models 

for use in the 

Science 

sixth form. 

Population Growth 
::;·;F·;':'i.*,··~j'j':i;· (171) 
Frameworks • 

(70).(76).(82).(94). 

Ballistics and Projectiles '(38). (40). 

Electricity Supplies (23~ 

ECology( 82) • 

Chemical ReAc(tfliona., (35). 

Vibrations (121). 

Bending of beams(121). 

Collisions (119). 

Accelerations . (40)'. 

Cooling (23). (119). (149) •. 

Meteorology (35). 

Bacteriology (160). 
) J 

Medicine (70). 

Neurology(39) .(70). 
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Economics ( 7). (19) • (50) • (70) • (94) • 

(158).(46).(70). 
League tables . 

Topology in Geography (27).(70). 

(82). 
Market Stability 

Markov Chains (82). 

Money f'low 
( 82). 

Graph Theory and Organisation (82). 

. (82) 
Social Structure • 

Populations 
(119).(70). 

River~160) .(70). 

Operational Research 

Computation 

Engineering 

Military modelB 
( 70). 

Building Indus try 
(46). 

(160) • 
QU6CJE!i.ng Theory 

Stock Problems(119). (7) • (121). (46) .• 

Induatrial Maintenance 
(79) • 

(40) .,( 7rl),. (-89). (9). (46) .,( 70 )" Transport . 

Network AnalYSis (.94). (27). 
(118) • 

Train Graphs 

Optimisstion 
(69). (7). 

Perturbation and Interval Arithmetic(4). 
Inf'ormation Theory (~7)~ 

C (121). hemical Reactions 

Boolean Algebra (121). 

Random NumberB (159). 

Catastrophe Theory 
(73). 

Shipbuilding 
(23). (149) •. 

. (35).(149). 
Textile Industry 

Nuclear Engineering (35) • 
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Aeronautics (121). (35). 

Mooring in docks 

(121) • 
Tides 

(121) • 

Astronautics 
(40).(70).(1.73). 

There are also many other,;;examples of models in the 

(149) • Mathematics Applicable Series. 

A student's familiarity with experimental work could often 

suggest methods of solution, modelling techniques and physical 

analogues. Many mathematical models, which a student at 'A' 

Level might construct, could prove too difficult to analyse 

USing the mathematical skills which one traditionally associates 

with the sixth former. Experimental work could introduce the 

student to wider techniques, which would be within his cap-

abilities. These could include numerical analysis and 

analogue methods. Using the readily available school apparatus 

of strings, pulleys, weights, soap bubbles, . rey) boxes and glass 

prisms a number of physical analogues could be constructed by 

the sixth former to provide insight into difficult problems, and 

to suggest mathematical investigations within mathematics. 

Itinaries and networks could provide modelling exercises which 
;~ 

allowed the student to proceed to analogue methods. (55). (2~). 

Traditionally 'A' Level questions do sometimes court 

analogue techniques but they seldom use them. Fermat's 

Principle of Least Action, which suggests that rays of light 

. haTe finite velocity and always take the least time to pass 

from one point to another, is often introduced in 'A' Level 

questions; usually in pure mathematics. When it is involved 

the question is usually no more than a construction of Fermat's 

model or a requirement to show that the principle implies 
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Snell's Second Law of Refraction. This is standard bookwork(145). 

but it is of value as a preparation for understanding. 

Questions do appear which could be solved easily using Fermat's 

principle but 'A' level textbooks usually give no indication 

that this technique could be used and worked examples are 

presented which ignore the method. A typical example involves 

a despatch rider in open country who wishes to proceed as 

quickly as possible to a point on a straight fast road some 

distance away. The question asks the 'A' level student to 

find the path which the rider should take. Invariably the 

worked example fails to identify this as a problem which could 

be solved easily by using Fermat~s principle and proceeds to 

minimize using calculus. The student is never encouraged to 

recognise that many problems, which involve velocities other 

than those of light rays, are suitable cases for solution by 

Fermat','s principle. It could be argued that such techniques 

are not conducive to mathematical understanding. On the other 

hand, once the student has constructed the principle why should 

he not use it, as he uses, say, a formula to solve quadratic 

equations? The ability to select suitable techniques of 

solution should be developed through modelling exercises and 

the student should be encouraged to look for wide applicability 

of these techniques. 

One modelling exercise, involving Fermat's principle, 

which would encourage the student to look for this wider 

applicability could be presented as follows. If the student 

was familiar with experimental work with light rays, water 

waves etc. the problem could be extended so that numerical 

work and analogue construction could be introduced. 
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An oil well, A, is located at sea a km from the nearest 

point, Q, on a straight coastline. A shorebased storage plant, 

~, is situated on the coastline d km from the well. The cost 

of laying a pipeline to carry the oilQfrom well to plant is Cs 

pounds per km at sea and CL pounds per km on land. What is 

the most economical path and the minimum cost of the ']Jj,ne'l 

Using Fermat's principle the approach might be 
A 

~. 
B. l' I" x P Q 

If Ws «WL the most economical path would be AB. The 

student familiar with experimental work on total internal 

reflection and grazing emergence would be more likely to 

consider this possibility. 

If Ws~ W
L 

the most economical path could be A P B where 

x is found using Fermat's principle and Snell's Law as follows. 

'~i~·a = wi/w~ 
i.e. sin e = Wr. 

Ws 

e -1 
WL = sin 
Ws 

-1 
) x = a tan (sin WL 

we 
x = a WJr. 

and hence the minimum cost would be To pounds where 

To = Ws ('a
2 

+ x
2)i + WL ( (i - a

2)i -x) 

Compare this with the approach usually taken in text books. 
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If the total cost is T pounds 

T W ( 2 2)l (2 2)f . . = s a + x . + WL (d - a - x ) 

dT = 2 x Ws I _ W 
di 2 (a2 + x2)~ L 

At minimum cost dT - 0 
di-

hence = 
( 2 2)t a. + x 

X Ws 

( 2 2) 2 x2 Ws2 
a + x WL = 

x = 

etc. 

The first approach probably provides a slightly quicker 

solution. 

The technique can be extended to problems where the plant 

is based inland. Fermat's principle quickly constructs a 

mathematical model.of this situation. However, the equation 

developed is a quartic, which woUld not be amenable to solution 

by the techniques of analysis of the sixth former. This could 

allow the student to investigate a numerical analysis or the 

exercise could be extended so that a physical analogue was 

constructed. Given suitable available refractive indices, 

which model the costs, this could be achieved using a ray 

box and a D shaped prism. Thus: 

A Pin 

Air 

Note: P is the marked 
centre of curvature of 
the prism. 
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For costs which did not allow convenient modelling by 

light rays a ripple tank, which had variable depth facilities 

could be employed. The purpose of such exercises would not 

be to produce physics specialists but to suggest techniques 

which might be adopted for difficult mathematical models and 

to interest the student to seek wider applicability for those 

mathematical techniques already encountered. Experimental 

work could also be used as remedial work. This would probably 

be required frequently since the evidence concerning the abilities 

of sixth formers to construct models of new situations is 

not encouraging. .(146). 

Project Work and 'Real' Problems 

The higher level cognitive skills, and indeed affective 

skills, which would be required by a student undertaking mod

elling work, would be unlikely to lend themselves to assessment 

or development by traditional timed written examinations. 

There are encouraging signs that in some GCE 'A' Level Statistics 

courses assessment is partly achieved by using short and/or 

extended project work. These innovations are not yet found 

in Applied Mathematics 'A' Levels, except where some computer 

programming is involved. If project work was employed in 

mathematics courses the motivational aspects might be improved. 

The project work might be introduced by using short, simple, 

modelling exercises which would not necessarily involve 

advanced mathematical techniques. There are simple exercises 

which could be used earlier than the sixth form, such as 

investigating the connection between the surface area and the 

volume of animals, or finding the relationships between 

British and Continental clothing sizes. However, if the 

introduction to mathematical modelling is delayed, as is usual, 

to the later stages of school work these could be used in an 

open-ended manner with the student being required to collect 
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data (e.g. in the case of' clothing sizes, f'rom most diaries); 

to recognise redundant and usefUl data and to identif'y structure 

in the presence of' noise. These requirements are not f'requently 

f'ound in traditional problems at 'A' Level. Most of' these, 

apparently f'acile exercises, could be presented so that more 

sophisticated models could be developed f'rom them. The 

f'ollowing examples might provide this opportunity at 16-19. 

1. The college campus is divided by traf'f'ic barriers to 

prevent through traf'f'ic. Are these barriers optimally 

sited~ 

2. Construct a small catapult f'rom a rubber band. Construct 

a mathematical model to predict the f'Iight of' a ball 

bearing projected by this catapult. Evaluate your model. 

3. You are asked to personally deliver a message to all 

GCE 'A' Level groups in the college between 10.30 and 

12.00 on a given day. Build a mathematical model so that 

the route you take is minimized. Is it posai ble f'or you 

to deliver the message in the time allowed and if' so how 

long would it take you? Evaluate your model. 

4. In this building there is a problem involving transporting 

students and staf'f' etc. f'rom f'loor to f'loor. Could 

5. 

this problem be solved by mathematical modelling? If' 

so construct a mathematical model using a cyclic approach 

so that your model is ~ested and possibly sophisticated. 

Construct a very simple f'ramework f'rom Meccano .. ,';'Formulate 
• ': ___ ' _: ..... 0-

a mathematical model. Advise a user where and by how much 

he may load the model without risk of' perm'anent def'ormation. 

6. Build a mathematical model which could be used by a;radio 

telescope designer to position the aerial correctly f'or 

any diameter dish. 
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7. How far and how high would you expect a 'moon-walker' 

to jump? 

8. What area of the earth could a camera on a meteorological 

satellite scan? 

9. An astronaut is to,'be trained on the Earth for 'moon 

walking'. How could this be achieved? Formulate a 

mathematical model to predict the behaviour of any 

apparatus suggested. 

Many of these exercises would not involve the collection 

of data by experimental observation but they ought to be selected 

so that they reintroduce the model - building process which 

is missing from traditional applied mathematics problems. In 

order to do this they should have relevance to the real world 

and concern a wide variety of topics of interest to the student 
(21). and to the teacher. These might be termed 'real problems ',! 

If carefully selected they should increase awareness of the 

limitations and usefulness of many mathematical techniques 

used in real situations. In this way the student should be 

encouraged to consider how sensible a solution might be, 

reject ridiculous solutions and to recognise that the solution 

is dependent on the data and methods involved. Many of these 

problems might not lend themselves to mathematical treatment. 
(131) • 

It has been suggested that this might not be a bad thing 

since to discover that mathematics is' often irrelevant to 

situations is valuable experience. Such exercises could help 

to counterbalance the traditional expository method of the 

sixth form by providing opportunities for a degree of discovery 

based learning. However, the problems of discovery methods 

have yet to be solved with universal satisfaction. The 

arguments between the advocates of discovery methods, such as 

Bruner, and opponents 
(80)~(161). h' such as Ausubel sugges.t that t :LB 
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approach should not be used exclusively. The modelling 
(48). 

exercises outlined would probably benerit rrom guided discovery. 

This would involve a change in attitude on the part or teachers, 

timetablers and authorities. A more rlexible approach involving 

tutorial work, team teaching, role playing (e.g. consulting 

k) 
(131). 

wor etc. would be required. 
i 

Gagne's work suggests 

that ir a programme or guided discovery is used, so that 

instances were worked out with guidance ror particular cases, 

and the learner extended the rule identiried to other cases 

the learning outcome is achieved more readily than by discovery 

methods or the stat~ment .gr rules rollowed by examples. 

Short mathematical modelling exercises could be used to allow 

this approach. A simple model, or the type suggested earlier, 

could be develope~with guidance, and the process or rormulation, 

manipulation and evaluation could be carried through so that 

the student could then extend the technique to that application 

or to others. 

When constructing 'real problems' care must be taken to 

ensure that they will encourage the awareness desired. H.O. 

Pollack 

provide 

has identiried aspects or many problems which only 
(131). 

an impression or reality. He suggests that 

many sensible everyday problems are not considered valuable 

in Applied Mathematics courses whereas 

whimsical or disguised are or ten used. 

others which are 

J.M. Hammersley' 
(60). 

has also made similar suggestions. Problems or mensuration 

encountered in earlier years are more justiriably real than 

those which use English to euphemise the prpblem but in which 

the data is presented with dishonest precision Many or the 

latter type Could be solved realistically by rough and app-

roximate methods. They orten assume ideal situations which 

cannot be justir1ed. 
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Pollack has also criticised so called 'real problems' 

which use words from other disciplines to make them appear 

relevant. Thermodynamic terms are often used to present a 

problem involving cubics which could have been given without 

the pretensions of reality. This is particularly suspect 

when used in problems of temperature scales. and thermodynamics 

(e.g. Rt = Ro (1 +At + Bt2 + C(t - 100)t3) since the International 

Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 has replaced such models by 

others more suitable for numerical analysis. 

In 1967 a compendium of Applications for Sixth Form 

Mathematics .as)prepared by a sub-committee of the Mathematical 
197 • 

Association. These were selected for use with Algebra, 

Trigonometry, Differentiation, Integration and Differential 

Equations in classes studying either for advanced level of 

the G.C.E. or Ordinary National Certificate and first year of 

the Higher National Certificate course (in any branch of science 

or engineering) at school or ~echnical college. The applications 

covered fields in electrical and electronic engineering, 

mechanical engineering, physics, chemistry, aeronautics and 

-: some I-population growth. The commi ttee hoped that future 
\ 

contributions would include examples suitable for girls' questions 

(whatever they may be) and for subjects such as Architecture, 

Biology, Building Economics and Textiles. 

The compendium no doubt, will provide an extremely 

welcome resource but it could be criticised by its lack of 

consideration with the construction and eValuation of models. 

The examples are mostly presented as developed mathematical 

models; little is done to show how models could be 
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--constructed from observations or how data is collected and 

selected. More importantly the eValuation pTOcessd'o!, pre-

dictions of the model is not considered. This leads to some 

unfortunate choices where assumptions, which are often not 

explicitly listed, are so unlikely that the model has little 

predictive value. The growth of ice on ponds is based on a 

model with unfortunately chosen boundary conditions. "Important 

stationary fluid layers are ignored (in this model and others) 

and thermodynamic equilibrium is aesumed without statement to 

that effect. Predictions from such a model might result in 

unfortunate damping of spirits in the real world. 

In problems involving gases the ideal gas model and 

reversible changes are assumed without statement. There seems 
seek 

to be a danger in this respect when mathematicians/applications 

from wider fields. Adverse criticisms could be levelled at 
(166). 

SMP on the same counts. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Mathematical Modelling. 

It is important that over-enthusiasm for the modelling 

concept should not prevent a discussion of the merits and 

limitations of the mathematical model. The clarity and lack 

of ambiguity of the language of mathematics compared with 

other languages should be emphasised. The efficiency, rigour 

and possibility revealing aspects of mathematics are advantages 

which the student should understand. Through the use of symbols 

it is usually possible to deal simultaneously with a whole 

family of situations and to generalize the re~ults to a large 

number of variables. 

Nevertheless the disadvantages of the mathematical model 
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must not be overlooked. Often assumptions are made and detail 

suppressed for mathematical convenience and the model gives 

unrealistic and useless results. This could occur if the 

construction of elegant but unrealistic models became an end 

in itself and the assumptions were forgotten or lost in a maze 

of mathematical symbols. 

Mathematical models often ignore qualitative variables, 

such as attitude, beliefs and expectations and such a model 

applied to some problems could be disastrous. (50). 

Finally and perhaps most importantly the teacher and 

student should remember that, like the slide rule, tables, 

calculators and computers, the mathematical models should only 

be used when necessary and not to convey a sense of sophistication 

or esotericism. The Mathematical Model is potent but on 

occasions dangerous, it should be used to reap every advantage 

but examined at~ery stage of use. 
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CHAPTER 10 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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It is fairly clear that the traditional view of Applied 

Mathematics as a subject for the 16-19 group, which has 

prevailed in Great Britain during this century, must be 

replaced by a wider concept, which encompasses the changing 

needs of education and the society which it serves. The legacy, 

which is provided by the historical development of the subject 

in this country, should provide an advantageous base from which 

to build. Some attitudes, for which this tradition has been 

responsible, will be beneficial but it is likely that certain 

other affective aspects will need to be abandoned if productive 

change is to be achieved. History shows us that many of 

the changes currently advocated have in fact been advanced 

before and that,at the time, they were welcomed. Promises of 

support, however, proved to be empty at later stages. If 

innovations are not developed with firm commi toi.ent-,. on the part 

- \ 

of all parties involved the cause c€lebre of one decade is lost 

and forgotten by the next and the curriculum is controlled by 

Yested and active interests. 

In its dominant form, Applied Mathematics is taught, at 

present, mainly as an academic exercise, designed for examination 

purposes of doubtful validity, rather than for its immediate or 

future usefulness and relevance. Far too few teachers question 

why they are involved with the subject or ask what its purpose 

might be. They accept it too readily on the grounds that it 

has always been in the school curriculum of their experience. 

Valid reasons must be given if the subject is to continue to 

occupy a position in the curriculum. The arguments, especially 

in this country, that it should be conserved because of the 
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cultural heritage which it embodies are s.trong,but these must 

be supported by a demonstration that it can be useful both 

inside and outside the academic sphere. It has failed in, the 

past to satisfy critics that it can provide a motivating force 

for students to follow mathematical studies. The changes 

proposed for the .' ftfture must ensure that advocates can point 

to its ability to interest as a reason for its retention. 

When complex problems are translated into simple mathematical 

models, which can be manipulated by using the mathematical 
~ techniques available to a student, the processes of solution, 

evaluation and communication of results can provide exciting 

applied mathematics. This can encourage the immediate 

acquisit'ioD of new mathematical abilities or persusde the 

student to seek and develop these later. In addition the 

opportunity to involve other disciplines so that detente is 

established between mathematicians, scientists and engineers 

is a forceful reason for ensuring that the renaissance of 

Applied Mathematics is successful and warranted. 

The evidence provided by GCE 'A' Level entries suggests 

that traditional Applied Mathematics is in decline both in 

availability and popularity; although there is some evidence 

that when the subject continues to be provided it does not 

lose favour (vid. AEB entry figures); especially if it is 

required simply for certification by examination. The fears 

that the double-subject 'A' Level Mathematics qualification, 

which was considered desirable by higher education in previous 

years, is giving way to a single-subject are confirmed by the 

same figures. The number of students who take both Mathematics 
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and Further Mathematics is low compared with the number of 

entries for the single subject at A Level. This does not 

imply that Applied Mathematics is not included in single 

subject courses but the coverage could not be expected to be 

as comprehensive as it would be if Applied Mathematics was a 

single subject in its own right. Nevertheless, the applied 

aspect of many single Mathematics syllabuses is greater than 

critics would have us believe and within these syllabuses 

some mathematics which has traditionally been treated as 

essentially pure mathematics has been given an applied bias. 

The current situation is, however, far from satistactory. 

Much of the material in single subject syllabuses appears to 

have been included to provide a m61ange of traditional topics 

and to appease retentionists. There is a danger that the 

conflicting influences of conservationists and revolutionaries 

could result in a hotpotch of traditional and new which 

discards!J useful older material and includes new topics of 

questionable value. It would be unfortunate, for example, 

if ~ewtonian Mechanics was ignored, but, if it is to be 

retained, it must be presented in a different manner from 

previously so that the sterile approach. which it often en

gendered is replaced by motivation. In the traditional applied 

syllabus ~ewtonian 'Mechanics was usually presented without 

reference to the fact that it was a model. AB a result of 

this approach the student often confused the mathematical model 

with the real world, failed to recognise its limitations or 

shortcomings and did not question assumptiona, which were 

usually presented as trite dogma. The limited mathematical 
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techniques. which were considered to be attainable in the sixth 

rorm, meant that mechanics was orten stretched unjustiriably 

to rill a single subject syllabus. In a revised syllabus 

mechanics. perhaps re-inrorced and re-shaped by the introduction 

or topics not evident in the past (e.g. some relativity. an 

emphasis on rrames or rererence. experimental work etc.). 

could be presented with the modelling aspect emphasised so 

that it combined userully with other applications. The 

criticisms levelled against mechanics might be answered ir 

this approach was adopted. Certainly the image or Applied 

Mathematics as essentially and entirely Mechanics must be 

eliminated but applications rrom other rields must be chosen 

with care and examined so that they are included ror their 

userulness and not because they are new. 

A great deal or research must be undertaken berore 

applied mathematics is established in any new rorm. This 

must be done quickly.but thoroughly, and must be concurrent 

with the new~urriculum developments such as N and F, TEC 

and BEC. (Business Education Council Awards.) It must not 

wait until the commencement or N and F in the 1980's, or ror 

the introduction or BEC. The ract that TEC has already started 

should encourage not deter this research.. Ir applied math

ematics is to be taught successrully,research into teaching 

methods must continue,in conjuction with a search ror applied 

topics rrom other rields,so that methods and applications 

match and are evaluated as complements. 

The research rield at present indicates that guided 

discovery methods orrer the most promising prospects ror 

applied mathematics, ir the modelling philosophy is to be 

adopted. This research should continue and should investigate 
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more closely this modelling aspect in teaching and learning. 

The evidence that existing courses in mathematical modelling, 

which tend to be concentrated on undergraduate courses, are 

successful in teaching students to rormulate models is not 

encouraging. Many such courses appear to be ad hoc and not 

designed ror educational research. New teaching techniques 

must be developed and investigated, together with the es

tablishment or a bank or new real problems, models and,ex-

periments rrom a variety or suitable new rields. Ways must 

be round or providing opportunities ror evaluation or any 

models which students construct. There is scope ror much 

research or this nature at the 16-19 level. 

The negative attitude or many mathematics teachers to 

modelling and experimental work muat be changed and ways or 

doing this must be researched. This may require new recruitment 

patterns. Much curriculum development rails because or teacher 

attitude. 

The new techniques and topics which could become part 

and parcel or applied mathematics will require new assessment 

techniques. These too will need to be investigated by com

prehensive research so that projects, assignments and other 

schemes or work can be assessed more objectively than in the 

past. Teachers must be taught to use any new assessment 

techniques erriciently and validly. This could require a large 

degree or in-service training. The moves in this direction, 

including INSERT in Bchools and the ACSTT proposals ror 

Further Education, could go some way to achieving this but 

more is required. 
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At present many or the requirements or industry, society, 

higher education and secondary education are in conrlict. 

This conflict does not only exist between those sectors 

but exist withi'n:.themj between disciplines, departments and 

groups. Ir Applied Mathematics is to be re-born all interested 

parties must consult with each other and decide what is 

required of the subject and how needs should be fulfilled. 

One sector or interest must not determine the r&le of applied 

mathematics in the curriculum, as the examining boards have 

often done in the past. The dichotomy between pure and applied 

mathematics must be avoided. This does not necessarily 

preclude Applied Mathematics as a subject in its own right 

but it does require a different approach from the traditional. 

Many aspects which have been considered pure could be intro

duced (e.g. if some relativity was introduced this could be 
. (145). 

approached through matrices, hence answering those who ask, 

'what is the use of 'modern' mathematics1')~ A new research 

project involved with 'New' Applied Mathematics 16 : 19 is 

probably justiried, not as a means of balancing the 'modern' 

mathematics projects of the 1960's but to proceed profitably 

rrom their experiences. 

Internationally much could be done to improve the r$le 

of Applied Mathematics. This would be achieved by increasing 

the awareness of its possibilities as a secondary school 

subject, in those countries which have no tradition of teaching 

mathematics from application. An international exchange or 

ideas and views relevant to applications and their use in 

mathematics teaching could only be beneficial. Many inter

national organisations (e.g. OEeD, Council of Europe, UNESCO) 

have contributed to the development of Applied Mathematics in 
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the past but this has been mainly confined to higher education 

and research. Commissioned studies on an international scale 

have largely ignored Applied Mathematics at secondary level 

on the grounds that it was not a significant force. (59) .(75). 

This could well have much to do with the fact that outside 

the UK the subject is not labelled. It might well be in-

corporated in other subject areas; some of which may not even 

be labelled mathematics. An international study, commissioned, 

for example, by the Council for Cultural Co-operation, could 

usefully research this to the benefit of mathematics teaching. 

Within the U.K. the various associations, institutes and 

professional bodies have a responsibility to encourage similar 

research. It would be disastrous if the opportunity for 

genuine, honest appraisal of Applied Mathematics at secondary 

level, which the current situation offers, was ignored in 

favour of a development which constructed the rSle of app-

lications in mathematics teaching by chance or with regard to 

sectarian interests. Without vigilance in all areas the larger 

question, concerned with the changes in the structure of the 

secondary education sector, which is posed by the transition 

I from elite to mass education, could overwhelm the genuine 

desires for renaissance in applied mathematics. 

If Applied Mathematics was not reformed with car~ based 

on valid research and consultation, its demise would probably 

be preferable to a dishonest revival. 
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